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THE PARIS HAS BEEN SIGHTED.

WEYLER MAKES DEFENSE.

tbe new
tariff bill becomes a law, as
otherwise they feel that the tonnage duos
will be
so
burdensome on British,
branch and German shipping as to cause
it to 9eek Canadian and
Mexican ports.
Aside from the
expected ofliolal representations
of the foreign
governments,
tae shipping interests of
London, Havre,
Bremen and other ports are
supplementthe diplomatic negotiations with
ing
strong representations
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time
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Day
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Key West, April 29.—The chief inoident
of the day was the arrival of the troop
ship Panther with nearly seven hundred
She
came from
marines.
Hampton
of the
Roads in convoy
Montgomery.
Lieut. Col. Huntington is in oommand of
the marines.
The Fern arrived from
Tampa with
ammunition for the fleet and the Annapolis r oturned after a brief absence.
Where she has been is not known except
to the authorities and those aboard.
The
Amphitrite is still coaling here. Lieut.
MoKinley, in charge of the harbor deblittliea

LUisu

ti cov

mm

uo

^iiou-

tically closed to vessels between live p.m.
four a. m.,

beginning

tomorrow

night.
A load of anxiety was lifted from the
arrival late this
naval men here by the

afternoon of the little Spanish schooner
Three Sisters, with Paymaster Simpson
and three sailors of the Terror as a prize
crew aboard.
The schooner loaded sugar
while bound from Havana for Cardenas
was captured off the latter place Sunday
Sho
enby the torpedo boat Kooto.
countered heavy gales during which Paymaster Simpson lost his charts and had
to make a new one from memory.
arrived
The Mascotte this afternoon
here bringing Miss Clara Barton and a
The
workers.
of
Red
Cross
party
corps
was taken down stream to the Red Cross
ship State of Texas, which has been waitThe State of Texas has
ing its arrival.
four other Red Cross workers on board
and 1400 tons of provisions, clothing and
medicines.
She will await instructions
from Washington before proceeding for
The State of Texas will probably
Cuba.
serve as a hospital ship for the fleet and
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of anxiety on the part of officials here,
it seemed to indicate that the
because
sympathy of Portugal for Spain might
lead her to wiuk at a violation of neutrality laws iu favor of Spain. Late in

a

a
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a
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navy.
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2.30
to

brother
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ship which
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came to

no signature to the
officials did not know
importance to attach to the mesCapt. Sampson sent a brief telerelative to the firing at the Matan-

there
the

what
sage.
gram

was

forts.

It was lacking in detail, but
It went to confirm the official view that
the affair was nothing more than a naval
reconnaisanco.
No
news came today from
Admiral
Dewey’s squadron, now on its way to the
to
battle
the
with
Philippines
Spanish

fleet.

One

officer pointed out that if Admiral
the
the Spanish fleet,
who control the cable,
would probably
the
news
or
suppress
distort the facts into a Spanish victory.
Presuming that the admiral is hound
directly for Manila, the calculations made
't the navy department shows he will
irrive about 2 o’clock Saturday morning.
Manila
time, which Is about 12 hours
earlier than ours.
The pressure continues unabated on the

Dewey defeated
of Hiram Maxim the inventor Spanish officials

has offered for

oablegram

the
state department from Cape Verde hearing no signature, announcing that four
battleships and three torpedo boats had
started north and some of the transports
for Cuba, and that the Northern fleet
returned shortly,having been in collision.

zas

troops

Maxim,

the departure from Cape
interest was
Verde of the Spanish lloet, the ijtay of
which at St, Vincent has been a source

oablegram,

west.

of

but fortunately all of them turned out
inquiry to be without foundation.
events of Importance were few
Actual
in number. The news of the day of most
on

Because

sea.

Minneapolissailedfrom
dispatch

Washington, April 29.—This was a day
of alarming reports, running all the^way
from the blowing up of a big monitor to
the detection and punishment of traitors,
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the American
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trary it. is asserted that the Spanish warEhips will remain in Manila bay to assist
the forts.
It

is

reported from Manila that the

American
off
out

last

been

too

ships have been sighted

war

Bollnao

where

entire

at
at

Madrid—The
2.30 p,

m.—

position

when it was ordered to proto Florida, whence it

shown along Espaca and other

The

insurgent chief Aguinaldo is
to Hong Kong from
Singapore.
alleged that he absconded with half

It is

million dollars paid by the
Spanish
government for the other insurgent leaders.
All Manila telegrams are censorized
a

and

the

Kong

communication

Texas,

announcement that Jthe State of
laden with supplios for the reoon-

centrados, is destined for Sagua, has led
to

the surmise that it

is

probably

this

port instead of Matanzas which has been
seleoted for the landing place of the first
attack of the XJ. S. troops.
Regarding tho growls that appear in
the European papers and threats to interfere to prevent the United States forces
from blockading the Philippines, it may
be
stated that this was fully expeoted.
During the civil war there were a great
many attempts on the part of European
nations to disregard our
blockades and
many threats of interference, all of which
came to naught from tho firm
attitude
assumed by the secretary of state.
In
case
the
the
conditions
of the
present

in

Bonaventura

sailed, presumably

for Manila.”

NICTHEROY DAMAGED.

headquarters heretofore estabhsre, were this morning, in genLondon, April 30.—A despatch to the
orders, removed to Tampa, Fla., to Daily Mall from Rio Janeiro says the de-

lished

whioh place

Gen.

Shafter

will go from

part ure of the United States dynamite
cruiser Nictheroy has been delayed by a

breakage

of her

maclnery.

ARGENTINE NEUTRAL.
Buenos Ayres, April 20.—It is

an-

nounced that the Argentine Republic
will publish a decree of neutrality during
below the city.
! the war between Spain and the United
MORE MEN FROM CHATTANOOGA. State; but it appears certain that the
government will reserve absolute liberty
Chattanooga, Tenn., April 29.—The of action in
regard to coal.
entire eight batteries of artillery besides
the 24th infantry and four companies of
the Ninth Cavalry, broke camp today RUSSIA CHARGES INGRATITUDE.
under orders to proceed to Tampa, Fla.,
London, April 30.—The Standard’s
at once. Men, guns,
horses, caissons, Moscow correspondent says Russia has
ammunition and
camp paraphernalia received a severe blow in suspected friendwere loaded on cars waiting for them at
ly agreement between the United States
Battlefield station
and started on their and
England, charging America with
Journey south. The trains will be given ingratitude.
preference over everything'between here
and Tampa and
a
speed of 25 miies or
SPANIARDS TALKED LOU D.
more is
expected to be made. Though
St. Johns, N. F., April 29.—Tho Britno intimation of the ultimate destination
Jteamer Wansbeck has just arrived
of the troops has been given out here, ish
The captain saw nothing
there is no doubt in the minds of the from Cadiz.
on voyage.
officers and men that an immediate in- of any warships
When ho
vasion of Cuba, or at least the capture left Cadiz Spaniards were most actively
and occupation of some Cuban seaport preparing for war, declaring they would
suffer anything to crush America.
is In contemplation.
and

will aid

in

perfecting

the defences

CAVALRY TO BE SHIPPED.

OF COURSE.

Tenn., April 29.—Quiet
Madrid, April 29.—The Vox Espauol*
preparations are being made at Chicka- of Manila describes part of Manila as
the
for
mi ctner principal porta
south
of
mauga
shipment
park
impregnate,
the Second Cavalry as well as the Ninth. in Philippines bristle with gnns, cfciefiv
Chattanooga.

Krupp.

BISMARCK’S IDEA.
London,

according

to

80.—Prince

Bismarck,

a

MORMONS MAY ENLIST.
Salt Lake, Utah, April 29.—A letter
from the first President of the Mormon
Church to Gov. Wells on tho subject of
enlistment has caused a sensation here.
Tho fact that Apostle Brigham Young in
a discourse at the tabernacle last
Sunday counselled the saints to remain at
home and that the recruiting officer here
on the opening day secured but 47 voln-

regarded as reflecting upon
tho patriotism of the people and the President of the church urges the Saints to
enlist.
teers was

The Royal is the highest grade baking powder
known. Actual tests show it goes onethird further than any other bread.

IT WAS MONTGOMERY.
Blanco

April

despatch from Berlin, says
Germany,ought not to bind her hands by
neutrality declaration.

international

this rule,
and a notable instance of it
occurred when the famous Confederate
Alabama was at Lisbon durprivateer
ing the Civil war- A United States ship
entered Lisbon harbor while the Alabama
was there, and the Alabnma
immediately
withdrew.
The United States ship apparently started in pursuit, whereupon
tho
Portuguese batteries fired warning
?uns and were prepared to make armed
resistance to
the departure of the warship before the first one had her full 34
hours’ start.
It turned out that the
Northern ship had not intended to chaso
;ho Alabama, but was moving her
buoys
?o that
trouble was averted.
The British and French ambassadors here have
received instructions relative to the tonnage tax provision in tho war tariff bill,
which passed
the House of .Representatives today. It is understood that the
Berman ambassador will also receive inon
the same subject.
structions
The
nature of the instructions is not disclosed,
but they donbtliss relate to joint representations against the severity of the new
Leading diplomats are
tonnage tax.
hopeful that their representations will
lead to a modification of the clause before

Expected Friday

magical influence in the Philippines

has

not probable that orders will be
It is
given to break camp before tomorrow as
Cuban blockade are mnch more liberal it will be impossible to move all the artowards tbs European powers than ever tillery, cavalry and infantry already unIn anticipation of the der orders before that time.
before imposed.
Capt. Lee
action of the German commercial interests of the British Royal artillery, called on
in combining to secure exemption from Major General Brooke today to observe
search for their mail steamers, it is point- the workings of American troops in
the
ed ont that tho President in hin proclama- Held, as an accredited representative of
lie will follow
tion, declaring the existence of war, ex- the English government,
plicitly announced that the voyages of the troops to Tampa and across into
mail steamers are not to be interfered Cuba.
with except on the clearest grounds of
Quartermaster General Lee today let
suspicion of a violation of the law in re- contracts for several million pounds of
spect to contraband or blockade.
oat6, hay and straw for the use of the
v iDuuuuu
uu
kjaunu-iju »ou,
iuu X UI LUcavalry stationed here.
guese minister,looked over the Associated
MASSACHUSETTS TROOPS.
Press cable despatch from Lisbon giving
of tho neutrality decree
the substance
Boston, April 29.—Gov. Wolcott has
gazetted there today and said it was evi- issued ordors offering the Erlst Regiment
dently accurate and .covered the entire of heavy artillery the privilege of volunhad not, however, up to a teering and for mobilization of the state
He
subject.
late hour, today, received an official notiquota at South Eramingtham, May 3.
fication of the neutrality decree.
stated
The Viscount
; that article 3,
CHANGES OF RENDEZVOUS.
which
permits boliigereats to make a
Washington, April 29.—Rendezvousing
short stop at Portuguese ports, probably
have been changed
better
understood by saying poiDts for state troops
would be
as follows:
Maine, Portland to Augusta;
would
not
lie
that belligerents
permitted Rhode Island,
Povidence
to
Quints
to make long stays at ports of Portugal.
Point.
Under tho usual rules of

law, the stay was likely to be confined
The minister drew atto a day or two.
tention to the. privileges permitted when
warships of both belligerents nations
were in
the same port. In case if the
warship of one power leaves port, the
of
the other power cannot leave
warship
in pursuit within 34 hours.
Portugal has been very insistent upon

Hong

MAY HAVE BEES FOUGHT.

brigade

Washington.

major generals.

The

with

is suspended.

bay.

ave-

when the soldiers marched to the
depot to take the train for Florida. The

Quinn. They took a train today for forts
Jacksori and St. Philip. The detachment
war department for changes in the plans
already announced as to mobilization of comprises expert torpedo and mine layers

as

fleet to comrau-

coming

a

nues

Were

volunteer troops and very
much
against its judgment, the department is
making concessions in this matter. A
large number of callers are bringing forward
candidates for the many plums
within
the gift of
the President and
Secretary Alger in the shape of appointments to grades above regimental, in the
army.
Gen. Lee and Gen. Dodge spent a good
part of the day in conference with officials, giving color to the reports that they
are among those selected for appointment

the

nioate with the rebels.

and will head the popular movement to
will he sent to Cuba.
There were scenes
throw
off the
of the utmost activity in
Spanish rule. A naval
camp today and
the
regiment was hurriedly gotten in battle is expected to occur today (Friday)
readiness to
more.
Wild enthusiasm in Manila
H. M. S.
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Manila Bay.
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the

30.—It is denied that

London, April 30.—A despatch to the
Daily Mail from Singapore says:
“Commodore Dewey was accompanied
New Orleans, April 29.—The first regiment of regular
army infantry arrived by Jose Alexandrino, a prominent offihere two days ago and
hardiy got tents cer under Aguinaldo. Alexandrino has

was

is Great

Gen. Blanco to be
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the Spanish fleet has left Manila to meet
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by April, 1898, he would be in a
position to offer him fifty thousand veter-
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that
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INSURANCE

of Hayti is expected to
maintain strict
neutrality as between
the united States ami
Spain and it is
Raid that reports
of exceptional privito
the
leges given
United States warships
in
Haytien waters are erroneous. The
Haytien minister, Mr. liGger, said toclav
that ho had received no official
instructions concerning
neutrality, bin lie had
no doubt
an attitude of
impartial neutrality would be maintained. It is recognized among officials hero that all
the
sympathies of Hayti are with the United
states and yet
any action by that county inconsistent with strict neutrality
would place Hayti in the attitude of being an ally of this country and an open
enemy of Spain. Mr. Leger had noticed
the published
quotations from the treaty
b®two«n
the United States and
Hayti,
which it was assirred,
gave exceptional
privileges to the United States in ithat
our warships
were given
the right to
coa* alJC* suPPUes in
Haytien ports.
rmT°
I he minister made
a careful examination of his official text of the
treaty and
was unable to locate
any such exceptional privilege. The treaty was made durthe Civil war and contains many
ing
provisions relative to conditions of war,
but Mr. Leger’s reading of
gthem does
not disclose any provisions which is inconsistent with strict impartiality in a
neutral attitude between Spain and the
United^ States any privilege enjoyed by
the ships of one country will be euuallv
open to those of the
other country, he
said.

Naval Battle

Castilla

Weyler severely criticised the
policy in Cuba and the time
selected for decreeing it and he concluded
a passionate appeal for a display of energy, urging the government to take the

Squadron Reported
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Just one cruiser, built and equippei I Cuba and urged the government to take
offensive against America.
complete with torpedo guns according t ( the

one
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American Line Steamer Sighted
Off Fire Island This Morningc
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Maxim, the famous inventor of weapon s of Cuban autonomy, a bill was adopted
of
destruction.
Hudson
Maxim ha j granting the government “immunity foi
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Maxim. The writer is
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ship which he claim 5

of aerial torpedoes,

“

a

destroying

of

■

United States gov

markable offer to the

ernment to furnish to it, at
a

a re
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speed of from twenty to twenty-four knot
and could,

position with respect to battleships.'
“

PRESS.

Said She Was Aground But IsSafu
at

Key West.

Madrid, April 29.—11 p. in.—In official
ciroles it Is not believed that the American can effect a landing on the shores
of Matanzas bay, as it is fall of torpedoes.
The reports cabled from Washington
respecting the movements of the Ameriarmy and fleet are considered as intended to hoodwink the Spanish government. The latest despatches from Havana
say It was the American warship Montgomery which went ashore off the coast
of Pinar del Rio, and that she grounded
near
on the rooks
Colonados. According to the despatches, three other warin
succeeded
floating her, but the
ships
Montgomery is badly damaged.
There are great rejoicings in Havana at
what is described as “The American raat Matanzas.
It is not. believed
ulse
lip
States warships
that the United
will
venture to attack Manila,
can

Note—The cruiser Montgomery ref^.-ed
in
the above despatch
as
having
grounded, has just arrived at Key Wo«t
Roads.
from Hampton

i
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COMMERCE

IN

AMENDMENT TO VOLUNTEER BILL

WAR.

Mahan's View of the

Capt.

Propriety of

'lie Seizure of Private Merchant Vessels.

(From Capt. Mahan's book '‘The Interest ol
America hi Sea-Power Present anti Future.”)
"Neither Great Britain nor America,”
says Sir Georgo Clarke, though ho elsewhere qualifies the statemeut, "can see
in the commerce of other peoples an incentive to attack.
Why not? For what
tio navies exist?
purpose,
primarily,
not
to
merely
Surely
light one another,
to gain
what .Touiini calls “the sterile
glory” of lighting battles in order to win
them.
If navies, as all agree, exist for
the protection of commerce, it inevitably
follows that in war they must aim at depriving their enemy of that great resource; nor is it easy to conceive what
broad military use they can subserve that
at all compares with the protection and
destruction of trade.
This Sir George, indeed, sees for he elsewhere says, "Only on the principle of doing the utmost injury to an enemy, with
a view to
hasten the issue of war, can
commerce-destroying be justified;” but
he fails I think, to appreciate the full
importance of this qualifying concession,
and neither he nor Mr. White seems to
admit the immense importance of commisThe
merce-destroying, as such.
take of both, i think, lies in not keeping
both
in
view—what
clearly
certainly unthe
between
derstood—the difference
guerro-de-course, which is conclusive,
and commerce-destroying (or commerce
prevention) through strategic control of
Some nathe sea by powerful navies.
tions more than others, but all maritine
nations more or less, depend for their
prosperity upon it more than upon any
other single lactor. Either under their
of a neutral, either by
own flag or that
foreign trade or roasting trade, the sea is
of
boons
to such a state; and
the greatest
under every form its sea-borne trade is at
mercy of a foe decisively superior.
Is it, then, to be expected that such foe
will forego such advantage,—will insist
upon pending blood and money in fighting, or money in the vain effort of maintaining a fleet which, having nothing
to fight, also keeps its hands off such an
obvious means of crippling the opponent
and forcing him out of bis ports? Great
Britain’s navy, in the French wars, not
only protected her commerce, but also
annihilated that of the enemy; and both
conditions—not one alone—were essential
to her triumph.
It is because Great Britain’s sea power,
though still superior, has declined relatively to that of other States, and is no
longer suprsme, that she has been induced to concede to neutrals the prinoiple
that the flag covers the goods. It is a concession wrung from relative weakness—or
possibly from a mistaken humanitarianism; but, to whatever due, it is ail to
the profit of the neutral and to the loss of
cfonnoaa

lvnll

H'lva Anlir

iineant

inefi

licatiou, in policy, for its yielding by the
latter, is that she can no longer as formerly, bear the additional burden of hostility', if th9 neutral should ally himself to

the euemy. I have on another occasion
said that the principle that the flag covthe goods is forever secured—meaning
thereby that, so far as present indications
go, no" one over would be strong enough
at sea to maintain the contrary by arms.
In the same way it may be asserted
quite confidently that the concession of
immunity to what is unthinkingly oallpd
the “private property’’ of an enemy an
the,sea, will never be conceded by a ration or alliance confident in its own esa
power. It has been the dream of the
w caker sea
belligerents in all ages; and
tneir arguments for it, at the first glance
plausible, are very proper to urge from
their point of view. That arch robber,
the first Napoleon, who so remorselessly
and exhaustively carried the principle) of
war sustaining war to its
utmost logical
sequence,and even in peace scrupled not to
his
armies
on
subject countries,
quarter
maintaining them on what, after all,
was simply private property of foreigneis
—even ho
waxes quite
eloquent, and superficially most convincing, as he compares the seizuro of goods at sea, so fatal
to his empire, to the seizure of a wagon
travelling an inland country road.
In all these contentions there lies, beneath the surtaoe plausibility, not so
much a confusion of thought as a failurs
to recognize an essential difference oi
conditions. Even on shore the protection
of private property rests upon the simple
principle that injury Is not to be wantou
—that itis not to be inflicted when end to
be obtained is trivial,or largely dispropoitionate to the suffering caused. For this
ers

embarked
in commercial venture, is respected in
civilized maritime war. Conversely, aa
we all know, the rule on land Is by no
means invariable, and private property
reason

personal property,

not

receives scant consideration when its appropriation or destruction serves the purposes of au enemy. The man who trudged
the highway, cudgel in hand, may claim
for his cudgel all the sacredness with
which civilization invests property; but If
he use it to break his neighbor’s head, th-e
respect for his property, as suoh, quickly
disappears. Now, private property horns
upon the seas is engaged in promoting, in
the most vital manner, the strength and
resources of the nation by which it is
handled. When that nation becomes bti,
ligerent, the private property, so called,
borno upon the seas, is sustaining the
well being and endurance of the nation
at.

wnr

anti onnconnonflv ic

opponent,

ininnin-* bha

exceeding ail

othsr
of national power. In these dews
of wur^correspondents, most of ns are ramiliar with the idea of the dependence of
an army upon
its communications, aad
we know,
vaguely peihaps, but still we
that
to
threaten
or harm the comknow,
munications of an army is one of i^ie
most common and effective devices of
strategy.
Why? Because severed from
its base an army languishes and dies, and
when threatened with suoh an evil it
must
light at whatever disadvantage.
Well, is it not clear that maritime commerce occupies, to the power of a maritime state, the precise nourishing function that the communications of an army
supply to the army? Blows at commerce
are blows at the communications of the
state; they intercept its nourishment,
they starve its life, they cut the roots of
its power, the sinews of its war. While
war remains a factor a sad but inevitable
factor, of our history, it is a fond hope
that commerce can be exempt from its
operations, because in very truth blows
against commerce ate the most deadly
that can be struck; nor is there any other
among the proposed uses of a navy, as
for instance the bombardmant of seaport
towns, which is not at once more cruel
pnd less scientific. Blockade such as that
fcnforoed by the United States Navy dur1»K the Civil war, Is evidently only a
epeolal phase of commeroe destroying; yet
how Immense—nay, decisive—its results I
It Is only when effort is frittered away
in the feeble dissemination of the guerrede-course, instead of being concentrated
in a great combination to control the sea,
that commerce destroying justly inours
J
reproach of misdirected effort. It is a
lair deduction from analogy, that two
>
'.'..mlin ft arises nrght as well agree to
r each other’s communications, as
; w
bel)ig»rent States to guarantee imunity to hostile commerce.
to

an

extent

sources

1

to the volunteer bill providing for an increase of 13,000 men with special qualifications to the volunteer force, instead
of the 1,000 provided in the volunteer bill
This change amends the last
as enacted.
proviso of section 6 of the bill and
authorizes tho secretary of war to or-

companies, troops, battalions or
regiments possessing specdai qualifications, from the nation at large, not exganize

ceeding 10,000 under rules, and regulaThis intions of tiie war department.
crease will allow 3,000 to be used for the
cow boy organizations and tiie remainder
will furnish a chance to a ran battalions
if engineers and enlistment of immunes.
Representative Griffin of the military
in reporting
the
tffairs committee,
imendment to tho volunteer bill, submitted a letter from Assistant Secretary
Meikeljohn. it says:
“It is thought that it. may be advisable
lo enlist an engineer corps composed of
men

possessing

nse of dynamite I in
war presents
dhiiities of
destruction to life and
operiy more terrible than anything of
which our fathers dreamed.
How the
e xplosive is need on land and sea
is told
in .-.n interesting article in the;next issue

oi

jthe|Portlatifl Sunday Times."

GLADSTONE NEARS END.

special

qualifications,

lud a corps of electricians. Also it may
become important to have a large body
of troops composed of men who have
had the yellow fever.”
The latter could be obtained only in
the extreme southern states and it may
be necessary to have more of such men
than the quotas of such states amounts
to.
MISS GOULD’S OFFER.

Washington, April 29.—The President
replied to the note of Miss Helen
Gould of New York offering to donate to
the government $100,000, thanking her
but stating that in the absence of special
authorization of Congress, ho is unable
to accept her offer. Ho suggests, however, that if she should see fit to invest
the money in a vessel to he presented to
the navy, no congressional action in that
case would he necessary.

COMPLAINTS AGAINST BERMEJO.

Madrid, April 29, 8 p. m.—In the lower
house of the Cortes today. Senor Gassette, editor of E! Imparcial, declared
minister
of
that Admiral Bermejo,
marine, lacked the necessary energy to
the
situation.
Senor
cope with
present
Sagasta replied that Admiral Bermejo
had rendered great service and that some
day it would be shown that he had foreseen all eventualities.
A riinirol

u Ion

n

had “Enough

energy to defend the
fatherland whatever happened,” but
added that today his patriotism compelled him to be silent as to the measures
taken to defend the integrity of the
nation.
PREPARING TO LEAVE HAVANA.

Washington, April 29.—Diplomats hare
making arrangements through their

are

consuls and agents at Havana for the departure of foreign officials and colonies as
soon as there is any indication ot
bombardment or any other move that
will
the
of
lives
imperil
foreigneers residing
in Havana. A British warship is now on
the way to Havana, the French cruiser
Fulton has already arrived there and Germany, Italy and Austria also have ships
in West Indian waters within easy reach
of Havana to take care of their citizens.
It is understood that the foreign consul
generals and consuls have been given
wide latitude in determining the time
when foreigners should leave.
It is the
expectation here that Admiral Sampson
will serve ample notice on the authorities
at Havana, both Spanish and foreign before opening fire.
On the receipt of this
notice the foreign consuls and colonies
will go on board the various warships.
TO EXPEL AMERICAN CITIZENS.

London, April 29.—A special despatch
from
Madrid says the Spanish government is going to expel all United States
citizens from Spain.

NICTHEROY RENAMED BUFFALO-

29.—The secretary of
of
Traitor ou
Puritan
Largely the nuvy today selected new names for
several recent a qulsitions to the auxiliary
Imagination.
'the cruiser
navy.
Nictlieroy, formerly
the Morgan liner El Cid, purchased from
There
is
abKey West, Fla., April 29.—
the
Brazilian government has been resolutely no foundation for the sensational named the Buffalo in honor of the New
York city of that name.
This cruiser
reports cabled from here to the effect that
left| Rio de Janeiro a few days ago un
a case of treason
has been discovered on der
escort
of
a
Brazilian warboard the United States monitor Puritan. ship
bound
for
New
York.
The rumors arose from the strange actions Her departure from the Brazilian
port
was
of a fireman with a
undoubtedly hastened by the neuSpanish sounding trality
order recently issued by that govnaino, now under restraint on the war- ernment giving vessels of the
belligerent
ship because of his eccentricities.
The nations
twenty-four hours to
leave
officers of the Puritan declare there is no Brazilian ports.
The
stsara
John
lighter
Dwight was
thought of trying the man by court marnamed the Pawnee, the tug Hestial and that all the talk about treason is today
peria was named the Apache and the tug
absurd.
Justin was named the Chichasaw.
It appoars that a few
the
man
days ago
in
question, was seen in one of tho moniPORTUGAL’S BELATED DECREE.
tor s turrets and tho man who
saw
him,
reported that he had his hand on the lock
Lisbon, April 29.—The Official Gazette
of the magazine.
the man today publishes the neutrality decree of
Consequently
referred was instantly placed under re- Portugal in the war between Spain and
straint.
It is similar to the
The crew of the monitor imme- the United States.
diately became exoitod and declared there decree Issued at the time of the outbreak
was a Spanish traitor on
board, though of the Franco-Prussian war, and contains
this the extravagant stories were
six articles:
concocted.
1— Forbids the equipment of privateers
Tho officers of tho Puritan believe the in Portuguese waters.
man who is a
2— Forbids the entry of privateers into
fireman, is a Cuban and
they assert positively that he has never Portuguese waters.
evidence
of
given
8—Permits belligerents to make a short
any sort of sympathy
with Spain, but, they added, on the con- stay at Portuguese ports.
4— Delines legitimate trade, as regards
trary when the Puritan was off Matanzas
the man was frequently heard to
in goods
say he belligerents arid forbids trading
would like to get ashore to join the in- which may be considered contraband of

erly

The Spanish torpedo boats Azore, Rayo
Arieto and the Spunish transport
and Cudad de Candid
San Francisco
and

sailed at the same time in a northerly
direction, for the Canary islands.
The Evening News commenting on its
despatoh from St. Vincent, says:
“The import of the cablegram is that
the whole effective lighting force of the
been
dispatched west,
squadron has
while the non-effeotives and non-combatto
another anchorage.
arts are proceeding
Well-informed naval authorities are
aware that torpedo boats could not travAtlantic at the present time, as
erse the
they have not sufficient coal capacity for
to Cuba and the risk of coal in
a voyage
is too great.
This long demid-ocean
layed movo is most significant, in that
first
definite
move
since the
it is Spain’s
outbreak of hostilities.”
St Vincent, Cape Verde, April 29.
The Spanish squadron sailed in a southerly direction at 8.80 o’clock this morning.
Its destination is unknown as the orders
are to be given at sea.
—

WASHINGTON HEARS OF IT.

April 29.—The navy dereceived information that
the Spanish squadron has left the Cape
de Verde islands. Its destination is unknown.
Washington,

partment

pany.
TRAIN ROBBERY.

jT”

El Pasco, Tex., April 29.—The westbound Southern Pacific passenger train.
No. 2,
was taken in charge
by four
masked men at Comstock, Texas, at midlast
miles
two
west
of the
night
night,
station. The robbers wrecked the through
safe in the express car and took the entire money contents amounting to £200,
000.

TO THE PUBLIC.

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medecine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we

hereafter warrant every bottle
of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
W. Heseltine, 387 Congress St., Edward
W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
will

bought

Congress Square Hotel.

A CARD.

We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea

Remedy

and will refund the money to
any one who is not satisfied after using
it.
It is the most successful medicine in
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltine <fc Co., 3s7 Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,

KLoodoo, Apr 1120.—A private despatch
iram flawarden to a prominent politician
if ihls city, says Mr. Gladstone is
Capldly nearing his end.
Congress Square Hotel.

has

OBLIGED TO TURN.

Vincent, April 29.—Two Spanish
transports (probably the San Francisco
St.

and the Ciudad de Cadiz) have
just returned here with three Spanish torpedo
boats (most likely the Azor, Rayo and
Ariete) The Spaniards say two of the torpedo boats have been slightly damaged,
owing to a collision.
They claim the
boats will be able to put to sea again to-

Eosition.

mnrrnw.

AT CANARIES NEXT.
Cape Verde Fleet Looked for at Spanish
Islands.

PREPARATIONS.

Washington, April 29.—The navy department received early this morning
news of the sailing from St. Vincent,
Cape , Verde, of the Spanish fleet and

London, April

29.—The Liberal leader
Paris.
29.—Tile Aurora
anSir William Vernon Harcourt arraigned nounces April
today that extraordinary activity
the weak polioy of the Marquis of Salisin
naval
and
circle's
prevails
military
bury in the tar East, in the house of throughout France.
At Brest, work at
Commons this evening pointing out the the arsenal continues until
eight o’clock
collapse of hl3 "open door”
polioy, every night and Sunday.
through Germany obtaining preferential
orders
for
war
material
have
Largo
privileges on the Shan Tung Peninsula, been placed and all the const batteries
while Great Britain had made an undig- have been
supplied with provisions and
nified retreat in the Ta Lien Wan affair.
munitions sufficient for seveal months.
Germany and Russia, the speaker conFresh batteries have been ereoted at
tended had both scored at the expense of Ushaut. The
warships recently mobilized
Great Britain.
The Liberal leader was are
kept in fighting trim and ready for
listended to by a full house and great in- sea at a moment’s notice and
the reserves
terest is attached to the debate in view of have been notified
to expect a call for
the intense dissatisfaction felt at the active
service.
government’s polioy among its own followers and by the
conservative
newsMEDICAL EXAMINERS.
papers.

when the additional

information

came

Portugal had at last proclaimed
neutrality there were many expressions
that

of satisfaction among the officials.
The
majority of the naval officers here feel
confident that the Spanish fleet will next
appear at the Canary islands.
As the Canaries are Spanish islands

and possess some fortifications worthy
of consideration it may be that the fleet

will be allowed to remain there for some
time as the islands form a good strateWashington, April 29.—Secretary Alger gic base. What most concerns the naval
has designated Medical Officers to examine officers
just now is how to learn when
volunteer troops, called out by the Presi- the fleet does
arrive there. The cable to
dent’s proclamation as to their physioal
the Canaries being in the hands of the
The New
qualifications for the service.
the
arrival
of the fleet would be
England examiners are:
Major Ezra Spanish,
Woodruff. Surgeon, Connecticut; Captain kept secret. The intended visitation of
H. R. Stiles, assistant surgeon, Maine; the coverted American liners to the coast
Capt. C. E. Bushnell, assistant surgeon, of Spain may hasten home the Cape
Massachusetts; Major C. B. Byrne, sur- Verde squadron, for it is believed that
geon, New Hampshire;
Major C. L. that squadron comprises about all of the
and vessels in the Spanish navy
Reismann, surgeon, Rhode Island,
that are
R.
J.
assistant
Captain
Kean,
surgeon, speedy and powerful enough to warrant
Vermont.
ud attack upon vessels of the St.
Paul

class.

TO GO TO SEA.

SPANISH FLEET AUGMENTED.

Washington, April 29.—The ocean greyDANGER.
hounds of the American line will be put
WHAT GERMANY WILL DO.
Boston, April 29.—The agents of the to sea at once without further
equipMadrid, April 29.—(9 p. m.—)—A great three masted schooner Abbie C. StuDbs of ments. These vessels have been fitted
with
impression has been produced by a rumor New Haven, say she is in the blookaded armor protection over all their exposed
that Germany has issued a note declaring harbor of Cardenas.
As she is the only
and
have
already good
machinery,
she will not oppose the
landing of American vessel in that port, her agents batteries.
It is rumored that they carry
seized
troops in the Philippines, but will not fear that she may be
by the in their holds some guns of heavy calibre
permit any bombardment.
Spaniards.
which will be, mounted when they are ip
blue water.
It is also rumored that they
TEMERARIO AT ANCHOR,
FORT POPHAM FORTIFICATIONS.
are to head directly for the coast of Spain
where
will
lie and wait for Spanish
they
Buenos Ayres, April 20.—The Spanish
Bath, April 29.—In ten days of pleasant
prizes.
weather the fortifications at the mouth torpedo cruiser Temerario is still at
anchor today in front of the small bay.
of the river on Uncle Sam’s reservation
DOESN’T AFFECT VALIDITY.
will be finished, and a first class water
EASTPORT EXCITED.
Washington, April 29.—The authorities
of the state and
battery with five 15-ineh Rodman guns
departments are
Eastport, April 29.—No little excite- not concerned overnavy
the report from Madrid
will be in position ready for regulars or
ment was caused here this evening by the that the Spanish admiralty
will make
volunteers to man.
The work on the
report of heavy cannonading off Quoddy representations to the powers that the
battery was commenced a week ago yes- Head, about 6
blockade of Havana harbor is ineffective
o’clock; thirty shots being because the Spanish ship Monserrat sucbut on account of the stormy
terday,
counted.
It is thought the Minneapolis ceeded
in running the blockade. It is
weather the men have only been able to
was overhauling craft which were on the pointed out that the universal current of
work about half of the time. Mr. RichBay of Fundy. The interest was aroused authority, aocepted by all nations, is that
ardson from the engineers’ corps in Portthe occasional ingress or egress ot a ship
over the report that a
Spanish gunboat in no way affects the validity of a blockland, has charge of the whole crew. John had been
seen off this coast.
The
im- ade,
F. Stacy of Popham his foreman of the
pression prevails here that the Minne
carpenters. At present there are 40 men
A YELLOW ;FEVER EXPERT.
apolis is lying in wait for two Spanish
employed, coming from Parker’s Head, steamers
which are now due in St. John.
April 29.—Dr. John M.
Philadelphia,
Small Point and near neighborhood.
Guieteras of the University of Pennsylvania
who
the
for
past few years has been
xaiiuuiuj lurj vv id
UiN.
BATH GETS A MONITOR.
the Philadelphia representative of
the
Lewiston, April 29.—Monday will be a Cuban Junta has been ordered by the
Bath. April 29.—Hon. Arthur Sewall
to
at
once
to
go
Tampa, Fla.,
has received a letter from Senator Frye red letter day of patriotism in Lewiston government to take
where he is
chargo of the safein Washington, saying that he had seen and Auburn. The stores and mills will guarding of the American troops from
Secretary Long and the secretary had be closed, and the day will be observed the climatic diseases they will encounter.
Dr. Guiteras is a government, expert in
promised to send at once a monitor to as a holiday in celebration of the local
tropical diseases, especially yellow fever.
the Kennebec for the protection of Bath troops departure for emcampmeut at
A large public parade will
Augusta.
CARDENAS NOT HARMED.
and the
towns in this vicinity.
The
monitor will be in the same olass as the
monitor Montauk to be on duty in Portland. About 53 men of the Bath Naval
Reserves will compose the ship’s com-

Bay

sailed at 9 o'clock this morning in a westdirection, presuinbably for Cuba.

5— Warns Portuguese and foreigners in
Portugal against actions contrary to the
security of the state
0—Refuses protection to any infringers
of the deoree.

GREYHOUNDS

Bombardment,

Fnror,

destroyers

LITTLE PRIZE THIS TIME.
French ambassador and Austrian minister are lookKey West.SApril 29.—A small Spanish
ing after the interests of the Spaniards sloop, the Engracia, captured
by the
taken on the
various
Spanisli
ships United States gunboat Newport, Capt.
was
captured by American war vessels and Diliey. yesterday,
brought in here
this morning.
now held at Key West as prisoners of war.
She was in charge of a
There has been no occasion, however, for prize crew consisting of a couple of blue
the exercise of this protection thus far, as jackets.
The Eugracia was captured off Cabanas.
the Spanish prisoners are being treated
Only one blank shot was necessary to
with all due consideration and
conrtesy
consistent with the ciroumstanoes of their bring her to. She had on board a crew
They are held at the military of seven men and a cargo of fish The
arracks at Key West and it i6 under- men on board the prize had been in the
stood their care is under the direction of Spanish
navy, and served as a sort of
United States district attorney for that naval reserve.
The
offioers of the Newport say the
At the outset the prisoners
district.
found difficulty in oommunlcatlng with capture is an important one, in view of
tin
the little craft was attemptfactjthat
their friends and relatives but
an
arbeen effected
rangement has now
by ing to carry into Havana news of the
whioh they will be able to communicate, movements of the United States fleet.
by mail or telegraph with their friends.
FRANCE
MAKING
WARLIKE
SALISBURY ARRAIGNED.

SPIES.

From

of

For

Matanzas Was “Glorioue
Spanish Arms.”

Madrid, April 29.—(3 p. m.)—The minLondon, April 29.—The Evening News
a
despatch ister of war, Gen. Carrea, in the chamber
this afternoon, publishes
that the Span- of deputies
from St. Vincent, saying
today, replying to Inquiries
ish
cruisers Maria 'Teresa, Almirante for particulars in regard to the bombardand Cristobal Colon, ment of the forts at
Matanz&s, said the
Oquendo, Vizcaya
accompanied by the Spanish torpedo boat government had decided to publish all the
Pluton, Terror and
news received,
or bad.

SPANIARDS USED WELD.

TO GUARD AGAINST

to

IIhvo Sailed

Capo Vincent.

Washington, April 29.—The

St. Louis, April 29.—Owing to the recent destruction of powder
mills
at
Easton, Pa., and Santa Cruz, California,
to
have
been
caused
thought
by Spanish
spies, the managers of eight big powder
headcompanies having their western
quarters here, have ordered double guards
at
all
where
is
stored
placed
points
powder
or manufactured.
There are five powder
storehouses at Eureka, Mo., near this city
and they are being guarded
closely, as
thousands of tons of the explosive are in
3torage there.

lteported

Crnttiers

war.

The officers of the
monitor, in placing
the man under restraint were
prompted
solely by the danger of allowing an unevenly balanced man to be at largo.

THOSE FUNNY SPANIARDS.

THE CAPE VERDE FLEET.

Washington, April

surgents.

has

The

v

ONLY A CRAZY MAN.

29.—The House
committee on military affairs agreed to- Story
day to report favorably am amendment

Washington, April

THE ABBIE STUBBS IN

Madrid, April 29.—11 a. m.—Despatches
received here today from Manila say the
United States fleeet is expected to arrive
at Manila on Sunday.
The Spanish fleet
has been divided into
two
squadrons.
Two cruisers, the Castilla and other vessels remain near the front of Manila.
The remaining Spanish
warships, under
Admiral

Montejo, are patrolling the
coasts awaiting the arrival of the
American warships.
The Spanish fleet, it appears, has been
reinforced by a large auxuiliary cruiser,
said to be steaming twenty knots, and a
modern warship.
She is known as tne Montevideo,
but
an examination of
maritime registers
fails to establish her identity.
It
is
claimed however that she is a very large
vessel.
The government has forbidden the use
of cipher despatches at Manila.
A steamer chartered by the banks at
Hong Kong has gone to Manila to bring
away the speoie there.
western

good

Madrid, haR received notification from the
cable company that the Spanish governwould not permit the delivery of
his despatch about tho bombardment of
Matanzas.
This explains the impression
prevailing at Madrid that the American
vessels were compelled to
retire, which
information was obtained through
the
Spanish official version of the bombardment.
A

CASHIER SHORT.

Unfortunate State of Affair* in

a

North-

ampton Bank,
told
the
Carrea
Continuing,
deputies that the United States squadron
Springfield, Mass., April 29.—Savings
fired 60 projectiles,
and that the only
Bank Examiner
Locke and National
victim
was a mule, a remark which
Bank Examiner Ewer, have been
closely
aroused
the
laughter among
Spaniards,
The General next informed the House examining today the books of the Hampshire county national bank and
that the
HampAmerican warships wero injured by the llie of the Spanish batteries shire savings bank, both of Northamp
and ho usserted that th; insurgents were ton.
The
result of the hasty examinaf
acting in conjunction with the United tion
shows that there is a shortage o
Stutes as tlioy advanced In the direction
of
JVlatunzas, while the bombardment about $18,347 in the savings bank and
was proceeding.
one of probably much larger proportions
“But.”
added the minister for war, in the National bank, estimated outside
“they w'ere completely routed.”
at $75,000.
Bank
Examiner
In conclusion, Gen. Correa remarked: tonight
“It was a glorious day,for the Spanish Ewer announced tonight that he couid
arms.”
not make a statement of any kind in
The Marquis Lama asked if telegraphic
relation to the condition of the bank.
communication with the
Antilles had
A prominent Holyoke man, well known
been assured. He recalled the convention
of Paris, and said he hoped communica- in Connecticut Valley bank circles, said
tions
via Halifax,
the Bermudas and that a
government official connected with
Jamaica would not be interrupted.
the case had told him that the defalcation
A Carlist
deputy asked for the publication of all the correspondence with the might be $100,000 and might amount to
United States s;nee the Cuban war.
$200,000.
In the Spanish Senate
Savings bank examiner Locke discovtoday, Senator
Rasters of Porto
Rico, forcibly protested ered tho first evidence of tho defalcation
against “Yankee encroachment in the Tuesday and called in National Bank exAntilles.
aminer Ewer as the two banks occupy
During the course of his remarks he the same quarters and have practically
said that
the
among
populations of Porto the same officials, they beginning their
Rico an immense
majority of the natives work this morning.
desired to remain.Spanish.
Lewis Warner, president of the National
bank and treasurer of the Savings bank
is missing.
He sent word to the bank
BLANCO’S SUBLIME HUMOR.
this morning that he
was ill.
When
Our Ships Damaged But Matanzas Bat- Sheriff Clark came to his
residence at
noon after him,
he was told that he left
teries Not Hurt a Bit.
tha house in the morning. U. S. ComMadrid, April 29.—(Noon)—The follow- missioner Bice of this city issued a waring is the substance of the official report rant for Warner’s arrest this afternoon
and the nolice Of iruinv fMt.ioQ hnirn Iwpti
made by Captain General Blanco on the
notified to be on the watoh for him.
tie
subject of the bombardments of the forte is supposed to have left Northampton on
at Matanzas
by Admiral Sampson’s a noon train.
Shortly after midnight the directors of
squadron on Wednesday:
the Hampshire County national bank au“Three American cruisers iired on the thorized
a
statement that the bank
batteries of Fort Morillo, at Matanzas, would
bo closed pending an investigaWe tired tion
without doing any damage.
into its affairs. A statement was
fourteen shots to which the
American: also sent out that the
Hampshire savings
replied with a multitude of rultrailleuss bank would require 30 days’ notice for
(quick tiring guns) shot, which did not the withdrawal of all deposits.
do any injury.
“The American squadron also
flrec
BY SUPERIOR BATTING.
fourteen cannon shots at the Sabanills
one
mule
being killed, t<
battery, only
wbioh the Spanish battery only repliec Boston Won from
Washington with Pony
with four shots, as thB squadron was be
Battery.
yond range.
“The squadron then threw several shelli
into the town without doing any damage
Washington, April 29.—Boston won by
The French and Austrian consuls havi 1
superior batting and Washington’s error.
protested against the bombardment as ii Selbach
injured himselfslightly by falling
was commenced
without any previoui |
in the seventh, and
was succeeded by
warning to foreign subjects.
“The troops manning the stations art 1 Wagner. Attendance 800.
The score:
full of fight.
WASHINGTON.
“It appears that our shots did somi
damage to the American ships.”
AB R BH PO A E
One of Captain General Blanco’s de
4
0
0
i 6 6
spatches reporting the alleged grounding Selbach, If
6
1
2
4
0
0
of an American ironclad on the coast oi Gettman, rf,
4
0
0
3
3
0
Pinar del Rio has been
received with L3ahey, 3b,
4
2
3
8
0
1
great joy by the newspapers of
Madrid. Doyle, lb,
4
3
1
0
0
0
They declared it proves “the American: McGuire, o,
3
0
16
3
0
Wrigley, ss,
are not versed in seamanship.
4
0
1
0
2
2
Continuing, Captain General Blanco’: Reitz, 2b,
4
0
0
3
0
Brown, cf,
0
report says:
4
0
0
0
0
0
Weyhing,
p,
“One funnel was certainly hit. Din0
0
0
2
0
ing the bombardment, Col. Alfabs with Wagner, if,1
a column of troops, attacked a rebel banc
37
4
10 27 10
3
Totals,
under Betancourt at Mogete, south ol
BOSTON.
Matanzas, capturing their positions and
killing 20 men, including two chiefs. A
AB R BH PO A E
quuntity of arms, horses, stores and the
4
3
3
i
0
o
insurgent camps were captured. Five Hamilton, cf,
6
2
3
9
0
0
mounted rebels and a chief, Ajona, sur- Tenney, lb,
4
1
2
2
Long, ss,
2
0
rendered.
4
If,
1
2
2
Duffy,
0
0
3
1112
0
Collins, 3b,
5
0
0
4
0
Stabl,
rf,
0
AMERICA WRETCHEDLY WEAK.
4
2
2
Lowe, 2b,
1
0
1
4
1
2
6
0
0
Madrid, April 29—(8 a. m.)—There have Yeager, c,
been no disturbances here and the news- Willis, p,
5
0
0
0
4
0
papers continue their weak efforts to be40 11 14 27
Totals,
8
I
little the United States fleet and its work.
The Imparcial says:
Washington, 001 1 0200 0—4
20040212 0—11
“All the world now knows that Ame- Boston,
rica tried to bluff Spair by war threats
Earned runs—Washington, 2; Boston,
which she is unahle to fulfil. America 7. Stolen
bases—Hamilton, 2. Two base
on being called, shows a wretchedly weak
bits—Tenney,
Three
Duffy, Collins.
hand. Its real strength is exactly known base hit—Low. Home
runs—By Gettman,
—five iron clads,two belted cruisers, three
Long. Double plays—Reitz to Leahey to
unbelted, the fasted and most powerful Doyle. First base
on balls—Off
Weyhing,
cruisers and
12 other cruisers. All the
4; off Willis, 2. Struok out—By Willis, 4.
rest are theatrical supers.”
Wild pitch—Willis. Left on bases—WashSPAIN DEFEATED NELSON.
ington, 5. Boston, 7.
Time—2 hours.
Gen.

London, April 29.—Letters dated April
received hers today from Teneriffe. Canary Islands. They say that
placards signed by the mayor had been
19 were

cm the walls of Santa Cruz,calling
upon the Spaniards to rise in defense of
their ivuntry, saying they defeated the

posted
•vismr

nrhpyfl anH

Umpire—Snyder.
Chloago, April 29—The Louisville
could not play ball today, and the

team

opening game In Chloago was a walkover for
the home club.
Attendance 4000.
The
score:

cnf.f.lntv frtrfVi

42000190 x—16
Chicago,
00000002 0—2
Louisville,
Santa Cru*, the letters say, is full ot
Washington, April 29.—Naval officers
Base hits—Chicago, 16; Louisville, 6.
were very much concerned this
morning troops. The boll ring has been converted Errors—Chicago, 1; Louisville, 8.
Batat the reported
ami about 1500 troops teries—Chance, Donohuo and
destruction of the pow- into bamtcks
Griffith;
der
have
been
sent
to
factory at Dover, N. J., and wires with
Fort
artillery
Fraser and Wilson.
were put to work
instantly with the re- Aratavo at Santa Cruz.
sult of showing that the concern sufferPittsburg, April 29.—The ball season
It is said that fortification is provided
ing from tho explosion was not the one with very fine guns, including some opened here today with a defeat for the
supplying the government with powder, Krupps and four 25-ton Spanish guns.
home team. The Reds put up a brilliant
was
DID NOT SUPPLY GOVERNMENT.

but

the Atlantic works.

LETTER CARRIERS’ CONVENTION.

that today they will vanquish the Ameri-

can A.

MADRID’S DERISIVE LAUGHTER.
Madrid, April 29.— (10

m.)—It was
today that “the
Bath, April 29.—The annual convention officially announced
fortifications of Matanzas have not sufferof the Maine Letter Carriers held in this
ed, in spite of the 3U0 shells fired by the
city yesterday afternoon was a successful American fleet,” and that “not one man

take place before the embarkation.
The G. A. R. men will be prominent in
the escort duty, the police and fire departments and the St. Joseph Cadets
will also be largely represented.
Before the procession the troops will be
addressed by Mhyor Newell and C. A.
Southard, department commander of
the G. A. R.

a.

Annual Sales over6,000,00O Boxes

ment

game and outplayed the Pirates at every
point. Attendance 4200. The score:

FOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushing#
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous and
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES. Every sufferer
will acknowledge them to be

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
BEECHAM’S PILES, taken as directed. will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure Sick Headache. For a

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion
Disordered Liver
IN MEN, WOMEN

CHILDREN

OR

Beecham’s Pills

Without

are

Rival

a

And have the

LARGEST sale

#
of
any Patent Medicine In the World.
25c. at all Drug Stores,

GREATEST EVER

Consumption

of Iron
Water

New York,
Co. ’s weekly

KNOWN-

Bag Pleached

High

Hark.

April 29—R. G. Dun &
review

of trade tomorrow
will say:
Hostilities have not as yet changed last
There is much postweek’s conditions.

ponement of orders by men who do not
know what they are waiting
for
and
much restriction of loans by hanks which
are abundantly strong.
Many have been asserting, about every
that the
day for the past two weeks,
wheat speculation
has culminated, but
the price has in that time advanced 21 1-3
cents, 8 1-4 cents within the pnst week.
Receipts of 2,746,6! 0 bushels at the west
this week against 1,552,875 a year ago,
and averaging 2,500,000 bushels pet week
for January, February and March, show
no exhaustion
of supplies while exports
UIUUUI4U

UUU,|UT,UIU

UUbUClO

MUJJi

AU1HUI/IU

ports against 643,178 last year and 786,078
from Pacific ports against 186,941.
Corn exports for the week were 3,788,280 bushels. No such foreign demand for
both grains has ever been known and it
does not seem to be satiated at all as yet.
The
consumption of iron is still the
greatest every known. The week has witnessed eastern inquiries for
plate at
Chicago and a general advance of $2 per
ton with a shade lower prices
at Pittsburg for Bessemer pig. In spite of agreement by foundry and forge prodnoers, the
prices of grey forge at Pittsburg slightly
declines.
Considerable orders for steel
rails for export hare been received during
the week.
Boot and shoe shipments have
bean larger than in any year
excepting
1895 for the month of April.
Delivery is
urgently demanded now of goods due under contracts in June
because dealers’
stocks are exhausted.
'llie new orders
continue fair, but there is a sharp upward
turn in hides at Chicago,
The ootton manufacture has been helped
by some government contracts and a
little better outside demand.
Woolen
manufacturers are doing
rather better,
some
large government orders helping
works while other demands are more en-

couraging.

Sales ot wool are about a 6ixth of last
for April, half of those in 1896 and
a third of sales in
1892, though eastern
buyers are weak but country holders are
for
stioking
higher prices.
Failures for the week have been 263 In
the United States against 237 last year.

year’s

TERRIBLE POWDER

EXPLOSION.

San Francisco, April 29.—News has just
roaohed the city of a terrible explosion of
powder that was being carried by a pack
train to the Candelaria mine in
Mexico
on April 4 last.
The train consisted of
110 mules with fort attendants.
it is reported that 218 boxes of powder and 20,000
caps exploded and that fifteen men and
forty mules were killed.

Privateering in wars, ancient and modern, described in the Sunday Times. See
the copy of the letters of marque issued
by the Southern Confederacy.
EPWORTH LEAGUE ANNIVERSARY

Bangor, April 29.—The evening session
of the Eastern Maine Methodist conference
was devoted to the anniversary of the
Able addresses were
Epworth ’league.
made by Rev. W. I. Haven, D. D., and
President A. W. Harris of the University
of Maine.
THE WEATHER.

I
V

09202100 x—5
Cincinnati,
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—2
Pittsburg.
Base hits—Cincinnati, 5; Pittsburg, 12.
Errors—Cincinnati, 1; Pittsburg, 6. Bat-

The
thereby.”
Key West, Fla., April 29.—Capt. B. F. one.
following delegates were was killed or wounded
stories of the
In official circles the
Killen and
teries—Hawley and Peitz;
Harrington, the commander of the Unit- present from out of town: Auburn, E.
received
via the United Sohriever.
Washington, April 29.—Forecast for
bombardment
ed States monitor Puritan, and the com- W.
John P. Lawton, Charles States are read with shouts of derisive
Bonney,
officer
of
the Cardenas fleet,
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
manding
who has just come from there, specifical- E. Merrill and W. E. Quimby; Lewiston, laughter.
Cleveland, Ohio, April 29.—Had it not Fair and warmer
Saturday; Westerlybeen for errors by MoKean and Childs,
ly and emphatically denies the story of T. J. Manning, G. S. Longley ; BiddeCAPTAIN GETS A CROSS.
winds.
the alleged bombardment of that port by ford, Herbert
been
shut
out
withSt.
Louis
have
would
Grady, Luther W. Day;
the monitor Terror and
London, April 29.—It is announced ic
Boston, April 29.—Local forecast for
gunboat MaK. T. Weloh
Cross was hit by a hot
chias. He says there are no Spanish bat- Waterville,
Portland, W. P. a speoiai despatch from Madrid this eve- out a run today.
Boston
and vicinity for
Saturday:
the captain of the Spanish liner from Wallace’s bat and put out of
teries there and that the entire sttory in Prinn, John Callihan, t. R. Jones, M. ning that
Fair weather; rising temperature; westnntrne.
T. Reagon, G. O. D. Soule. The follow- steamer Montserrat, the vessel which was the game. Attendance, 700. The soore;
MR. GORMAN RETIRES.
bound for Havana with a valuable
erly winds.
ing officers were ohosen for the ensuing and whioh succeeded in making thecargc
Washington, April 29.—Senator GorTHE M'KEE ALL RIGHT.
port Cleveland,
1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 x-6
who
Local Weather Report.
for many years, has been chairman,
year:
of Cienfuegos, province of Santa Clara, St. Louis,
00020000 0—2
man of the Demooratio caucus of the SenBaltimore, April 89.—The torpedo boat
l. Longley, Lewis- has been decorated with the Red Cross,
President—George
Portland,
Me., April 29.—The local
Base bits—Cleveland, 13; St. Louis, 3.
resigned the position today, and McKee, which is nearing completion at ton.
and has been granted a speoiai pension.
ate,
St. Louis, 0. Bat
weather bureau office records as to the
Senator Turpie of Indiana was chosen as tho ship yards of the Columbian Iron
2;
Errors—Cleveland,
Vice President—Elmer D.
TRUTH
KNOWN. 1
Hodgkins, ; DON’T WANT
his successor.
Works, had her builders’ trip yesterday Bath.
teries—Young and O’Connor;
Daniels, weather are as follows:
The change was made in a Demooratio and this morning it is announced
that
New York, April 29.—The correspond- Carney and Sugden.
T. Weloh, Waterville
Secretary—R.
8 a. m.
Barometer 29.745: Thermomcaucus held this afternoon and the scene she more than fulfilled the government’s
News
Fabra
the
oi
of
here
ent
Agency
Treasurer—Herbert Gray, Biddeford
eter 37; Dew Point
was an
Several speeches requirement of 24 1-8 knots an hour and
37; Humidity 100;
National Delegate—H. Gray, BiddefArd
affecting one.
MONUMENT TO FREDERICK DOUG- wind
were made
behaved
well
in
NE; Velocity 10: weather, partly
every way.
Alternate-Frank W. RamsAyf Bath
eulogizing Mr. Gorman and
Millions Given Away.
LASS.
rain.
he
that
should
inexpressing deep regret
8 Executive Committee—J. F. Dow Bid
sist upon retiring. Senator Cockrell who
8 p. m.
SAMPSON VERY BRIEF.
Barometer 29.658: ThermomFrank W. Rainsav
It is certainlyy gratifying to the publi
deford, chairman;
Washington, April 29.—The departhas been Mr. Gorman's principal adviser
to know of one concern in the land whe ment of state has been informed by Min- eter 40; Dew Point 40; Humidity 100;
Frank R. Jones, Portland.
for many years, broke down and shed
Washington, April 29.—Secretary Long Bath;
to be generous to the needy ister Powell at Port au Prince. Hayti, wind N; Velocity 9; rain.
It was voted to hold the next conven- are not afraid
has received a brief despatch from Adtears over the occurrence.
The proprietors of
Dr. that the Haytlen republic has donated
Speeches were miral
and suffering.
Mean daily thermometer 39; maximum
made by Senators Jones of
Sampson, reporting the firing on tion in Biddeford on Fast Day, next year.
Arkansas, Matanzas.
New Dlsaovery tor Consumption, $1000 toward the erection of a monument thermometer 42; minimum thermomKing’s
Admiral
that
a
The
says
few
White and others, and referring to Mr.
have
ovei
away
and
Colds,
given
of
N.
the
citizens
Coughs
Rochester,
by
Y., in eter 36; maximum velocity wind, 24,
He
Gorman’s long and generally recognized shots were thrown at the defenses.
CORNISH.
ten million trial bottles of this
greai that city to the memory of the late Fredtotal precipitation, .61
gives no details of the affair or its results.
valuable services to the party.
at one time minister NE;
medicine and have the satisfaction oi erick
Douglass,
Mr. Gorman, in tendering his
Weutlier Observation.
Cornish, April 29.—Harry Bradley of knowing it has absolutely onred thous- resident and consul general to Hayti.
resignaTHE
FIRST
APPOINTMENT.
Bar Harbor, is in town.
tion, stated that he had desired to withands of hopeless oases. Asthma, BronThe agricultural department weather
draw from the position last fall and that
Miss Rose Parker, who is at work in chitis, Hoarseness and all diseases of the
bureau for yesterday, April 29, taken
Washington, April 29.—The President
he had been dissuaded
CHARGES AGAINST HANNA.
by some of his has selected Campbell Emery McMichaol Portland, spent Fast Day here with her Throat, Chest and Lungs are surely cured
at 8 p. m., meridian time, the observafellow Senators, but he had since
P.
S.
assistant
adjutant
as
it.
H.
general
of
on
Goold,
Call
Drugby.
given
the parents.
for each section being given in the
the matter careful attention and was
Washington, April 29.—The charges ion
Mr. McMiohael is a son of
fully volunteers.
Minnie T. Smith, who has been sick gist, and got a trial bottle free, regulai
A. Hanna, in connection order: Temperature, direction of wind
persuaded that it was the proper course Col. Clayston MoMlchael owner of
size 50o, and $1. Every bottle guaranteed, against Hon. M.
the with measles, is recovering.
with Jhis election to the U. JS. Senate, state of weather:
for him to pursue.
or price refund sd.
Philadelphia North American.
Mrs. Fred W. Knight is visiting friends
made by the state Senate of Ohio
Boston 42 degrees. NW, rain: New
The following
have
resolution offered by
in
Mass.
been received by the Vice Presideent and York, 3S
Lynn,
degress, NW, cloudy; Philsenator Cockrell, was
Salve.
Arnica
Bucklen’s
adopted by a rising
BANCROFT READY TO DEPART.
will probably be laid before the Senate adelphia. 52 degrees, NW, cloudy: WashMarshall Haley died at his home in
and unanmions vote:
THE
world
the
foi
BEST HALVE In
It is presumed that the docu- ington, 5S degrees, NW, clear; Albany,
Monday.
Kesolved, That the thanks of the DemoBoston, April 29.—The United States South Cornish, Tuesday.
cratic .Senate in conference assembled are gunboat Bancroft remained
Bruises,
Sores, Uloers, Salt ment will be referred to the committee on 50 degrees, W, cloudy;
Mrs. John Parker was taken violently Cuts,
Buffalo. 46
anchored in
Rheum,
Fever
Chapped
elections.
and
Tetter,
Sores,
privileges
Detroit
52
tendered to Hon. A. P. Gorman, the re- tho upper harbor tonight, waiting for the ill Wednesday night, but is now better.
degrees, SW, cloudy;
all 8kir
ami
Hands,
Corns
Chilblains,
which
was
still running in the
tiring, chaiiman for his faithful, able, heavy sea,
George Thomas and his sister Char- Eruptions and
Chicago, 56 dedegrees, SE. clear;
positively cures Piles, oi
impartial and acceptable discharge of the bay, to subside.
WANTS TO SEE THE FUN.
Lieut. Wilson, the lotte, of Portland, are hoarding at the no pay
St.
Paul, 66, degrees,
drees, SE, clear;
required. It is guaranteed to giv«
duties of that office.
nav giting officer, says that
everything is Park House.
desatisfaction or money refunded.
Madrid, April 29.—Japan has requested SE, p.cloudy; Huron, Dak., 54
perfect
Senator Turpie’s nomination to succeed in readiness for the war vessel’s
E.
W.
Price
26
depart
InterMiss
SE, rain;
Bismarck,
cent# par box. For sale by H. P.
62
Fohos, teacher in the
permission for a Japanese naval officer grees,
Senator Gorman was made by Senator uro and she will leave port
tomor- mediate school, is ill aud not able to 8. Coo Id, 677 Congress St*, under Com to watch the operations in the
early
Philip- degrees, E, cloudy; Jacksonville, 70
Berry and ho was chosen by acclamation. row for Norfolk.
grew Square Hotel.
from
tne
teach for a few days.
pines
degrees, SE, p.cloudy.
Spanish headquarters.
m
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_MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

An. Old Man's
Last Hope*
Made

helpless as

a

baby by

tial

of the

disorders

nervous

syste/n.

Two Republicans Were Also Opposed to
Measure—All the Amendments of Oppo-

“

Sawing wood, working in his garden,
walking three times a day to and from his
place of business—these form part of the
daily routine of Edwin R. Tripp, Postmaster of Middlefield Centre, N. Y. He
is past his seventieth birthday.
Nearly fifty years a blacksmith; thirtytwo years Justice of the Peace; three years
town clerk, then postmaster; forty-six years

sition Were Voted

It told how a man, who suffered as I
had suffered, had been cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
“
It gave me faith and hope. I took two
boxes of the pills; then four more boxes.

“My gain

crats

resident of the town he now
these are the bare outlines of a
Mr. Tripp’s career is a type. His story
will be read with heartfelt sympathy by
thousands. His hearty endorsement of Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People will
be echoed by tens of thousands.
He said;
“In March, 1892, I was attacked by
what I afterwards learned was locomotor
ataxia.
“Two skillful doctors did everything
they could for me. I steadily became
worse.
Was unable to dress myself.
“Later I could not move even about the
room, but was carried in my chair.
“I gave up hope. The doctors gave me
no encouragement. I did not expect to live
very long. I was more helpless than a
baby. I sank lower and lower.
“In June the tide turned! From the
lowest ebb, it began to set toward health
and vigor.
“The turning point was a newspaper
article.
a

of thej amendments agreed upon
by
the Republican members of the ways and
In order to acmeans committee added.

was

complish this,

owe

uiy

entirely

Dr.Williams'

Pink P3ls for Pal# People.''
To clinch his remarkable story and add
to its helpfulness to others, Mr. Tripp made
affidavit to its truthfulness before Homer
Hanna, a local Notary Public.
From helplessness, suffering and despair
Mr. Tripp was restored to the healthful,
useful activity suggested at the beginning
of thus sketch. His experience is like others.
While locomotor ataxia is one of the
most baffling nervous diseases with which
physicians are called to contend, its cure by
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
has become a matter of almost daily occurrence.
Smaller nervous troubles yield
much more readily to the powerful influence these vegetable pills exert in restoring
wasted nerve force and in purifying and
enriching the blood.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Williams’
Pink Pals for Pale People.

Store to be Remodeled.
Stock to be

great

bargains

Sale to Commence

Reduced.

offered.

Monday, April 25th.

We shall offer everything at cost and less
consisting of Baby Carriages Bov
Carts and Wagons, Iron Velocipedes, Girls’
Tricycles, Split Bamboo and Steel Fish
Rods, Reels, Silk, Linon and Waterproof Lines, Reels. Leaders, etc., Lawn Tennis
Rackets, Nets, Balls and Marking Tapes, Golf Clubs ana Balls, Base Balls Bats
Masks, etc., Rubber and Leather Foot Balls, Feather Dusters, Tov Books Games’

Locking Horses, Hammocks, Croquet Sets, Black Boards, Wool Lap Robes for
Baby. Carriages. Writing Desks, Wall Pockets, Book Shelves, Dolls of everyJ
description, Toys of every description.

Charles day,

544

Congress St.
;apr23eod2w

__.

of their issue and payable after three
of seven
years and upon the expiration
within three
years or due on a certain day
tho
treasury
years as the secretary of
might elect.
^
of Kentucky
Mr.
Berry, Democrat
called attention to the remarkable coincidence that by this bill it was proposed to
will on
issue
$500,000,000 the amount for tne
had recommended

a

parliamentary manoeuvre

directors’ meeting on
at the vestry of PiEe

We

are

elegant

with

Ready.

our

large

and

assortment of

SPRINGS HATS
—

AND

—

FURNISHING GOODS.
A Hat, Tie or Shirt to Fit
your pecketbook at the Old
Stand on MIDDLE ST.

lEUEESUrfST
Hatter and Furnisher.
ap23eodtf
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J£5u»3'3hJI-^rE!1E:8.S3aa.^:5.'Sr SAIiB.
Years in

Bnsine*?*—•'7 Days* Kale of Groceries a* Unheard of Price*, Comwenciug April ljtb, and for One Meet Only. All Goods New
and l' irsttdass.
Here are a few of our prices:
CANNED GOODS-Gallon can Baldwin apples only 23c can; 3 lb. can mince meat
4>
ioc can; 3 lb. can grated pine
apple only 9c can: California egg plums only 12c can;
California green gage
plums only 12c can; California peaches only 12 l-2c can; best Baltimor® peaches
ioc
can.
only
a,
Sardines, 5c can; 6 cans for 25c: targe spiced and
musturu sardines. Sccau; red Alaska salmon
only 9c can; good broom, 12 l-2c; dried
apncots, ioc lb. ; 3 lbs. for 25c: dried peaches. 10c lb; 3 lbs country sliced apples for 25c;
1 best 4 crown raisins only 7c lb; large bottle Heinz’s ketchup tor 23c and 3c back for eniDty
s ib. can yellow
db bottle;
eye baked beans. 10c; 3 lb can pea beans baked, 10c. We are
more 25° and 33c to a than over.
S selling
Why? because it is better than any 50c tea in
I ortiand. Ask for samples of any of our teas.
a
The Grocer, 291 Congre*« Street. apl4eodtf
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HOTEL HAJESTIC,
Central Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
Oae of the largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.

janl

AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
AIN8LIE & WEBSTER,

eodtf

ilse
everything
His nearly
the best Remedy

|g

1 TRUE’S Pin
0
0
0
0
0

Wonn'"Remedy

made.
else. The best
for all the complaints of children, such
ness, Costivenees, Indigestion, Sour fctomach, etc., is

worm

80^"
as

hkewtro
Feverish-

ELIXIR

|

i
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Its efficacy In such troubles—and likewise for all stomach troubles of adults
—has ntjver been equalled. It has l>pen a hoiwekeW r*iai>dy for
4tS years. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cents. Aak your
Druggist for It.
DR. J. F. TROE &. CO., Auburn, Me.
Rook on 4,Chi!dr«tf' free to mother*. Por Tapo Worm wo have a special treatment. Writ® for

@
S

book.
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Easy Food

Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.

~

uaker Oats
At ail grocers
‘in 2-lb. pkgs.
only
■

call, the president,

Blanchard, called

I
You

day,

■

Miss Inez

DOINGS.

Washington, April 29.—The Senate has
adopted the conference report on the naval
apnropriation bill.
The $84,000,000 asaeti for by Secretary
Alger will be included in the general

deficiency bill.
The House military affairs committee
has agreed to increase the number of
volunteers to be ralsod (-from tho United
at large from 3,000 to
13.000.
States
This will allow tho enlistment of 10,000
immunes.

or

your

corresponding

Literary Union, in mak
honorary member of their as-

to

buy

autograph edition of Mrs.
Crowley’s “History of the Wom-

world-famed for its brightness and. the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wide!
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and

Jennie
an’s Club Movement in America.”
Mrs. E. S. Osgood was electel delegai
to
the Denver biennial of the Goner. *

Federation, and it was also decided
delogates should oppose the 10

the

that

You

j lt*s

cent

Mrs. Frank B. Clarke
was made
delegate for the Union to tie
Maine Federation in October. The president then read a letter from Mrs. Matilda

B. Carse of Chicago,[in which she asked

subscriptions.from the Literary Unit n
“Temple” memorial to Miss FranWillard, and it was voted to leave tl e

for the

matter to
clubs.

the option of the individual

Twenty-five dollars was
Washington Memorial fund,

voted to ti e
and it was
also docided to have a field
day, to i e
put in the hands of a committee of five,
to appointed by the chair. Another committee of three, also to be appointed by
Miss Blanchard, is to have charee the
matter of a meeting place for the com-

culture and

refinement than an*

I'2
|
<

have both of these if you subscribe

TOWS TOPICS,
80S Fifth Avenue, Few
York*;
x*xapv.

rather
PLUG

Such a combination of the finest
leaf and the greatest skill
| Burley
J 1 and carefulness never before enJ i tered into the making of tobacco.

<
*

can

NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
j the
below. Regular price for each, 5Q
| cents.listAll
sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York
exchange, express ot
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to

j

Good Form

when a friend asks for a chew
of tobacco to offer, him a piece of

capita tax.

per

women cx

journal—ever published. Subscription pric^
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a aS6
page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and Dei
cember, and publishing original novels by th*
test writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc*
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $S per annum.

an

;
>

1

[

Mail na 32 strips taken from 10 cent cuts of
I Five Brothers tobacco, and receive in return a
3 handsome leather tobacco poach.
I JOHUVENZER & BROS., Louisville, Ky.

>

Wholesale

j
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and

Retail

ing year.
The treasurer, Mrs. Bryant, stated that
she had the cards ready for members
for the ensuing year, and she hoped the
delegates would bring In the dues from
their clubs
as
early as possible, after

WHEN YOU BUY
H. A. Johnson & Co.’s

f
|

HOME MADE PRESERVES.

I

which adjournment followed.
“ON

TO

WASHINGTON.”

The last of the present series of Pennsylvania railroad personally conducted
tours to Washington, Mt. Vernon and

! Arlington will leave Boston, May 16th. A
stop will be made in Philadelphia on the
In Washington tickets ingoing trip.
clude a complete tour of the Capital under personal esoort. Kate $23.
“Battlefield tour” to Gettysburg, including visits to Luray Caverns and
Washington, May 27th. Rate $36.
In addition to the Tourist Agent,
a
Chaperon, whose special care is unescorted

ladies, will accompany each tour.
For Itineraries, etc., apply to D. N.
Bell, Tourist Agent, 205 Washington
Street, Boston.
SAND SHED

£§j|

WA

W

Put up in GRAZED STONE PAILS that contain 5 POUNDS
of rich RASPBERRY, STRAWBERRY,
DAMSON, QUINCE,
PEACH or APRICOT. They only cost you 50 CENTS ETCH and
cost
hair
the price at a crockery store.
the package would

|

I

BE SURE

w

gIt^johnIoII the

GOODWIN

H.

W.

and

NO.

7

MONUMENT

original.

&

SQUARE.

ft

ft
ft
ft

CO.,

ft

apr26d5t

iji

ft

Ycsteday morning about 4 o’clock, firo
discovered in the sand shed in which
sand is kept—belonging to the Boston &
Maine—and located at Turner’s Island. As
the people there could not handle the
blaze a hose company was sent from the
was

I. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

The Grand Trunk management have an
order for the construction of twenty-five
new
two-hundred pound steam capacity
freight and passenger locomotives, to bo
built at their Point St. Charles works.
Work will Le commenced on the new engines almost immediately. W'hen completed, with the large number of new
freight cars already Duilt, the company
will be ready to handle all the freight
that is offered them.

STORY IMPROBABLE.
Lubeo, April 29.—No confirmation is
found here of the report of canonading to
seaward yesterday and today.
The high
gale which has prevailed for two days,
would seem to make such a story unfounded.
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less pain

I

than*with any of the others,
s*x*h child, and’ she has good
got up on the tenth day and dressed

5“~?Plnethiug
and teel
Favorite

aY,e

well,

I could not do with the other
gaining in strength every dav
all due to God and to Dr. Pierce’s

Prescription.”
Bor the
Medical Adviser,” send 21 oneeent stamps, to cover cost
of mailing only,
covered copy 31 stamns, to
85 ™
£r. R.
V.

Pierce, Buffalo,

N. Y.

THE

we can

remedy

the

us

trouble.

JAMESIaILEY

264 Middle St.,

<

of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature ol
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

ROur
|

Pj
fflglgglg

near

GO.

Monument

Sq,

Protected (

At
Every
Corner
and Upon
<
All
<
^
^
Sides
<
^ from any attack of poverty is the
<

5

>
>

C

>

>

wife and family when the bushand's life is insured with the

^

< UNION MUTUAL. They are >
act Of the
^ independent by thethefreeintervention
^
^ bread-winner
^
^ of foreign assistance is unnecessary.
—

the world over as
the only investment that is not
^
only safe and profitable, but a ^
of proper living.
requisite
Our policies are

Acknowledged

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

<
^

Sj
\

neaith.

Cyclometer give

or

call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you puncture' a tire, break a rim,
or meet with any accident to vour
a

w▼¥V

assortment

in selections ^
V
to procure new, artistic effects not ^
found elsewhere in Portland.
<
will show the

Mrs. Mabel Jordan, of
SwofFord, Lewis Co.,
Washington, writes
I took Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
rcscription until the very last day. We now
nave a hne,
plump little girl over two" weeks old.
sunerea

vv

|

i

|

Pedals, Bell

! CARPETS, i

T
If every
wlio expects to become
mother would heed and read that great
book, “The People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,” by Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
consulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.,
there would be stronger mothers and
healthier, happier children in this world.
In this grand volume several hundred of
its thousand pages are devoted to teaching
women how to take care of themselves
during every trying and critical period of
their lives and especially at the time of
approaching motherhood.
The author of this remarkable work has
had a lifetime of practical experience in
treating the special diseases and weaknesses of women, and is recognized as one of
the foremost of living experts in this particular field of practice. His
Favorite Prescription is the most wonderful medicine
ever invented to restore natural organic
strength and power to the delicate feminine structure which is most intimately
concerned in motherhood.
Taken during the time of anticipation it
deprives this ordeal of all its accustomed
terrors and dangers ; makes the coming of
baby absolutely safe and comparatively
painless ; renders the mother strong and
cheerful, and helps to endow the child
with a strong,
constitution.

the largest East of Boston. If you
need new Tires, Saddle, Handle Bar,

r~~—*—~~

;

a

WE CARRY ALL PARTS
of our leading wheels in stock. Our
line of Sundries and repair Goods is

Walter V. Knight. Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Gray.
atf
apr22,M,W,F, Sat

||lZT

woman

CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30

AGENTS.

City,

but the building was
destroyed.
The loss is several hundred dollars, but is
as
the
Boston
& tdaine
fully insured,
has all its property here insured under a
blanket policy.

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROOHESTER $50. YALE $50,

wheel,

BURNED.

healthy

COMMITTEE

afford to indulge yourself

in the

luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these
publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per vear-

Matanzas had been reduced in thirty sociation.
minutes.
Havana could be reduced in
Mrs.
Jones also read a letter from
two hours and the war would be a„ an
end. Tho seriousness of the situation was Miss Louise Edwards, in which she expressed regret at
thoroughly exaggerated.
being obliged to refuse
Mr. Dingley replying to Mr. Walker, to serve
as
recording secretary, having
said that if we had not $500,000,000 bond!
been
eleoted to that office at the annual
due in six or seven
years the suggestion
to make the bonds
the meeting.
Mrs.
Brown
Theodore
J.
provided for inforce.
bill, short term bonds would have
nominated Mrs.
C. F. Roberts of the
These bonds which were to
fall due,
carried four and live per cent interest and Excelsior club, as recording secretary in
every expert oonsulted had been of the l|ace of Miss Edwards, and as there was
opinion that the new three per cent issue no dissenting
voice, Mrs, Jones, as correshould be 10-20s.
Mr. Walker’s amendment was lost with- sponding secretary, cast the ballot for
the meeting.
out division.
Tlie Conklin class of 50 members, was
Many five minute speeches on the income tax amendment followed.
Mr. voted into
the Union. It was also voted
in
of

ces

can

Woman's

e

mg her an

for

MISCBIXAKKOP9.

family

up0n Mrs. Frederick
secretary, to
letter from Miss Heloise
Hersey
o
in
osion,
which she graciously acknow edged the
compliment paid her by
the

ones,
read a

~w~~

Are You

Friday afternoon,

street church. After

the roll

an
ol

time
for
necessary, as the whole
exhausted by
was
the
amendments
Braurn, Republican
Pennsylvania,
minority in trying to amend the bond the course of his remarks advocated an
Mr.
feature of the bill. Mr.Dingley offered as issue of $150,000,000 of greenbacks.
Cummings, Democrat of New York,
a substitute an entirely new bill containaroused considerable enthusiasm on the
ing these amendments after the bill had Republican side by announcing his purThis was an pose to support the bor<i proposition bebeen reported to the House.
old parliamentary trick frequently
re- cause it was to be a popular loan.
Mr. Bland gave notice of a substitute
The Morrill tariff
sorted to years ago.
for the section authorizing a bond issue,
law was passed in this way in its orginal providing for an issue
of
$150,000,000
form after it had teen loaded down with treasury notes.
Mr.
Democrat
of
Delaware,
Handy,
amendments in committee of the whole.
offered an amendment, which was voted
Many amendments were offered to the down, to reduce the hond authorization
bond feature of the bill ranging from a from live to one hundred million.
On
proposition for the substitution of an in- Mr. Dingley’s motion the lowest denomithe
nation of bonds to be issued under
an
come tax provision to
authorization section was
reduced from $50 to $25.
for an issue of §150,000,000 greenbacks,
Mr. McMillin moved to recommit the
bill with instructions
but all were voted down.
to strike out Che
At the last minute the Democrats de- bond provision and insert in lieu thereof,
tho income tax provision, but withdrew
cided to offer the motion to
recommit the motion and allowed Mr.
Bailey to
with instructions to report back the in- modify the motion so a3 to instruct the
tax
committee
tho
income
to
add
as
an
procome tax proposition
amendment to
vision as an amendment to the bill, the
bond feature halncr retained.
The motion
This was due to the fact was defeated 184-173.
bond provision.
A motion by Mr. Lewis, Democrat of
that a number of Democrats had declined
redeemto vote to strike out the bond provision. Washington, to make the bonds
able speoilially in gold or silver coin at
The motion was defeated, 134-173. Four the
was
deof
the
option
government,
Republicans voted with the Democrats feated 106-136.
Another by Mr. Shnfroth to make the
But on the
and Populists on this vote.
bonds redeemable one-half in gold and
final passage of the bill
(which was One-half in silver met a similar
fate.
carried 181-131) the Democrats and Popu- Several other propositions of the
same
lists with six
exceptions, voted solidly tenor were voted down.
The vote was then taken upon the Meagainst the hill.
Millin Income tax substitute and it was
The Democrats who voted for the bill defeated 128-143.
Mr. Bland,
of Missouri,
wore Messrs.
Democrat
Cummings, McClellan and
Driggs of New York; Fitzgerald, Mass.; offered as a substitute a provision to issue
was
lost
106-147.
notes.
It
$150,000,000
MoAleer, Pennsylvania and Wheeler of
Mr. Brumrn, Republican of
PennsylTwo
Alabama.
Messrs. vania, voted with the Demoorats on this
Republicans,
Linney of North Carolina and Thorpe of proposition and Messrs. MoLellan, Demoof New York, and Handy, Democrat
Virginia voted with the opposition. Quite crat
of Delewave, with the Republicans.
a number of Democrats declined to vote.
of
Mr. Lanhara,
Democrat
Texas,
bond section.
moved to strike out the
103—131.
The
motion
W3s
lost
29.—The
Washington, April
House conCumMessrs. McClellan, Griggs and
vened at ten o’clock
this morning
to
Democrats, voted with the Repuballow two hours more of general debate mings,
licans.
on the war revenue bill before the hill
Mr, Robinson, Democrat of Louisiana,
was taken up at
noon for amendment offered another of the amendments
prepared by the minority from the
ways
under the five minute rule.
and means committee.
It provided for
Mr. Bland, Democrat of Missouri dis- the
It
coinage of the silver seigniorage.
cussed the bond feature of the bill to was ruled out on a point of order.
At four o’clock the bill, under the order
which, he said, the Democrats could
was reported to the House. As Chairman
never agree.
They could not agree to the Dlngley had had no opportunity to offer
issue of any more “coin” bonds, which the amendments agreed upon by the mawould be construed under a Republican jority of tho ways and means committee,
he offered as a substitute a bill containadministration to mean nothing but gold.
There was some
ing these amendments.
So long as the mint3 wero closed to the
question as to the regularity of this projuuuai
ui
ceeding, but the Speaker held that it was
luwiiuj
the world the Demoorats only under cir- in order.
There were many protests
from
the
cumstances of extreme stress could con- Democratic 3ide
against this parliamensent to the issue of such bonds.
He tary move, and Mr. Bland insisted upon
argued the advisability of the immediate tho reading of tho substitute in full. The
Mr.
reading occupied almost an hour.
coinage of silver seigniorage.
Dingley briefly explained the committee
Silver
Mr. Newlands,
Republican of amendments which were enumerated in
Nevada, argued that the duration of the these despatches last night, and then demanded the previous question.
The subwar would depend upon how long Spain
stitute was then adopted without division.
could maintain upon the sea the guerilla
The motion to recommit was defeated
warfare she had been accustomed to wage 134 to 173. The Democrats, Populists and
four
Republicans, Messrs. Bartholdt of
He thought that the war
upon land.
Bromwell of Ohio, Johnson of
should be vigorously prosecuted and ap- Missouri,
Indiana, and White of Illinois, voted for
parent extravagance now might prove the motion.
economy In the end.
The vote was then taken on
the final
Mr. Grosvenor, Republican of
Ohio,
of the bill, and it was passed 181
said at such a crisis as this there were, as passage
to 131.
Stephen A. Douglass, said, but two
Mr. Boutelle, Republican
of
classes in the
patriots and chairman of the committee on Maine,
country,
naval
traitors.
He was willing to accept the
tho conference report on
affairs,
reported
suggestion* emanating from the Demo- the naval bill,
cratic side, however, wild or impractiabie
Mr. Cannon, Republican of Illinois,
in good faith.
He would not impugn cr made the
point of order that the conferees
even suspect a lack of patriotism.
Mr. had exceeded
their jurisdiction in
that
to
Grosvenor then proceeded
criticise
they had added over $500,0110 above the
these suggestions.
differences between the two houses and
Speaking of the bond feature ha de- had also added
which were not
clared that the bonds would be taken by in conference. provisions
With the point of order
the people of the country not only as a
he
moved an
pending
adjournment,
profitable investment, but as evidence to which was carried.
the world that this country proposes to
free Cuba in the faoe of Spain,
Austria
or any other nation that
saw fit to interfere.
IN THE SENATE.
noon were
The other speakers before
Messrs. Curtis, Republican of
Washington, April 29.—When tho Senate
Kansas,
Shafrotb, Silver Hepublican of Colorado, convened today comparatively tew people
were in the galleries.
and Brown, Republican of Ohio.
On tile floor the
At noon the House wont, through the Republican side was nearly deserted.
bill
and
A
of
granting
permission to the
reconvening.
formality
adjourning
Then under the order the bill was taken Chattanooga Rapid Transit
company to
up for amendment under the live minute cross tho Dry Valley road and extend its
to
lines
rule.
Chickaraauga National park was
Under the arrangement made, the bond passed.
Mr. Hale of Maine, chairman of the
seotions of the bill were first to be open to
Naval affairs committee,
ainenumenr.
air. ucuuim, rjemucriiii or
presented the
Tennessee, offered on behalf of the report of the conferees on the naval apbill.
strike
After
ta
out
a
the
brief
amendment
statement
propriation
minority
soction 27, the bond provision, and Insert by Mr. Haie, in which he said that the
in iieu
thereof the income tax amend- result of the conference was practically to
retain the bill as it passed the Senate, the
ment. It is identical with the Income tax
i
provision of the Wilson tariff law with report was adopted without debato.
Mr. Pettigrew of South Dakota called
the taxable income reduced from $4000 to
a
bill for the restoration of annuities
$2000 per annum and the porocntage in- up
to Sisseton and Wahpoten hands of Dacreased from two to three.
kota or Sioux Indians.
Mr. Allison of Iowa, was opposed to the
RHEUMATISM CURED.
measure and said he was not
prepared to
a bill considered
have
involving several
My wife has used Chamberlain’s pain millions
of
dollars
on
short
notice.
Balm for rheumatism with great relief,
Mr. Pettigrew explained that the govand I can recommend it as a splendid
ernment had paid the Indians
between
liniment for
rheumatism and other
and JtiOO.OCO and that the[amount
household use for which we have found $500,000
involved in the bill was less than $2,000,it valuable.—W. J. Cuyi.ek, Red Creek, 000,
X. Y.
On objection the bill wont over.
Mr. Cuyler is one of the lending merOn motion of Mr. Aldrich of Rhode
chants of this village and ono of the Island, it was deoided that when the
most prominent nen in this vicinity.— Senate adjourn today it be to meet on
W. G. Phippik, Editor Red Creek Her- Monday next.
Consideration of bills on tho calendar
ald. For sale by I). W. Heseltine, 2S7
then began.
Among those passed
Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 was
of the
Portland St., King S. Raymond, Cumber- was one to promote the efficiency
land Mills. Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress revenue entter service.
At 1.35 p.m., on motion of Mr. Allison,
St., H. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Ho- the Senate went into executive session
tel.
and at 1.45 p. m., adjourned until Monwas

*

to

Apiil 29.—The House tothe war revenue bill with all

Washington,

was a source

cure

Down—Many Demo-

Declined to Vote,

day passed

steady; my return to
of daily gratification.
“In all I took eighteen boxes of the pills
I
before was entirely well. At first I paid
lives in— 50 cents a box, but afterwards I saved
useful life.
etting six boxes at a time,
health

Majority.

WOMEN’S LITERARY UNION.
S Mr. Walker, Republican of Massachuamendment to the
the members of
All
setts, offered as an
th. new executive
to change
original section a proposition
to make board of the Literary
the terms of the bonds, so as
Union, except the
the
after
date
recording secretary, were present at the
them redeemable one year

Secretary Gage
AGAINST IT purpose
of redeeming the greenbacks.
suoh
There was no necessity for
WITH SIX EXCEPTIONS.
fortifications
enormous loan.
The

he read

fro7n

Measure by Substau-

DEMOCRATS VOTED

of a case like his own, and had enough
ATow he
to follow the example it set him.
faith
to
an
others
who
are
is himself
example
suffering
ease

Adopted

House

dreadful nervous dis-

a

BIlTpaSSED.

REVENUE

same care

^

I. T. KILBORN

COMPANY,

jE*^3Tt€3C3! iS^b

Reasonable

in

Unequalled

in

Cost,
Privileges;

Give Protection
Under All Circumstances,

Union mutual

% Cite Insurance
Company,
^ Portland,
SPaine.

^
^
^
>
>
>
>

<

Fred E. Richards,
President.

^

Arthur L. Bates,

mar21dtt

^

Vice President.

^
^

^

Maine people posThousands
/ sess Union Mutual policies. Millions l
and
invested in the \
/ of dollars loaned
\
/ State.,
of
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YOUNG MEN APPRECIATE
Our

made of good maare
the
real tailor made
have
and
stylish
fit and appearance.
In regard to prices we have no need to
claim the earth.
The liberality with which
the young men of Portland patronize us speaks
with greater emphasis than any boasting from
ourselves.
We would like to have you come in and see
our new
goods. It is a pleasure to show them
wnetber you purchase or not.
new

terial,

suits.

They

9

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

are

A, F, HILL & GO,, 500

Congress St,, Portland, Me,
n

BnUPiUBK "Hi lllil'll'il

r*ir

-mm

To

Rent.

The I’eople’s Savings Bank. Lewiston,
has fitted up their new vault with safe
Vault and boxes all
Deposit Boxes.
new and of the
latest and strongest

1
E
y

1

design.

Price of boxes $5.00 to $10.00 per year.
Anyone desiring a box for the deposit
of securities or valuables will do woll to
write us for further information.

PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK,
Lewiston,

SVIe.

a
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

but of later contraction (1893) and has ,a
speed of 19 knots. Her armament is some-

AND

what

MAINE STATE PRESS.

lighter, consisting

of

one

PRESS.

r——;---—-

Castilla, 3,342 tons, and neither of these
has either armor, protective decks, or

ish

will

be certain

Hontoria guns, two 2.7-inch, and three
2.2-inch rapid lires, six 1.4-inch and two
machine guns. She is fitted with torpedo tubes, but probably has no torpedoes.

Bhe

at Manila the
to report a

Spanglorious

of Palis is due today, but if
doesn’t arrive for several days there

City

will be no oause for anxiety.
Did

the

“It was a glorious day for Spain,”
says the Spanish minister of war, in regard to the bombardment at Matanzas.
1c is evidently the policy of the Spanish
government to keep up the courage of
the people if they have to lie to do it.
|
It is fortunate for the militia that they
did not go into camp at Augusta this
week, for being unused to life in the
open air, the cold and stormy weather
would have put a good many of them on
the sick list.
The story that the French and Austrian consuls will protest against the bombardment at Matanzas is undoubtedly

untrue, because there,is nothing to protest against.
It is the rule in the case of
a bombardment of a city to notify the inhabitants a reasonable time tefore firing
begins, so that the non-combatants may
time to
I1U.J

get out of the way.
uul.HOlWii

OIIVU

Hut
UL

Matanzas because we were not intending
to bombard the city, but only the defences

church will officiate.
The West End W. C.

semi-monthly meeting

T. U. held their

Thursday

with

Mrs. Emma Booth by.
Mrs. A. H. Cole
of Portland was
present and addressed
the meeting on “The Use of Alcohol in
Medicines.”
The Dext meeting will be
held May 12, with Mrs. M. J. Gil key,
Stroudwater street.

brook.”

church.”
During the morning service
there will bo a reception of members.

Eighteen names were voted on Tuesday
evening to be received tomorrow.
The
number came at the communion
month ago. Regular session of Sunschool at noon; cummunlon, at three

same
one

day

alike, except in armament. Neither
steam over 11.6 knots an hour.
The
Gen. Uezo carries two Hontoria guns of

vice.

i'JOIJ

UUlUU'i

VUU
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U.o-U

IVIi,

M V

The Rev. Win. Clements
of
Buxton
Center will address the
Loyal Oran ge
lodge No. 366, and Ladies’ auxiliary, to-

small rapid fires, and one machine gun. morrow at three o’clock at the
Baptist
El Cano has three of the 4.7-inoh guns, churoh. A cordial invitation is extended
two small rapid fires, and two machine to the public to attend.
The Marques del Duero is a disMr. Fred R. Ames, freight agent for
guns.
patch vessel of 500 tons, more than twenty the M. C. R. R., at the Cumberland
Mills depot leaves this morning with his
years old. and has one old smooth-bore
muzzle loader of 6.2-inch
two of wife for Portsmouth, N. H., where Mr.

than three hundred.
The Spanish fleet, however, is likely to
have some advantages. It will fight prob-

more

ably

near shore batteries and get the benefit of thsir assistance. How muoh this
will amount to cannot be foreseen, because we know little about these batteries.
If the fight were certain to take
place in the open sea, where neither fleet
had anything but itself to rely upon the

result could not be
fact that we may

doubtful.

But the
have to pursue the
Spanish fleet within the range of shore
batteries infuses some uncertainty into
the contest, though the
chances, even
under these circumstances, seem to be
greatly in favor of the Americans.
A SPANISH

CALL TO

varied armament, consisting of two 8lnch and six 0-inch guns, two 6-pounder
apid fires, two 3-pounder, two l-pounder,

ARMS.

The Spanish Governor General
Philippines has issued a stirring
arms to the
Spaniards in those

of the
call to
islands

Ames has accepted a position
office of Jackson’s Express

in

employ

of the Maine

Chandler’s

I

29.—The President
Senate the following
e postmasters for
Maine;
nomination
Joseph W'. Gary, Caribou; Newton H.
K.
Hallowell.
I).
Jewell,
Sanford;
Fogg,
sent

to
to

Saturday.
54 LADIES’ SOUS,

and

one

or

two of a

material,

ktud, desirable shades

some
reefer
others
blouse
These suils have been purchased at
regular price and will be sold at

and

$10.50

1S.OO

Some have Taffeta lined coats, skirts trimined with braid or satin: others are lined
throughout skirt and jacket.
OTHER GOOD
and 25.00.

VALUES at

$17.50,

20.00

REEKING.

the

It’s
Of

FELS
grocers.

an

insect killer.

& CO., PHILADELPHIA

__

Admission—Afternoon, children 10 centsadults 15 cents, no seats reserved.
Evening!
children 15 cents; adults 25 cents. Reserved
seats 35 cents, at Williamson’s drug store.
Doors open at 1 and T p. m.
Entertainment at
2 and 8 p. m.
apr26 ot

Saturday Afternoon,April
Allen

s

CHURCH.
Cressey, Jones us
and Loring, Short & Harmon's.

ap25dlw

THE; IT RE

)FAY BROS. & HOSFORD
1 Lessees and Managers.

8.50,

10.00,12.50,15.00.

LADIES’ SILK CAPES,

trimmed with
lace, ribbon
and
chiffon.
Some short and others long,
suitable
for
medium aged ladies. Prices $2.98. 3.75, 5.00.
6.98, 8.50, 10.00 and upward.

CLOTH GAPES,
ai

SB.25, 1-76, 2.69, 3.98, 6.00,
7.50, 8.50, 10.00 and upward.

5.98,

FUR COLLARETTES.
Our assortment in this department is larger
than ever stnee
our Mr. Lewsen
returned

£sr<s? *ss^.m

^ 2m-

DRESS SKIRTS.
We have made up u new line of
skirts for
spring and summer wear in nil the latest
materials and shades. Prices range from

*'39*° 917.50

SILK WAISTS.

shall give you

we

a

discount

|U'T7«o"i-a
CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.
department we are making nil
ladies’garments by expert tailors. No charge
our

unless

You

custom

fit and

finish is

bring

highly

your own
iurnisli all uiaterials.
can

satisiartnr,

cloth

we‘will

or

&

Gor. Middle &

R. M. LEWSEN & CO.,
Congress

I|
2=*

DR. MOTT’S NERVERIME PILLS.
The great remedy ior nervous
prostration and
all nervous dis-

|

eases

of the gen-

erative organs
of either sex,
such as Nervous
bksors and

aftkr

usino

Prostration.
Failing or Lost

Street.

I
^
5?

Manhood,Impotency .Nightly Emissions.Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. W 1th every $5 order wo give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at 91 mOO per box, fl boxes for $5.00. DK.
MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, CleTelamd, Ohio.

For sale at H. P. S. Goold's drug Store.

:

offered at 50 cts. per share;
The price will be advanced
absolutely on May 2nd, i8g8
to $1.00 per share.
Write lor
and lull

i

MOORE, Fiscal Agent,
313 Lexington A ve. Brooklyn, H. Y.

|

prospectus

2;

1S EDW.
g
2?

>C

g

|
5£

£

§

particulars,

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

2

EXCHANGE

3, at 2

o’clock p. in.,

shall sell the valuable Real Estate. No.
\VE
”
J94 Ltanforth street, being the residence
of the late J. B. Fickett. The house is two and
a half story brick, with
to finished rooms,
besides halls. Lot contains about2500 sq.feet.
This property is in good condition, pleasantly
si uated. witn sunny exposure.
Sale absolute
to settle estate and offers flue opportunity for
investment. Terms at sale.
apr28dtd

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 46
IT. O. BAILEY
m aril 4

Exchange
C.

■

Street.
W.

ALLEX
tf

This company supplies Peering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

by Portland Water

Co.

-FOB SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (raid dPiinde\)
fflook,

jiol

Ko. 37 Rum Street

Bankers.

Exchange.

BUILDING.

Tuesday, May

GUARANTEED

LELANO & GO.

And New York Cot:on

Street,
AUCTION

F, O.

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

d4w

E.

OF THE

DUE 1928.

BOSTON.

COPPER STOCKS

32 Exchange St..

Portland, Me.

feb28

atl

BONDS.

AND

COTTON

FUTURES

Stocks and Bonds Bought and
all Markets.

CORRESPONDENCE

Sold in

SOLICITED.
ieb2dw&sattf

Maine Central R.

I

Merrimack

—

'xrxxu

iC

£

|

HAS REMOVED TO

No. 89 Exchange
(Portland Savings Bank

St.,

4s.
4s.

$30,

"BARRETT,

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.

§
£

Capital

2F

2*=■

f

£

WOOD,

per cord casli, when de>

Plnce your
before you

f lor. Portland and St. John Sts.
TEI.EPHONE 439-3.
apri9eod2*"

186 Middle St., Portland, Me,
3y2.

Proposals for Supplies for Pauper Depurtmennt.
Surplus. 100,000

Capital.$100,000
Stockholders’

Liability

and

Surplus

wholly

...

100,000
invested

in Government Bonds.

Investment

Securities

a

Specialty.

SAFE

DEPOSTAULTS.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.

The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded

by sep-

arate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the
same

roof.

mar3l

IDEALS,

application.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Building.)

and. $60,

EAGLES,

Saco,
Biddeford,

—

$50

County,

Prices on

2?

4s.

BICYCLES.

4s. $85 ftIX<5. $50.

§^ Portland Trust Co.
SWAN &

|

4s.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,
N. If.,

S’

pr2Geod2w Formerly with F. C. White.

J. H. MOUNTFORT,

No. 194 Dan orih

S=“

}

ivered from car.
* irder a lew days
1 rant the wood.

$ 150,000

Estate

real
Ou

now

E. K.

1

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dti

—

IS”Only 100,000 shares

£

0

BOBBIN

stockholders.

Up

£
ap28d3t

$5.00

This Stock has gone from 8 to lO
cts., lO to 20, 20 to SO cts. in less
than 9 months,— Has now 4000

j

we

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

BEFOREtM PRICE ADVANCES

5g
5.

my customers and friends:
1 am glad to announce that I am now
■ith Cox & Dyer, 245 Middle St., where
should be pleased to receive a call from
Tours Truly,
J ou.
FRANK H CHASE.
a

I

COPPER KING”
ARIZONA.

f

\wwwrmmmwwtftwmmNwH

Restored Manhood.,

1

m.

a.

At

at

|

|

Hay 5th,

shall sell the entire Furniture.
&c., consisting of Parlor Furniture, Pit>
McPhail
tures,
Plano, Carpets. Rugs, Draperies Chamber Sets, Couches, Hair Mattresses
and Bedding, Antique Mahogany Furniture,
Dining Room Furniture, China Crockery. Glass
Ware, B. Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets
and many other articles too numerous to
mention.
anr'Rdtd
10

AT

Exchange Sts.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
febs

Furnisnings

AUCTION
On Thursday,

*'Xn Tixe«
6

SALES.

of the late J. B. Flckett, No. 191
Danforth St.,

At

STOCK.

i

Dlama-

ale™311

Household Furniture and

MOULTON,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

WOW’
I
IS THE TIME TO BUY I

Sj

S’

»»♦♦<»♦»<> ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

•138

2="

Pla*

_AUCTION

BANKERS,

---

5.98, 7.60.

In

30, 3 o’clock,

SECOND ADVENT
tickets so cents, on sale

__

WOODBURY

Cashier-

,,

feb7dtf_

apr8

Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets,
$2.98, 3-98, 4.98,

During this sale

§

STEPHEN R. SMALL PresiriaiL
MARSHALL ft BOOING.

^

I

28 LADIES’ SUITS.

I

MR. EDWARD B. IIILL, Pianist
MR. T. IIANDASVD CABOT, Violin celloist
assisted by
MISS ANNA MILLER \VOOD, Contralto,

Bank.

882S

Saturday afternoon

HEIRESS,

misses in the cast

By F. Oi BAILEY & CO.} Auctioneers.

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
Bank
of England, London, in
large or
•wall amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Account# received on favorable
terms.

made of Ail Wool Covert clotli, tan, blue and
green. Reefer lined throughout with silk, well
unished. Retailers get feotn $10.00 to 12.50.
Our price for these three days,

There will be a meeting of the board of
at their office,
Odd Fellows’

BOUNTIFUL’S

~

ooktoert!

FINANCIAL.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations,
Banks and others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
description through
this

eiffccf.
2-3 of

Company.

Kv,iilng«, 10-Soat box ofllce.

an' misii G
& Harris.
PRICES—25e, 60c, 75c and 81.00. Matinee,! 5C, 35c and 50c
JOSEPH HAWORTH May 5-6-7 in Repertoh

Interest Paid on
: DEPOSITS.

26 LADIES' SUITS,

assessors

Marfncea 10c-20c.
30c Seats now on sale

Management Rich

TIME

Washington, D. C., the
national superintendent of the Department of legislature.
The eleotion of
officers and department oommittees will
be held on the second day.
The meetings
will be free to the publio.

Washington, April

anil her Excellent

TONIGHT Al* ID MATINEE.
the
ANDRE* V MACK In 11,3 Triumphantly Success
8?ngiug Comedian,

SURPLUS

AND

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

AND

Only

P. M.

Srecial Aprearanos of MISS D0& WILEY-

Prof. P. E. Robin-

JEFFERSON

MAINE.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

the

MAINE POSTMASTERS.

FLAG,

_

$0.00

from nine to twelve and two to
five
whioh is well worth publshing in full, as o’clock, to receive a list of polls and all
showing the kind of stuff by which it is taxable property botli real and personal.
The board of assessors have completed
sought to Are the Spanish heart. It is as
their recent canvass and are now engaged
follows:
in making up the reports.
The assessors

today

PORTLAND.

°f Green, Blue and
Gray mixtures,
Reefer lined iliroiigliont with silk.
Some
stores gei $7.75. Our price

Central

8

-OF-

Friday

I

EVENING

KATHLEEN MA VOCItNEEN.
KATHERINE
ROBER

AND THE—

2t young and beautiful
Chorus of CO misses.

Casco National Bank

for

of

on

LADY

=■-TECB

THE HAND of FATE.

A
Y

OPERETTA,.

THE

FINANCIAL

Performances.

MATIN tE 2 I* M

g

SHIELD,

Orchestra,

TUKESHUUT, Manager.

Iwo

T

son, Lcflde

HEHDRRHA0E5_INFLAMMATIONS

officers of the several departments of work
will be read.
On the evening of June 3,
the meeting will be addressed by Margaret

block, Woodfords,

C. C.

Lust

Produced for the first time in this city by 250
hildren.

June 3 and 3 at the Westbrook Congregational church.
The reports
of the

Elies

MAY DAY CARNIVAL

THE LIVING AMERICAN

road for
several years and has won many friends.
Thomas O’Reilly of South Windham
was before Judge Tolman
charged with
intoxieatlon and discharged.
The West End W. C. T. U. is to entertain the Cumberland county W. C. T. U.

D.

BOSWORTH RELIEF CORPS NO. 1,

—

company, a
company doing business between Portland
and Boston.
Mr. Ames has been in the

a

1.8-lnch, two 1.4 Inch, and two maThe Ralsigh is a protected
chine guns.
cruiser of about the same size, 3,183 tons.

__AMUSEMENTS.

-.

THE LIVING UNION

The sale of seats for this enter-

tainment has been largo.
Services as usual tomorrow at Warn n
churoh. The paster will preaoh in the
the
morning on
toplo “added to the

the Spaniards were erecting outside of it,
and that is all that we did bombard. It “Spaniards:—
“Between Spain and the United States commenoe on Monday to view the new
is not customary to notify the enemy’s of North America hostilities have broken
buildings numbering some o\cr a hunforts that an attack is contemplated or out. The moment has arrived to prove
built during the past year, and apto the world that we possess the spirit to dred,
inform them of the precise time it is to
conquer those, who pretending to be loyal Dralse them.
begin, any more than it is to notify the friends, take advantage of our misfortune
The advertised letters at the Woodfords
enemy’s troops at wbat time they may to abuse our hospitaity, using means that po6t office aro as follows: Alfred
Sawyer,
expect an assault. Z War has not been re- civilized nations count unworthy and dis- H. C. Sweetser and Mrs. William Van
reputable.
that
extent
fined to
yet.
“The North American people, constitut- Dike.
ed of
social excrescences, have exhaust*
Bolster, Snow & Co. ’s team of PortThe Spanish fleet has at last sailed ed
our patience and provoked war by their
land, defeated
Westbrook Seminary
from
St.
Vincent
in
the
Verde
away
Cape
perfidious maohinations, their aots of
on the
Seminary
Islands, not apparently because it wanted treachery, their outrages against the laws Thursday afternoon
of nations and international conventions. grounds by the soore of 20 to 9.
to, but because the Portuguese govern“The struggle will be short and
deThe
committee of
the Free
church
ment notified it to move on. Where it cisive. The bod of Victories will
give us
has gone can only be conjectured.
and
That one as brilliant
complete as the having in oharge the two conoerts held
it will come over to Cuba to attempt to righteousness and justice of our cause de- on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings
have decided to repeat the concerts next
mand.
raise the blookade is extremely improbwhich counts upon the sympa- Thursday evening, May 6th, at the Con“Spain,
able, because unless it was greatly thies of all nations, will emerge triumph- gregational oburch, Woodfords.
The atstrengthened before it got there it would ant from this new test, humiliating and tendance was small on Thursday evening
the adventurers from those of the owing to the storm, and it is hoped that
blasting
be
defeated
and
aurely
destroyed. Per- United States that, without
cohesion, the committee will have a pleasant evenhaps it has gone towards Cape St. Boque without history, offer humanity only in- ing next week.
They have worked hard
to lie in wait for the Oregon and Mariet- famous traditions and ungrateful spec- to prepare the concerts and are
deserving
of liberal patronage.
tacles
in
in
which
her
chambers,
appear
on
their
now
the
east coast of
way up
ta,
cowardice
and
defamation,
insolence,
South America. That is more probable
SANTIAGO IN A PANIC.
cynicism.
than that it has started for Cuba. Still
“Her squadron, manned by foreigners,
Kingston, Jamaica, April 29.—The
more probable, perhaps, is it that is will possessing neither instruction nor disciGorman steamer Remus from Hamburg
is preparing to come to this archiseparate and prowl about the seas in pline,
for Baltimore, touched at Port Antonio,
with ruffianly intention, robbing
pelago
this island early today and landed there
searoh of American commerce.
That is us of all that means life,
honor and
441
German, Cuban, British and Ameriwhat the Cadiz fleet appears to have done. liberty, and pretending to he inspired by
can refugees from
Santiago de Cuba.
Henoeforward our Navy Department will a courage of which they are incapable.
The Spanish have attached all the food
“American seamen undertake as an enhave to depend to ascertain its where- ternrise
for
the army and the civil population of
callable nf realization the substiabouts largely on scouts sent out from tution of Protestant for the Catholic re- Santiago de Cubu, about 20,000 persons,
is almost entirely without provisions.
our coast, or on reports of merchantmen ligion, to treat you as tribes refractory to
Mr. Hiatt, the United States consul at
civilization, to take possession of your
wno wm meet it accidentally on the seas.
riches as if they were unacquainted with Santiago de Cuba who came here some
time
at his own expense, caused
It It should go to the Canary Islands it is the
rights of property, to kidnap those dinnerago,
to be prepareil for the refugees on
doubtful if we should hear of it, for persons they consider useful to man their
tbo wharf where they landed.
those islands are Spanish, and the censor ships or to be exploited in agricultural
The City of Santiago, when the refuand industrial labor.
would prevent news of its arrival being
“Vain designs, ridiculous boastingsl gees left, was in a state of semi-panio,
sent out
Your indomitable bravery will suffice to fearing the blockade of the port by the
United States fleet. There were about
frustrate the realization of their designs.
15,000 Spanish troops there and in the
Our fleet in the Philippines consists of You will not Rllow the faith you profess
Mr. Hiatt left at Santiago 50
to be made a mockery or impious hands vicinity.
tons
the Olympia, the Baltimore, tho Boston, to be
of provisions in the United States
placed on the temple of the true
the Raleigh, the Conoord and the Petrel. God, the images you adore thrown down consulate and 100 tons of supples, which
had just arrived in the custom
house.
not
The aggressors shall
The Olympia is a protected cruiser of by unbelief.
The British consul, acting for the United
the tombs of your fathei s.
They
5,800 tons, launched in 1892. Her protec- pollute
has
distributed
the
States,
provisions left
shall not gratify lustful passions at the
in
the consulate, but has not yet been
tive steel dock is 4 8-4 inches thick, she cost of
your wives’ and daughters’ honor, able
to get those stored in the custom
has four inohes of armor at her gun posi- or appropriate property accumulated in
house.
tions. and her speed is over 21 knots an provisions for your old age.
shall not perpetrate these crimes,
“They
hour. She carries four 8-inch guns and
CATSKILL AT ANCHOR.
inspired by iheir wickedness and coveten 5 inch rafdd Ores, fourteen 6-pound- tousness, because your valor and patriotHyannis,
Mass., April 29 —U. S. Moniism
a
base
will
suffice
to
six
people
punish
ers,
l-pounder and four maohine
tor
Catskill, remains at anchor off Bass
that is claiming to be civilized and culti- river.
guns. The Baltimore is a oruiser of 4,6C0 vated.
exterminated the
have
They
tons, with a protective deok four inches natives of North America instead of givthick and 4 1-2 inches of steel plate about ing them civilization and progress.
YOUII FAVORITE PLANT
“Filipinos, prepare for the struggle,
the gun positions, and a speed of
20-6
united under the glorious Spanish
and,
knots. Her armament contains four 8won’t die if washed
flag, which is covered with laurels, fight
inch and six 6-inoh guns, four 6-pounder with the conviction
will
that victory
with suds of
rapid fires, two 3-pounder, two l-pounder crown your efforts, ami to the calls of
enemies oppose the decision of a
end six maohine guns.
The BoBton Is ‘your
Christian and a patriot, and ory ‘Viva
also a protected cruiser, of 3,189 tons, Espana!’
but her speed is only 15 knots. She has

two

MISCISI LANEODB.

__

^

AFTERNOON find EVENING.

The last rehearsal of the May festival
will be held this afternoon at “The West

o’clock in the afternoon. A short sermon
In the evening preceded by a praise ser-

Spanish fleet that left Cape
calibre,
Verde yesterday get up a collision for the 4.7-inch and one maohine gun.
It will be seen that the Amerioan fleet
purpose of getting back again?
is superior in the kind of vessels, in the
The story of the discovery of a traitorous
number and calibre of its guns, and doubtmonitor Puritan, his
seaman on
the
less also in the personnel of its officers
oonviotion and sentence to death, was a
and men.
The number of men in the
New York Journal fake.
fleet exceeds that of the Spanish by

have

|

City Hall, Monday, May 2,

was

Cano are listed as “gun vessels” of 524
tons. T hey were both built in 1885 and
can

viotory for their ships.
The

*

PILES

brook Congregational ohuroh.
Her age
fifty-six years and three months. The
speed.
The Christina is credited with 17 funeral servioes are to be held from her
knots an hour, but the Castilla makes late residence, No. 5 Scotch
Hill, Sunday
only 10. The former was built in 1886. at twelve noon. Rev. S. N. Adams, pasHer armament consists of six 6.2-inch tor of the West
End
Congregational

are

SATURDAY, APRIL 80.
happens

—"

■

6 inch and

tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less, The Castilla is still older, having been
square eacli week.
$1.60 per square.
launched in 1881. She carries four 5.9Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed inch.
Krupp guns, two 4.7-inoh, two 3.3with other paid notices. 16 cents per line each
inch, and four 2.5-inch rapid fires, and
insertion.
two machine guns.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type.
There are three more unprotected cruis26 cents per like each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- ers of small size, the Velasco, 1,163 tons,
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for and Hon Antonio de Uiloa, and Hon
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- Juan do Austria, eaoh of 1,139 tons.
tisements under these headlines, and ah adver- Their utmost speed is a fraction over 14
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged knots.
The Velasco's armament conat regular rates.
sists of throe 5.9-inch Armstrong guns,
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
two 2.7-inch Hontorias, and two machine
for first insertion, and 60 cents per square tor
guns; that of the Uiloa is four 4.7-inch
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub- Hontorias, two 2.7-inch rapid fires, and
scriptions and advertisements to Portland Uvo machine guns, and that of the AusPublishing Co., 87 Exchange Street, tria four 4 7-inch Hontorias, three 3.3Portland, Me.
inch rapid fires, two 1.5-inch, and five
machine guns. The General Lezo and El

Whatever

■

Rates*

In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one monm. Three Insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
naif square advertisements $1.00 for ono
week or $2.60 for one month,
“A square" is a space of the width of a colomn and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi-

THE

JUSCOBIXAWBOUS.
m

■

ten o-inch rapid fire guns, eight 6-pouudMiss Lydia J. Murch, residing at 6
ers, four 1 pounder, and two maohine
Scotch Hill, died early Thursday evening
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 forsix
The Concord is a small, unpro- as a result of a paralytic schock. Miss
guns.
months; $1.GO a quarter; 60 cents a mouth.
tected cruiser of 1,700 tons and a speed Murch has been in falling
health for
The Daily is delivered every morning by
She was the eldest
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at of 17 knots. She carries six 6-inch and more than a year.
two 6-pounder rapid fires, two 3-pounder,
Woodfords without extra charge.
daughter of the late Nathaniel and Mercy
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the one 1-pounder and four machine guns.
Murch.
She leaves a brother, Harlan P.
rate of £7 a year.
The Petrel is a gunboat of 890 tons, with Murch of Westbrook and three
sisters,
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published a speed qi a little less than 14 knots. She Mrs.
Abner L. Hawkes of this oity, Mrs.
every Thursday. £1.00 per year; 60 cents for 6
carries four 6-inch guns, two 3-pounder Hr. R. G. Milliken of Massachusetts, and
months; 20 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to leave town for long of r^pld lires, one 1-pounder, und four ma- Mrs. J. W. Conant, also of this city, with
The Spanish vessels in the whom she made her home, and
also a
short periods may have the addresses of their chine guns.
order of their size are the Keina Chris- number of
The depapers changed as often as desired.
nephews and nieces.
tina, of 8,530 tons dlsp'acement, and the cease was an active member of the We t
Advertising Rates,

Subscription

I

__^SCEr.LANBOUS.

WESTBJROOJL

and

$35

aprl6dtf

EXECUTOR’S

Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed Executor of the hst
Will and Testament of
SARAII M. TORRINGTON, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands aganst the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement: and all persons indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

JBOLI.A.ISTS
-A>D THE

CUMBERLAND LOAN AND
IRG ASSO.
annual

BUILD

jEriol

Self

CATALOGUES

meeting.

annual meeting of the shareholders
of the Cumberland Loan and RuiHing
at the Board of
association will be held
Trade rooms, corner of Milk and Exchange
street, on Wednesday May 4th, 1898, at 3
o’clock, p. m. for the election of a board
of fifteen directors, and iliree auditors, and
the transaction of such other business as
mav legally come before It.
JAMES F. H VWKES, President.
JAMES L. RACKLEFF, Secretarv.

THE

apr27dtd

M.

Order slat*

__

_

»t Chandler’. Music
Congress street.

Store 431

FREE.

Most Liberal

Lowest Price,.

SteinertT

Terras

Sons Go.,

Manager,
aprlmufhur&irtr-

T. C. McGOULDRlC
tel.

818-a.

^

sjrm H B

H

mV

Jeweler,

Pianos.

Playing

Old Instruments taken in Exchange,

fy| M §5 m*S|
H. E. MILLS
XF fl B fm
M wLMmM
BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS PlanO
®
Tuner,
This Is
tt

NOTICE^

C EALED PROPOSALS will be received at the
© office of the Overseers of the Poor until
Monday, May 2nd at 4 P. M., for the following mediately.
articles, more or less in quantity, delivered as
JOSEPH A. LOCKE.
wanted from May 2nd, 1898, to May 1st, 1899;
Portland, April 7, 1898.
aprl6dlaw3wS*
corned beef, chuck beef, slims, salt pollock fish,
corned
beef
is
the
corned and chowder fisn,
to be what is called the rattle with the shin
bone and brisket bone taken out; 125 barrels
flour, Washburn’s Superlative or Pillsbury’s
Waste your money and efforts on a “poor
Best, 200 bushels cracked corn, meal, oats and
shorts lor a period of three months.
tiling.” To become an artist you must have a
Also 400 tons of stove coal more or less for nrst-clas. instrument,
the outside poor, delivered at the homes of
W33 OAHHT
those receiving aia, in 1-8 or 1-4 tons of loo.)
of 2000
pounds; 400 tons of c umberlandatcoal
HA ROMAN,
the Alms- STEINWAY,
pounds, more or less, delivered
OABLFJt,
PEASE,
house as wanted and, 50 tons stove coal deliverfor
the
same
JAMES & HOLMSTKOn,
ed at the Almshouse, the contract
to run from May 31st, 1898, to May 31st, 1899.
and other High Grade
All proposals to be endorsed proposals for supThe
plies and directed to the undersigned.
to
reject any or
Committee reserves the right
all bids not deemed for tlio interests of the city. and can recommend them as the best represenW. L. DAGGETT,
tatives of the several grades.
Chairman purchasing committee Overseers of
Poor.
apr26dtd
April 26, 1898.

_dt-f

market.

$40.

For sale

William* Indian Pile
Ointment Is a sure euro
forPIIaES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops
itchinp.
gives rkuff. go-.-.
end #1. At Druggist?.

by J. E. Goold& Co,

lun«d&w2f

'music

AND DRAMA.

OUR VESSELS AT SEA.

LET OLD GLORY WAVE.

These

AN IRISH GENTLEMAN.
Last

evening

Mr.

Andrew Mack

now

man.

stairs

at

Monday Our Soldier Boys Go
Marching.

On

The audience was of fair size down
and very large in the balcony and
is

that

plot of the play in brief
Jack Shannon—whose real name is Meran infaturow—has, while a young man,
CITIZENS WILL G1YE
THEM A
ration
with a treicherous companion
to
crime
the
GLORIOUS
SEND OFF.
Stephen Tyrrell, confessed
of forging, really perpetrated by Tyrrell,
The

belonging

to Maine are

Later he fails
and signed the confession.
in love with Maura Sherlock, the daugha oountry gentleter of Clifford Sherlook,
He is
man and his love is reciprocated.
at the time the steward of Sherlock’s

The G. A.

K.

Post., High School Cadets,
ex-MIlltia

Sons of Veteran, and

Will Escort Them to the Union

Hero came TyrrelanJ Mrs. Fairleigh, a wealthy widow, who is in love
with Shannon, while Tyrrell wishes to
gain Maura’s love. These two join forces
see if they can succeed in securing
to
and Maura
for each other.
Shannon
estate.

—

The Town

the

91en

Stat

on

Should Wake Uj> and Cheer

Boy. In Blue

on

Their

Way

to

Abner Coburn, from Hong Kong, December 4, for New York.
Eureka, from Hioga, April 8, for New
York.
George R. Scolfleld, from Singapore,
January 20, for New York.
Hecla, from San Francisco. April 9,
[or Loriont.
Henry Failing, from
Philadejphla,
April 15, for San Francisco,
from
B.
March
Honolulu,
Hyde,
Henry
30, for New York.
from
New
McDonald,
John
York,
Maroh 28, for Yokohama.
Now
York,
from
April
16,
Josephus,
for Hong Kong.
from
Hiogo, January 15,
John Currier,
for New York.
Kennebec, from Baltimore, January 13,
for San Francisco.
,,
Manuel Llaguno, from New York, JanYokohama.
for
uary 13,
Mary L. Cushing, from New York, January 14, for Hong Kong.
Paul Revere, from New York, April 2,

Shanghai.

Active Service.

R. D. Rice, from New York, February
San Francisco.
Reception hall, City building, last 10,
Roanoke, from New York, December
there was a meeting of the past
night,
San Francisco.
for
33,
Sherlock's son, Lacy has fallen into bad
members of the militia companies and
St. Paul, from Philadelphia, Macoh 30,
ways, and when his father,to pay a mortother oitizens who have made up their for Hiogo.
Mrs. Fairleigb, obtains a thougage to
Samuel Skolfleld, II., from New York,
minds to give the Portland battalion a ;
1, for Japan.
sand pound note from his sister and puts
April
when they go to Augusta on
send cff
Servia, from Baltimore, Maroh 3, for
it in his safe, Lany steals it, a'though
San Francisco.
Monday afternoon.
on’y his father and Shannon are supAlexander Gibson, from Sydney, N. S.
P. Mattocks was chosen as
Gen. C.
The
to
know
the
combination.
W., March 28, for Yokohama.
posed
the meeting and ox-Capt.
chairman of
Aryan, from New York. Janjaary 13,
father has the number of the note. When
Moseley was elected secretary.
[or San Fr&DOisoo.
Shannon finds that, as he supposes, the
President A. W. Laughlin of the PortChallenger, from New York, January
father of his sweetheart is to be turned
land Cadets’
Veteran Association was 1, for Chefoo.
Charles E. Moody, from Philadelphia,
out of his property because he can’t pay
oailed upon to state the purpose of the April 6, for San F'ranoiseo.
the
mortgage, he encloses a thousand meeting.
He said that the plan at first BEmily F. Whitney, from New York,
it
pound note in an envelope and leaves
November.80,' for Shanghai.
was to give the Cadets a send off when
There Lacy
Reed, from New YorkJMareh 5,
on the table by accident.
started for camp, but finally the "Emily;
they
For Zanzibar.
finds the note and exchanges them as he few
ex-members of the Cadets had conGovernor Roble, from New York, April
knows his father has the number of the
sulted
with former members of other 1, for Hong Kong.
Shannon returns and finds
one he stole.
R. R. Thomas, from Manila, April 23,
companies and had decided to make the [or Boston.
the note as he thinks where he left it
send off a general affair in which all the
Wm. II. Starbuck, from New York,
and gives it to a servant to leave where
friends and veterans of the other compa- December 30, for Yokohama.
Mr. Sherlock will find it. He does this
Wm. H. Connor, from New York,April
nies could take part.
A baud had been
for Shanghai.
to save the property of the man whose
hired and will he paid for by a few oiti- 20,
St. Frances, from Plymouth, England,
daughter he loves. The old man misses zens who
a
want
to
good
the
get
boys
April 19, for New York
the money from the safe and Tyrrell and
x-iiHum
o. x
send off.
It j, was proposed to effect some
AxuixuiU'ju, «mtroa
the
have
overheard
who
Mrs. Faifleieh,
sort
of an organization so that the ex- 17, for New York.
the
and
conversation between Shannon
Standard, from Hong Kong, February
military men and other organizations 19, for Baltimore.
servant, deolare that Shannon took the oould he
from San Franoisoo,
maroh
and
assembled
properly
Susquehanna,
note. In the end Lacy confesses to ShanMarch 25, for New York.
nji oacuTu bU bUC biuu^s.
vxcjuLfu
Mr.
overheard
is
and
by
non his theft
W. F. Babcock, from
FebruMr.
Laughlin said'that the Portland ary 26, for New York. Honolulu,
Shannon clears up his characSherlock.
Sohool
Cadets had tendered their
High
BARKS.
ter, marries Maura, and the scoundrel
In

uw

grief.
Mack has an engaging personality;
easy and graceful on the stage, and

Tyrrell

oomes to

Mr.
he is
he is very strong in the serious situations.
There
is much to charm in the piece in
its setting and its sentimentalism, and

iuu

services as
an esoort and^the G. A. R.
Posts had .also been invited to turn out.
Mr.
Langhlin said the plan as he understood it,
was (or the Portland battalion
to .march from the armory about
ten minutes paBt one o’clock on Monday.

They would be escorted by the various
Mr. Mack makes good use of these features
organizations past
City hall, or some
his own advantage. His Jack Shanother point, where Mayor Randall would
non is a
most likeable fellow; he is in
deliver a short address. The line of march
acoord with
his audience at once. In
would then be taken up for the depot and
the love scenes he has much ,wit and
at some point along the way the Mayor
such
in
the
dramatic
and
ones,
humor,
and city government would preview the
as
the dose of the second act, where he
to

troops.

declares his innocence and fells Tyrrell
Each one
of the]* four companies w&s
to the earth, and in his scene with Lacy
represented at the meeting and the repreSherlock in the third where all the noblesentatives
made speeohes which were
of his character is made manifest,
ness
loudly applauded. They said, among oththat causes a lump to rise in the
a scene
er things, that they,were anxious to give
throat of oven strong men, he -rises to the
boys who go on the first call for
a
drama
of
this
for
an unusual
height
troops a’glorious send off, for they would
character. His songs”were very effective
want. a send ..off when it came to their
and one of the prettiest stage pictures
turn to go.
was that where he is seated at the piano
Mr. Ruel.McLellan suggested that the
with littra Peggy
listening with childnewly [organizedfnaval] reserves be invitlike eagerness. Mr. Mack was called beed to turn out with the ex-militia comfore the curtain at the <*nd of each act.
panies and do escort duty to the station.
Miss White as pManra, was pretty and
The motion was
adopted. '! It was exJackson’s Tyrrell was a
natural.
Mr.
plained by a ‘person interested in the
Miss Marie Bates was a
villain.
naval reserves that the members of that
capital Irish housekeeper. Little Miss organization would-be delighted to
^turn
Georgia Olp was a fascinating Peggy. out for escort
duty, but they were not
Mr. Mason’s O’Donoghue .was a capital
very well drilled as yet, having.had but
bit of acting. Don’t forget the matinee
one drill since they organized, and did
and evening performances today.
not think it best to make an appearance
KATHARINE ROBBR.
in public at this time. The vote invitthem to participate, in the esoort,
The theatre going publie will hove bat ing
two more opportunities to see Miss Kath- was passed,
however, more as a compliarine Hober during the present engage- ment to the new organization than anyThese will be thing else. The following committee was
ment at Portland Theatre.
the matinee and evening performances chosen to decide upon a place for assem-

INod

today. The “Hand of Fate” will be blage and other plans for the escorting
given at the matinee, and “Kathleen Ma- of the troops:
vourneen" tonight. Yesterday “A Noble
From the Light Infantry, ex-Captain
Falsehood” and “The Girl from the Norton.
Circus” were the bills at the matinee and

From the Mechanic

Blues, er-Sergeant

evening entertainment. Mias Robor was Osborn.
Miss
From the Montgomery Guards,
warmly received and applauded.
ex-CapDora Wiley sang with great effeot, and tain Hartnett.
the Clifford children specialties were as
From the Portland Cadets, Mr. A. W.

taking

as

ever.

ZJIIUgUUUi

From

JOSEPH HAWORTH.

Joseph Haworth has many friends In

the

Sheridan

Rifles—Hugh

Mc-

Donough.

From the Naval Militia, Messrs. W. H.
where he has always proved
and H. M. Bigelow.
himself a great favorite. He is now essay- Clifford, Jr.,
The committee will meet tonight at 8
ing Shakeperlan roles with the greatest
o’clock in Reooption hall, City building,
success, his Romeo and Macbeth being
to make the necessary arrangements, and
the
wherever
he
highly praised by
press
is requested that the commanding offihas appeared. He is supported by Miss it
cer of each of the following organizations
Bertha (jallard and a strong company,
to participate in
and the plays are well staged and oos- who have been invited
the escorting of the troops be present at
turned.
Mr. Haworth and his fine comthat time to meet the committee: Bospany will be seen at The Jeffersou Thursand Thatcher Posts, G. A. R.,
worth
day, Friday and Saturday of next week
Sons of Veterans and High School Cadets.
in repertoire.
By an unanimous vote, Gen. C. P. Mat-'
HILL-CABOT CONCERT.
tocks was chosen as the chief marshal of
In Mr. Hill's ooncert at the Advent
the parade.
church this afternoon he will be assisted
of ex-Capt. Norton, it was
On motion
by Mr. 1. Handosyd Cabot, the violon- voted to ask the merchants of
Portland
cellist, and Miss Anna Miller Wood. Miss to close their stores on
Monday from 12
Wood is said to be very
popular in Bos- o’clock until 3 and to invite the citizens
ton, where Bhe has 6ung in oratorio, and of Portland to display their
flags along
in concerts with the Boston
Symphony the line of maroh.
orchestra and the Kneisel Quartette. This
The intention is to make this going to
concert will
surely be appreciated by the front of troops from the old Forest
lovers of best muslo.
City an occasion which will stir the
hearts of the
patriotic, and it is to be
hoped that the citizens will do their part
towards making the send off a glorious

Portland,

Full particulars of the programme
lioh will bo
carried out on Monday
will be printed in the Sunday papers.

one.
w

Pretty

OBITUARY.

Woman
1

Flavor that

Baker’s

Extracts Flavors
I
j

They are undoubtedly the Best
quality never varies, the j |
double other extracts, con- j
sequeotly they are the most economical
as you use just one-half the quantity of
give.

because the
strength is

you would of other extracts.
To be convinced try Baker’s Kxtracts
Your
Grocer sells them.
once.
just

Baker’s

as

L......

j

J

Mrs Annie F. Dearborn, wife of George
A. Dearborn,
died about 9 o’clock last
She
evening, from typhoid pneumonia.
h -d been ill since a week ago Thursday,
hh leaves a husband and a son 11 years
old.

Remember that ’the Portland Sunday
will give you later news of the
| Times
; war than that contained in the early edltions of papers from other cities sold in
Portland.

It

train three hours
those papers here and

takes

a

and a half to bring
the important news may come
train is op its way.

while

Alice Reed, from Barbadoes, April 13,
for Turks Island and Providence.
Allanwilde, from Rosario, March 32,
for New York.
ADtiooh, from Portland, Me., Maroh
17, for Kio Janeiro.
Clarence E. McGilvery, from Cardiff,
April 23, for Loulsburg.
Carrie Winslow, from Boston, January
28, for Buenos Ayres.
Celinn, from Portland, Me., March
10, for Buenos Ayres.
C. P. Dixon, from New York, April
20, for Port Natal.
Edmund Phinney, from Bio Janeiro,
March 20, for Philadelphia.
Elmiranda, fiom Rio Janeiro, Maroh
30, for Philadelphia.
Ella, from Philadelphia, February 13,
for Montevideo.
Ethel, from Boston, February 11, for

Its Militia Company
Straightened Out.

Muddle in

The

pletely

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
HAVE RESIGNED.

TWO

At

Jttj®

Vacancies Caused by

W1 th .1 raw.],

The toplo of Interest In Westbrook yeswas relative to the
outcome of
affairs ooneerning the Cleaves Rifles of
the National Guard of that city.
A

terday

speoial meeting was held last evening at
the armory for the
purpose of securing
additional recruits for the company to
take the places of men who did not wish
to enlist
At the meeting on Thursday
evening Captain H. G. Starr announced
to the oouipany .that he would be unable
to enlist owing to a physical disability.
He also alluded to the sickness of Lieut.
Knight, and the absence of Lient. Holston
from the city, being nn instructor of a

military college at Chester, Penn. Captain
Starr felt discouraged beoauso of the oonuinuii

wi

iiuaug

uuuuonuug

uio

uwui-

missioned officers and was inclined to believe that the best thing to be done was
to disband the company.
There was then
oall made for volunteers,
but of the
thirty-three present only three would
stand by the company.
Yesterday Mr. Wm. Lord, Charles
Carieton, Charles Moses and several others

a

made an active canvass of the city for recruits to dll the prospective vacancies.
The members of the company present on

the

100 handsome all wool Suits, m tele
from fabrics which we can safely
guarantee, cut in the very pink of fashion
and the peer of any Suits sold tor half
as much again
elsewhere, eft
We shall offer you today

x&rcjoirs

Syrup of Figs is taken;

it is pleasant
and
refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and
Bowels, cleanses the system
effectually,
dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and
truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading
druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any

substitute.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
IDUI8VILLE, Kr.NEW YORK, N.t.

Government

Owes

Mr.

8850 But

Bird

CHILDREN’S

Technicality Prevents Payment,
A

Washington speoial to the Lewiston
“Attorney General Griggs
has recommended to Congress the
payment of an account of
George E. Bird of
Portland, Me., for $266.66 for his services
and, as United States distriot attorney for the

|gg5imMUFMTIIBEB8» SYNDICATE.
MARRIAGES,

Iu Portsmouth, N. H„ April 27, Mellen GDrihkwater ol Portland and Miss Theo Edna
Johnston, Deering.
Iu North Vassalboro. April 19, Russell G.
Ayer aud Miss Edna A. Priest, both o! North
In Holden, April 25, George Wilson Jellison
and Adelaide Mary Kingman ol Otis.
In Kittery, »pril 21, Rev. Leslie E. Coffin and
Miss Winnie T. Bond.
In Ogunqult, April 20. Stephen Arnold Grant
of Limerick and Miss Sadie Moody Jacobs.
In Thomaston, April 20, Hemau J. Sylvester
of Chebague and Eliza A., daughter of Mr. ami
Mrs. A. L. Wall of Thomaston.

Journal says:

DEATHS.

Ever Memorable

just been transmitted to Congress, covers live printed pages.
The appointment was made during the illness of

as our

For

J.UDGF.

tines and sen-
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i cash p
$
$

35c

to

$

$

SEE MmaiMy Mi»&ilmg-Bo&
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$
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you’re

a
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original feature of Godey’s—unique, fascinating, instructive. It ^
is absolutely fair to all—no catches, no tricks, nothing to conceal J{>
or explain.
te
Any one who can detect rmisspellings of common English words
has a fair opportunity to win from
[§>
How do we do it ?
'5 to $2&Q,
careful reading adds more than
lg>
$i,ooo a month to the value of onr adFull particulars in May Godey’s. Now on Sale. S
is an

$four
$
$
$
$

t

_

32 pages of handsome full-page pictures of all our notable battle ships and
cruisers. This feature of the May number is alone more than worth the

price; but,

A

$
$
jfc

$
^

as

an

STORY^BY

additional attraction,

we

begin

$
$
$
$
<•>

'j’f

S

Maria Louise Pool is

Thenewstory, “A Golden Sorrow,” has all of Miss Pool’s charm of telling.
Godey’s for May is rich besides in short stories and illustrated articles,
to dents, $1,00 a yeas’, Get from your newsdealer or write to
52
Conyriijlil.

1^33. l»v

$
*;>
x

$
^

The CMey Co.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $ 0

price

of

Fancy

arc

proving

bicycling

or

very

Straw

popular,

every day

and are

Alpine Shapes
just tlie right

j

Y

81.98 each.

Our

♦♦*♦♦»♦»»«»»»♦♦♦♦♦*

$1.13 each.

100 Trimmed Children’s Hats, made of our best shapes, and
trimmed with pretty flowers, ribbons, quills, etc., at the very low

supper

sort of liat

♦

J
J
|

%
T
i«

for

wear.

J|
1

,.

READY TRIMMED HATS
specialty with us. We believe we have the largest stock,
prettiest stock, and the lowest priced stock of these goods in

are a

city.

>

J. E.
5i3

PALMER,

Congress Street,

Portland, Maine.

|

SUCCESS.

Success is a twin brother of Safety.
♦
Youcan lock Success up just like you ♦
can lock money up.
?
It can’t get. away if you get the
lock and the
Insurance

right key.
against fire

right

may be likened

<»

!I
J|

unto bolts and bars that defend Success < >
from the assaults
of
red-tongued $

destruction.
J
Get the best insurance if you want the •
best protection.
J

|

the
the

DOW & PINKHAM,

On

battleshsp Maine.

gr i

good speller, you can win a prize. It’s very simple:
Scattered through the advertising pages of Godey's Magazine for May
words purposely misspelled.
The person sending the largest
$are
list, with spellings corrected, gets onr first prize of $200f second
§ largest, $1GO ; and so on—73 0£&sfa
amounting to $1QQQ,
If

Uiitriinmed Hats in pretty shapes,with plain nnd ruffled brims
plain and fancy ciowus for large nnd small children, groin

was

of the sailors who lost their lives
on the

to

I

Saturday, April 30,

John H. Bassett.
Intoxioation; fined
$5 and costs.
A new line of Cloth Tams is expected by us to arrive Saturday
CHARITY WHIST
30 and they will be placed on sale at prices from 50c 10
Charles
Kobinson. Intoxication;
$1.35 each’
fined
and
in
$5
and
The charity whist party at The Sher- days
County jail
They lire entirely new ideas and we are exclusive sellers of them
costs.
for Portland.
wood last night
was a great
success.

MONUMENT FUND.
May 26-27 the Maine Monument
Chorus will give a concert in
City hall,
the proceeds to go towards
raising
money to build a Monument in
memory

taxed

CHILDREN’S HATS.

EOBIItSON.

following]

tences were imposed:
John J. Nutte. Intoxication; fined $3
and costs.
it
was
announced
that B Joseph Hanson. Intoxication; fined $3
phony orchestra,
76 patrons were enrolled.
The meeting and costs.
Albert
Intoxication ; fined S3
adjourned to May 11th at 11 a. m., when and costs. Thayer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Chapman will be
Courtney Varney. Intoxication; fined
$5 ami costs.
present.

FOR MAINE

be

J. R. LIBBY CO.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

served by Mr. Pooler.
The patronesses were Mrs. Edward H
York, Mrs. Arthur K. Hunt, Mrs. J. s
Heald, Mrs. M. K. Bolster, Mrs. F. E.
Boothby, Mrs. Charles F. Flagg, Mr6. J
A. Spaulding and Miss
MoBregor.

will

S' 4

THE MILLINERY MECCA OF MAINE.

At the meeting of the ladies and gentlemen
at the Preble bouse vesterday
morning who are interested in the Sym-

delivery wagons
capacity.

their utmost

wtmmmwmmmwfm

BEFORE

Saturday.

At 8.30 o’clock this morning the Basement Fire Sale Begins.
Every article of Kitchen, Dining-room,
Laundry, Piazza Ware that has the least
suspicion of a Fire Scorch, Dent, or Damage, will be sold for what it vviil bring.
Terms of sale-Cash only—no exchanges
—no goods laid aside.
Please take small packages with you

MILLINERY.

Friday—The

1»

Buy your clothing now. The nature of things
at present point to an increase m cost of ail
commodities. This low price won't last longtake advantage of the present.

J. E. PALMER.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

CLOTH I ML

m

In Cambridge, Mass., April 20. Charles E. Elliott, aged 78 yoars,—a native of Presumpsoot
Falls.
Iu Naples. April 23, Mrs. F. F. Knight, aged
76 years 8 mouths.
District Attorney Bradbury, the
comIn
Friendship, April 20, James Geyer, aged
as follows:
First Sergeant E. W. Rowe, pensation to be $250 a month.
It was 72 years.
In East Livermore. April 22, Mrs. Mary D.
Sergeants C. S. Carieton, E. 1. Cum- made by letter from the attorney general,
aged 76 years 6 months.
mings, W. W. Smith, J. W.
Graham; but the comptroller of the treasury held Lees,
In Parkman, April 22, Dr. Josiab Richards,
H
L.
M.
F.
of
Parkman, ageu 83 years.
Harriman,
Morris; up the account on the ground that, while
Corporals
Iu Fairfield, April 18, Margaret K. Smith,
Privates E. L. Andrews, T. L Andrews, there was authority in the statutes to emaged 27 years.
H. H. Bodge, A. Blake, T. L. Beatty, ploy assistant
In Orono, April 21, Mrs. Clara B. Hamilton,
Montevideo.
district
attorneys for aged
83 years.
Emita, from Buenos Ayres, February Elli Cook, Eugene Conant,
Ernest “special oases,’’
there was no suoh auIn Dover, April 20, Martin L. Robinson, aged
for
Boson.
28,
J.
J.
H.
Ellie
87
Conant,
Graham,
years.
thority to employ assistant district atGerard C. Tobey, from Hong Kong, Conant,
At Sahbathday Lake April 22, Samuel KenA. Graham, F. P. Harriman,
J. H. torneys for‘special occasions.
It was drick, aged 86 years 6 months.
February 4, for New York.
Grace Deering, from New York, Janu\4|
JL
In Naples, April 23, Mrs. F. F. Knight, aged
Al
UUUUO)
pointed out by the comptroller that Mr.
75 years 8 months.
ary 25, for Brishano.
Hobbs, J. K. Hansen, Charles Houle, J. Bird performed only the regular duties of
In [South Penobscot, April 23. Bernice G.
Hattie G.
from
Dixon,
Savannah, S.
Hunt, C. H. Henrlohsen, A. Jordan, the distriot attorney, and that the com- Wescott, aged 14 years.
Maroh 23, for Paysandu,
Iu Plttstou, April 24, Mrs. Mary Cookson,
Herbert Black, from A palaoheo, Maroh J. H. Kiomond, W. E. Kimball, J. M. pensation of $250 a month is more than
aged 88 years.
7, for Buenos Ayres.
W. C. Lord, Fred Lund, F. E. R. the compensation allowed by law for asJu Chelsea, George Allen, aged 76years.
Kelly,
liOiliflA
Adpilnirin
frnm
"Maot Vrvrlr
in South
April 13, Zilplila T.
Libby, G. 8. C. Loring, E. F. Larrabee, sistant district attorneys, the law allow- Oliver, aged Thomaston,
March 6, for Cape Town.
91 years.
In Friendship, April 16, Mary W., wife of
L. 2 Lowell,
Leonard
Mabel L. Myers, from Boston, March H.
Leigh- ing a salary of $2500 a year or at that
Sylvester Morton, aged 62 years.
14, for Buenos Ayres.
ton, C. R.Mayberry, Marshall Merrill, C. rate.
In Rockville, April 16, Orris B. Mossman,
“Attorney General Griggs asks ConOnaway, from New York, April 6, for O. Porter, H. L. Pride, Wm. H. Parker,
76 years 3 months.
aged
a
to
law
that
will
enable Mr.
grees
pass
Brisbane.
In
West Jefferson, Mary J„ wife ot E. S.
J. E. Bird to get what Is due him.
This may Weeks,
Samuel H. Nickerson, from Portland, Harry B. Pratt, W. R. Pennell,
aged 74 years 2 months.
be
if
other
done,
eventually
although
F.
In
for
Buenos
B.
March 1,
Reynolds,
Sunshine, Deer Isle, George W. Sadler,
Spear, C. P. Sawyer, oases are
Ayres.
it may be some agod 68 years 11 months.
any
precedent
from
Sarmiento,
Portland, April 16, E. A. Spear, Julius Spinetta, H. D.
In East Jefferson, Dea. Albert Richardson,
time, perhaps some years, before Mr. Bird
for Buenos Ayres.
B. J. Woodman, J. C. Warren, W. receives his money.
Mr. Bird was pre- aged 83 years.
Bebecca Crowell, from Santos, March Ward,
P. Walker, Joseph Welch, W. W. Webb, viously paid a salary of $250 a month for
12, for New York.
The funeral ot the late Edward W. Hodgson
the months of September and Ootober on will take
Tam O’Shanter, from San Francisco, -Wyman, F. P. Varnum.
place this Saturday afternoon at 2
account of the illness of Attorney Brad- o’clock, from the residence
March 11, for Santa Rosalia.
of his mother, Mrs.
Four of these are young men between
No.
7 5 Federal street.
bury.
Grabain,
Thomas
A. Goddard,
from Rosario,
the ages of eighteen and twenty-one that
March 12, for Boston.
are ready for service but have not as yet
BRIGS.
received the oontent of their parents.
Motley, from New York, February 17,
Lieut. F. B. W. Welch of the Portland
for Buenos Ayres.
has been detailed by Col.
Telos, from New York, March 19, for Light Infantry,
Kendall to report to the armory at WestParahyba.
brook this morning and will be prepared
SCHOONERS.
to receive additional enlistments.
The
Alioe McDonald, from New York, April
company will undoubtedly leave for Au31, for Tampico.
V. S. Woodruff, from New gusta with full ranks.
Arthur
Captain H. G.
York, March 18, for Cayenne and Para- Starr has tendered his resignation to Col.
m arlbo.
Kendall as did Lieut. Knight a few days
Benjamin C. Cromwell,from Paysandu,
each on aocount of inability to comply
ago
Baltimore.
for
February 28,
Carrie A. Lane, from Galveston, April with the physical requirements! exacted.
26, for Punta Gorda.
Lieut. Holston is still away on furlough
E. I. White, xrom Norfolk, April 16,
whioh expires this week and it is doubtfor Tamploo.
Ella M. Willey, from Portland, Mo., ful if he returns to the company owing to
his duties at the militftrv mllotya where
April 16, for Demerara.
Elwood H. Smith, from Yera Cruz, he is instructor.
As the matter stands
Pass.
for
Sabine
April 12,
Eleazer W. Clark, from Santiago, April Lieut. Weioh has been ordered to command the company until they reach Au31, for United States.
Frank A. Palmer, from
Baltimore, gusta when an election will bo held in
for
camp to till the commissioned officers’
April 8,
Tampico.
'l'he prevailing
sentiment
Harry W. Haynes, from Calais, March positions.
22, for Barbados.
among the boys seems to be in favor of
J.
Henry
Smith, irom cieniuegos, Wm. C. Lord for captain, Charles S.
Carleton, first lieutenant and
Fred
April 17, for United States.
The establishment where the quality goes [first iand the price
H. E. Thompson, from Boston, April Hobbs, second lieutenant.
comes lagging behind.
16. for Ruiisque, W. C. A.
The finest goods, the prettiest materials, and the lowest
stories
of the Montauk, told by a
prices,
Lucy A. Davis, from Brunswick, April
make a combination in our favor that places us at the ton notch
27, for Boston.
v
Maine man who spent eleven months on
of millinery distributors.
Merom, from Rosario,' February 19, for the famous monitor and
participated in
Boston.
R.
F. Pettigrew, from Rio Janeiro, 14 engagements,
during which she was
March 8, for Now York.
struck 75 times. See the Sunday Times.
Sebago, from Azua, April 14, for New
We have resolved upon a grand sale of
York.
THE
l/l

^

Sizes from 4 to 10. small sizes made
with sailor collar and fancy trimmed.

In tnls city, April 29, Michael Meskei, aged
Distriot of Maine between November 26, 38 years.
Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
[Funeral
1897, and December 81, 1897.
Mr. Bird from his late residence, No. 76 Parr a street.
the Church of the Sacred Heart at
Services
at
has had a great deal of
difficulty in get- 1.30 o’clock.
ting his money from the government and
April 29. Annie F. Goodhue, .wife of George
most to a man stepped forward prepared the
aged 36 years 9 months 24 days.
correspondence covering the case, A. Dearborn,
[Notice of funeral hereafter. >
to sign the papers.
The result is that which has

uum/iv/u

p

100 bran new, this season’s make, ("uildron's Suits are going to be slangh ..I
for trade bringers today jJt '-3
to

Portland were also In attendance.
Col. Kendall addressed the men
after answering several questions relative
to what would probably be required of
them by way of service, then called for
volunteers. The large number present al-

85 of the company of 44 are still in on the
rolls and 21 reoruits were added last evenThe officers and men at present are
ing.

/

I

Vassalboro,

CAN’T GET HIS PAY.

Thursday evening together with the recruits secured through the day were nrged
to be present last evening to assist in the
work of reoruiting the company. Col. L.
H. Kendall of Biddeford commanding the
regiment, and Major Charles Collins of

com-

reduced

MEN’S and YOUNG MEN’S SUITS.

Meeting Held Last Night There Was B
Gratifying Response to the Call for
Both tho method and results when
Volunteers—More Than Enough Responded to Fill

high priced fortifications

t>y the Price Mak ers’
guns loaded to the muzzle with BARGAIN’S in first class dependable C!,0 !' IIING. Our store will be crowded today.
Come early on advertised lots.

Over 70 ladies nnd gentlemen
participated. After! the whist an excellent

MRS. ANNIE F. DEARBORN.

Takes delight, in good
cooking, especially if it
has that Fine Fruity

WESTBROOK ALL RIGHT.

SHIPS.

The

gallery.

vessels
sea:

ap-

Jefferson, supported by an
excellent company, in Mr. Morris's very
pleasing Irish drama, “An Irish Gontlepeared

at

;;

Dealers

in

the

Bast

Insurance,

I
f
«»
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WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.

MQNEYjpNfi,

WILLIAM LE QLEYX,
The Great War in England in
Author of
IS97,” “Zoraida,” “Stolen
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” &c., Ac.

Munyon Teaches You
to Doctor Yourself.

BY

COPYRIGHTED. 1S97, BY WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
XXXI.

Chapter

lance of the Russian police, I can have
but little hope of Uncling her.” I said

DUE EAST.

No Trouble,

Ato/Wi/ss.

j

p

| WASHES Md DYES|fAT ONE
..

§

OPERATION

|

ANY COLOR.

The Cleanest, Fastest
Soiled cr Faded Shirt

Dye

forjg

Waists,g

H§ Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- g

1:5

linen, etc., whether Silk,

Satin, g

£

Cotton or Wool.

Sold in All Colors by Grocers
Druggists, or moiled free
for 15 cents;

andg

£

g

£
5*
£ Address, TUB MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, g
/27 Duane Street, New York.
!■;

“Bah!” retorted the Earl's visitor, contemptuously, shaking himself free with a
sudden twist and standing before me in
delianeo. “I
he
understand,”
cried,
glancing towards the elder man before
the door. “You believe, gentlemen, that
from me you can ascertain a key to certain carious occurrences that have puzzled you. But I mny as well undeceive you
at once.
I
can
tell you absolutely

nothing.”

“But
us!”
I
shall
tell
you
cried angrily.““I found you walking with
wife
in
and
folmy
Kensington Gardens,
lowed you. It was apparent from her demeanor that she feared you.”
Be smiled sarcastically,” and ho answered with a flippant air:
“Perhaps she did. If so, she certainly
had cause. “Why? What power do you
hold over her, pray?" I demanded. In
his eyes was a mysterious glance. He was
scarcely the brainless young dandy that
I had
imagined. “It is
hardly likely
that I shall divulgo to you a secret. Remember that your wife comes of one of
the highest families in Europe, and the
ligft st breath of scandal must refleot
upmi them. “At what scandal do you
him? I asked in a fierce breathless eagerness. “At what is best
kept quiet,” he
answeid gravely. Bis enigmatical words
maddened nu>. I felt that I could spring
upon him and strangle him, for I knew
in'timtivelv| that he was my wife’s
enemy—the man of whom she lived in
deadly fear. If only I could silence him
she might then relate to me thoso long
ptomised facts. “Then if you decline to
prove that there is a concealed scandal,
utter no mote of your lying allegations,”
1 blurted iorth. He bowed deeply with
mock
and smiled grimly.
politeness,
“Cjtr.e,” exclaimed the Earl at Inst In
a conciliatory .tone, advancing
towards
him and laying his hand upon his shoulder. “Let us get at once to the point. It
Is useless to quarrel. You decline to reveal to us the nature of your curious
friendship with the Grand Duchess—
oh

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women in New
England know that it

Saves Women,
Saves Carpels,

and Sweeps Clean.
Costs
The

no

Haudio
Does It.

more than
the old-fashioned broom.

Order

one

of your

jind
f'rocer
ieffor your
and

re-

arms

and back.
Our best trrade
has XXX on
the label...

MU-BROQM CO.,

t»>

“1 do,” he answered firmly.”
"Well,” eaid the taotful old Minister.
“First carefully review the situation, and
you will, I think, admit that I have been
shown
your friend. And how have you
your gratitude?”
from
a
truth
both
“By concealing
you
hideous and terrible,” he replied, with
apparent unconcern. “But you can, if
you will, give us some clue to this remarkable chain of circumstances. I appeal to you on behalf of Deedes, her husband,” the old man said.
I am well aware of the
reason you
yourself desire to know the absolute
truth, Lord Warnham,” he answered,
after a brief pause, “but unfortunately
! am unable to tell you, because of certain promises that have been
extracted
from me.”
“At least you can tell us from whom I
I cried.
may ascertain the true faots,
H looked at me for an instant gravely,
then answered.in all seriousness:
The only person who knows the “truth
is Sonia Korolenko, the refugee.
Earl.
“Sonia 1” gasped the
“That
woman is not in En gland
surely?”
“I thing not,” Bingham replied. “But
if you would ascertain the
key to the
enigma, seek her, and she may explain
everything. That is as far as I can assist
you. Kemomber, I myself have revealed

nothing.”

“She has returned "to Russia, "I
observed. “Have you any knowledge where
she is?”
“No, there are reasons why her whereabouts should remain unknown,” he answered hesitatingly.
“She is in fear of
the ^police.”
“Do her friends know of her hiding

AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.

place?”

Used by people of refinement
for over a quarter of a century.

"No. A short time ago Idasirodjto communicate with her, but was unable. The
last I heard of her was that she was living nt Skerstymone, a little town somewhere in Poland.
“It she can successfully elude the vigi-

fKn fnllnnrinn

linnn

nnnminnotvionf

in

iTr,

“Court and Personal” column:
"A marriage is arranged and will short
ly take place between Mr. Andrew Beck,
the Member tor West Rutlandshire, who
is well known In connection with African
mines, and Miss Gertrude Millard, only
daughter of Sir Maynard Millard, Bart.,
of
Spennythorpe Park, Montgomeryshire.
This was not exactly unexpected, for I
had already heard
vague rumors that
news of Beck’s engagement would shortly
be made public, therefore I tore out the
paragraph and placed it in my pocketbook with the reflection that my friend’s
marriage might be more happy than
mine.
That evening about six o’clock I called
at Chesham House, the Russian Embassy,
and obtained the signature of the
Ambassador, Grodekoif, to my passport. I
did not. however, see Verblioudovitch.
he being absent at Brighton, therefore I
left tho same evening for Flushing, and
after a long and wearisome ride
across
Germany duly arrived at|Verjbolovo, 'one
of the principal gates of the great
Russian Empire.
The formalities tronbled
me!but little, for I had passed the frontier
on several occasions
when stationed in
Petersburg. After getting my passport
stamped I strolled up and down the platform gazing about over the fiat uninter-

;i

Children the

Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and are
Ytill selling the same lines.
WHV! Because they are reliable.

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
Remington,
$50 and $75
Forest City,
$50
Faimoutii,
$40
Portland,
$35
Porilaiitl Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
Tad General Sporting Goods.

|
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coffee but is free from all of its injurious properties. Grain-0 aids

! digestionandstrengthensthenerves. ]
;

!'

<

T.

delicious, '!
appetizing, nourishing food drink |
to take tlie place of coffee. Sold
by all grocers and liked by all who |
[ have used it because when properly
prepared it tastes like the finest
called Grain-O.

1

It is not a stimulant but a health
builder, and children, as well as
adults, can drink it with great ]
benefit. Costs about \ as much as
coffee. 15 and 25c.
',

[
[

Try

Graln=0 !

Insist that your grocer gives you GRAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

•:
<

S 93 MIDDLE STREET.
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CITY F© FORTLAND.
To Innholders and Victualers in
tiic

City

same.

We are sorry to say that Almon Murch
is not quite as well,
Mrs. L. R. Blake returned to her home
in Buxton last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs.
G. M. Chadbourne accompanied her and
returned Monday.
Mr. P. H. Wiggin starts for
Douglass,
N. B., to accompany his wife home.

SUPERIOR COURT,

Friday—Hartley C. Baxter
Margaret L. Leighton.

et

als

vs.

This is an action to recover damages for
breach of contract.
The plaintiffs do a

genoial

canning business at Brunswick,
having factories all over the state, and
the
defendant is engaged in canning
blueberries at Columbia Falls, under the
name of
the Columbia Falls Packing
husband being general
company, her
On June 1,
manager of the business.
1897, the plaintiff company made a con-

an

option to send in further orders
at any time
during ’the coming season
of ’97 at the same
price. Tho 363 cases
were
furnished according to contract.
On September 13, the plaintiff company,
availing ltsc-lf of its option, sent in an
order
lor 2500_cases more.
Meanwhile
blueberries had risen in price about 30
per cent, owing to the operation of the
Dingiey bill, and also to a shortage in the

the defendant company refused
ciop.
to fill the order.
The plaintiffs now sue
for damages amounting to $l.G78.75, the
difference between the contract, price and
the market price on .September 13. The
defendant claims
firstly that the canning season had closed beloro the second
order was sont. in; and secondly, that the
order was au unreasonable one.
Testimony was introduced to show that American blueberries could not bo obtained
at any price on that. dato.
Barrett Potter for plaintiffs.
Bird & Bradley for dofendant.
and

COOMBS SAFE.

o£ Portland.

is hereby given that the licensing
Board ol llie City of Portland. will meet at
tlie Aldermen’s room. City Bail ling on Monday. tire second day or May. A. D. isns. at 7.3(1
o'clock, p. in., lor (lie purpose of granting licenses to innholders and victualers
who may
then and (here apply therefor, a bond in the
gam oi three hundred dollars is required in all
Cases.
Dated at Portland this 21st. day of April, 1SG8.
EDWIX L. DYEIi, City Clerk.

Mr.
Coombs, the man belonging to
schooner Fanny Read, rowed in the teeth
of a raging sea and gale to Two Lights

TCOriCE

apr21

Mrs. E. B. Binford is gaining slowly.
Mrs. J. P. Crawford remains about the

ing

||@ j

have customer*

to ns with copy and e*y

Baldwin, April 29—Mr. O. F
sawed his forefinger off on
his
right hand while working in tho mill.
Will Wentworth raised his new barn
North

Libby

tract with the defendant company to formsh them 303 oases of blueberries at a
stipulated price, at tho same time secur-

§

...

dtd

Thursday

Spring Style, 1S98.
Style

b
&
Hubbard Hat ha-,
leading dealers.

a’-'J Comfort the Lamson
eonal.
For sa;e by
:«hi7 <leod smo

uo

not
t

o

JXJJ,

a
Physician every time
you
have an
ache or a pain
ana
pay him
several dollars
° r
counting

your pulse and
molting at your
tongue,” says

Prof. Munyon.
Neither is it
wise to
neglect
symptoms that
may
indicate

I
1

the

beginning

(ft
&
fflgl
jgga

or

ragkj

that you

serious illness.
The
symptoms
of
most

diseases
Plain
know

so

afternoon. The life saving crew
saw him,
went out and brought dory
and man to land. Coombs was taken all

passible

of.
He
was thoroughly
exhausted, but late Thursday night he
was all
right and had recovered his
care

strength*

SERVICES.

Notice—Cliurch notices

are

published free

The
he sent to the
before
publicaoffice by 6.00 p. m. on the clay
as possible;
tion, written iegibly and as briefly
or
corrected
by
such notices are not received
telenhone.
81
Newbury
Abyssinian Cong. Church,
street, Kev. Theo. A. Smytlie, pastor. Preachm.
Sunday school
ing at 11 a. m. and 7.80 p.h.
prayer meeting at
after morning service. C.
if
6.30 p. m. All are invited.
Brown’s Block, 637 Congress street, (Divino
at
7.30
service
Thursp.m.
Science.) Evening
L. B. Glidden, speakday f/vening at 7.30. Miss
tt
All are cordially invited.
er.
285
Fore
street, (on eastBethel Church,
as

an

accommodation to the churches.

publishers request that they

Forty

Liebig

ene

S6'1
Call on

is the most economical, because it
dissolves perfectly without sediment, because it is pure, without
added salt or adulterations, because it is the most condensed.
Ask for Liebig Company’s

Messiah,

SUMMER RESORTS.
Boarders.

what ails you.
Get the proper
Munyon Kernedy from soiree

from Stroudwater electrics.
Terms. $5 per
week.
Address L. P. SKILLIN, Portland,
Maine.
28-2
SPRING

I

HOUSE—85c

round

o,

•*'

Mass,,

Cambridgeport,

says:
with

141

was

troubled for three years
dyspepsia
and stomach trouble. Could not keep
anything on my stomach. Got so sick
I was hardly able to walk. For the past
sis months was unable to take anything
except a cup of malted milk d%ily. I
tried everything in an effort to get relief.
One day my husband brought me one of
Guide to Health,’ and in
Munyon’s
looking over it I found the remedy that
suited my case. I secured a bottle, and
the improvement in my case has been
wonderful. I now keep Munyon’s Remedies in the house all of the time.”
Where you are in doubt, a personal letArch St.,
ter to Prof. Munyon, 1,505
Philadelphia, Pa., will be answered with
free medical advice for any disease.

POHTLAM).

SOUTH

Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. W. F.
Berry, pastor. Sunday school at 10.30 a. m.
At 3 p. m. preaching by the pastor. Junior EnSacrament at
deavor meeting at 6.80 p. m.
7.30 p. m. All are invited.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—ltev. John R. Clifford, pastor. ResiAt 10.30 a. m. serdence 01 Pleasant street.
mon by the pastor, followed by Sacramental
service. Sunday school 12 m. Epworlh League
At 7 p. m. praise and prayer serat G p. m.
vice. All are welcome.
Church. (Methodist
Chestnut Street

Episcopal)—Kev.

Luther

Freeman,

142 Pleasant St.

281

new houses on Alba street.
Deenng Centre, seven (7) rooms and bath,
heat, bay windows, broad piazzas, large
fS«!e5s:
vora sunny, near schools and electncs,
pi ice only $1750, onlv $300 down, balance
A
to buy a suburban resi5°*™;
dence low. ra1l;e*CThance
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Conuress
street, opp. Preble.
28-2

Alert for sale. 38 feet loir/. 14 feet
YACHT
■f beam, good accomodations for six to live
aboard; patent closet, washbowl and tanks
new main sail and jib; first class
ground tackle
(now hauled up at Muscomrus Island.) Inquire
ofWM. E. CA11TE11
Portland Pier, or S.
SOUTH WORTH, 108 Newbury St.
19-2
MSSCKFFANEOITS.

New house

high land commanding fine view, large
chambers and piazzas, lovely drives, plenty of
butter, eggs ana cream, two ana one-half miles
*

DAYMOND

SMITH,

FOR SALE—-Two

Extract
of Beef

Ilf ANTED—Summer
on

Forty word, iu.erted tinder till. Item!
one week fur 25 cents, cash in advance.
s. vaill has the largest list of
Frederick
ties
title houses and rents for sale and to
r

let of

Hook

and

Ladder company have
purchased new badges which have been
artistically gotten up by Rodney Bachelder of the city.
Mr. Philbrook of Bethel, Me., is stop-

ping with her daughter, Mrs. Dr. Brown
of Pine street.
The History club met with Mrs. Herbert

Starling

and the lesson of the evening
found most profitable.
Mr. George Lowell is about to occupy
bis new house on Pine street.
was

Miss Lou

Knight is the guest of Mrs.
Cobb, Stanford street.
Mrs. N. H. Washburn of Cundy’s Harbor is visiting Albert Newton of
High

Elma

street.
Mr. Judson Wass is having
eitensive
repairs and additions made in his resL
dence on Chapel street, among others being the addition of a dormer window in
storyl ine work is being done
by Mr. Matthew Woods.
One of the heaviest freight trains ever
sent over the Western division of the Bos-

tee second

silver plated, souvenir spoons,
HANDSOME,
with
the
beautifully embossed design
a

or

Battleship Maine in botvl. Every lady should
one.
Sample mailed for 10 cents. Special terms to agents. H. A. PALMER & CO.,
106 Milk St.,
27-1
Boston._
have

Maine._

a,

m.

to 8 p.

m.

26-1

CEND ten cents (silver) direct to the manufacturers and obtain a handsome hand
painted jewel case.
Special terms to agents.
D. CHAFFEE & CO., 88 Messer St.,
Providenee,
It. I. Mention this paper.26-1

pastor.

I

...

o

fress

WANTED.

Sunday

school at 12 m.

All

are

vited.
Peaks Island Methodist Church. Kev
Win. S. Jones, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a.
m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school 12 m.
Y. P.
S. C. E. Tuesday evening, 7.45. Class meeting
Thursday 7.45 p. m.
Strangers are always
welcome.
tf
Preble Chapel. Bev. W. T. Phelan, pastor. Sunday school at 12 m.
Preaching by the
pastor at 3 p. m, Temi.erance meeting under
lire direction of Mystic Lodge of Good Templars at 7.80 p. m. A11 are Invited.
Pine Street Church. (Methodist Episcopal). Bev. F. C. Bogers, pastor. Residence 64
Carleton St. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. bv the
The antiquarian supper given by the pastor. Subject. "Missing the Mark.” Sunday
M hooI12m.
Epwortb League at 6.45. Com
Ladies’ Aid society under the
manage- munion at 7.30 11. m. All are welcome.
ment of Mrs. Frank Carter, president asFirst Presbyterian Church—Cor. Park
and Pleasant Streets. Bev.
sisted by Mrs. Preston
McGilvary
Longley, Mrs. pastor, residence 22 State St.Henry
Preaching at 3
George Kennedy and Mrs. Charles Cole, and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school at 2 p. m. All
are welcome.
Seats free.
was very successful from
a
financial
Sail Loet meetings are held at No. 6 Censtandpoint. The next move of importance tral Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing
made by this society is the grand fair to at 10.30 a. m. A11 are welcome.
tf
Salvation Army. 239 Federal St. Meetbe given in the new church May 13, 13
ings every night at 8, except Tuesday. Sunday
snd 14, preparations for which
now
be- at 7 and 11 a. m., and 3 and 7.30 p. 111. AdjuMrs. R. Luella Knapp is to tant and Mrs. McDouall in charge. All are
ing made.
welcome.
tf
have full charge of the entertainment and
E»St. Paul’s Church, (Protestant Episcopal),
this fact will assure success so far as en- Cor. Congress and l.ocust streets. The Bev.
Jos. Battell Shepherd, rector.
Services at 9
tertainment is oonoerned.
and 10.30 a. m., and 4 p. m. Sunday school at
Mrs. L. S, Lombard, who
went
to close of the morning services.
tf
St. Stephen’s Church (Protestant EpiscoGreene two weeks since for a few weeks’
pal)
Congress
street, head of State. Kev. Dr.
visit with relatives, has been very ill at uanon, reciur. sunaav
morning service at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Edwin Car- 10.80 a. m. Sunday school at 12 m. Weekly
service Wednesday at 4 p. m. Sewing school
and
it
was
to
summon
ville,
necessary
Saturdav at 2.80 p. m.
tf
her husband, Dr. Lombard. Master Registreet. Clernald Lombard is the guest of his grandST;,H?E's„CATHI?DRAT‘-State
H. A. Neely, D. D., Bishop; Rev.
gy-Rt.Rev.
and
Mrs. R. S. Thomas.
parents, Mr.
Morton Sills, D. 1 >.. Dean.
Services—Holy
Communion at 7.30 a. m. Morning Prayer and
Wl I AINU WISDOM.
Holy Communion at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school
at 3 p. m. Evening (choral) with sermon at 7.30
p. m.
tf
A Western Episode.
State Street Congregational Church—
Rev. .T L. Jenkms, D. D. minister.
Morning
Stranger—There isn’t a chap known as service at 10.3o. Sunday school 12 m. SacraBustler Rube hanging around here, is mental service at S p. m. Evening service at
7.30.
there?
St. Lawrence Congregational
Native—No.
Ho was cut down this
Church,
Co*- Congress and Munjoy streets—Rev. A. H.
morning.—Ainslie’s Magazine.
V, right, pastor.
Morning service, with reept'on of new members at 10.30.
Sunday scliool
at 12 m. Communion service at 3
p m. Choral
Stop drugging yourself with quack nostrums, service and Gospel address at 7.30. Chimes
will ring at lo a. m. and 7 pTm.
or “CURES.”
Get a well known pharmaceutiSecond Parish Congregational Church
cal remedy that will do the work. Catarrh and
Congress, cor. Pearl St. Rev.
T. Hack,
Cold in the head will not cause suffering if Ely’s pastoi. Sei vices at 10.30 a. m. Rollin
and 7.30 d m
Cream Iialin is used. Druggists will supply 10c Sunday school at 12 m. Commuuion and recepV
tion of members at morning service.
trial size or 50c full size. IVe mail it.
Second Ad\ent Church, Congress Place
ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont, and Bible classes at 1.30 p. m. Sunday school
PreachimThv
recommended Ely’s Cream Balm to me.
I can the pastor at 3 p. m.
Sutject,
Malioual Fasting and Praver. Social and prayer
emphasize his statement, “It is a positive cure meeting at 7.30 p. m. Seats
free. All are invited.
for catarrh if used as directed.” Rev. Francis
Trinity Church. Woodfords, (Episconii
W. Poole, pastor Central Pres. Church, Helena,
Morning service at 10.30.
Evening prayer and
Mont.
Sunday school at 3 p. m. Rev. Chas. T. Ogden
■

Too Slow.

tt
First Spiritual Society Mvnie
Ilaii. Rev. A. ,T. Weaver, pastor.
At 2 so n
of the Bible under
m. services for the study
the light reflected upon its pages by Spiritualism and Higher Criticism.
at 7 45
by ihe pastor. Seats free. All invited.
tf
The

“They hissed a lecturer at the wheelman’s convention.”
“Was ho prosy?”
“No, but he said civlllzatisn was making strides.”—Chicago Record.

Preaching

BUILDING

Vaughan St. Church. (I. M.) w. h. h
McAllister, pastor. Sunday school 1.30 p. m’
Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening 7. tB. Our Motto, A whole Gospel for

The Portland Loan and Building assoelation at its annual meeting Thursday
night elected the following officials:

Wii.liston Church, corner Thomas and
Carroll streets. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and
7.30 p. ill. by Rev, C. M. Greer, of Lewiston.
Communion Service as 8 p. m.. Sunday school
at 12 m.

PORTLAND

LOAN

AND

ASSOCIATION.

Directors—Fred N. Dow, Edward R
Winslow,
Henry S. Osgood,
Albion
Littie,

Seth

L.

Larrabee,

Henry

c

Peabody, Nathan E. Redlon, .Tames HHail, Augustine D. Smith, William H

Scott, Alonzo W. Smith, William M
Marks, C. W. T. Coding, William
H
Millikon, Henry P. Cox, Ammi Whiinev'
Augustus K. Wright.
Auditors-W. B Drew, H. W.
Robinson, A. P. Howard.
President—Fred N. Dow
I Vice President—Edward B. Winslow
Treasurer—Seth L. Larrabee

Secretary—Joseph F. Chute.'

the whole world.

ti

Woodfords Congregational Church—
Rev. E. P. Wilson, pastor.
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at close of morning serA cordial
vice. Evening service at 7 p. m.
welcome to all.
tf
West Congregational Church—Rev. LeAt 10.30 a.m. the Pasroy S. Bean, pastor.
tor’s Fourth Anniversary Sermon.
school at 12 m. Communion at 3 p. m.
ing by the pastor 7.30 u. ni.

at once, Must be
of good habits and well recommended. Married man pre-

Bookkeeper,

fered; good salary, steady

West End Methodist Episcopal Church
—Rev. H. E. punuack, pastor.
Residence 3o
Frederic street. At 10.30 a. m. sermon Subject. ’’Christ the I readier.”. Sunday school at
At 7-30 song service, followed by short
11.30
Value of Failure.”. All are
lecture. S blert.
welcome. Seats free.

em-

jjfiTj

diseases. The most difficult cases
m u
solicited. No knife; easy; safe:
BI
■ ■
painless. No detention from ■
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE !
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or consult

S’.Dr.C.T.FISKiST
pamphlet
Main St., Lewiston. Send for free
At TJ, s. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays

832

None but

ployment.
experienced
Double Entry Bookkeeper need
JOHN WATSON,
apply.
Houlton, Me.
apr28d3t

only.

TO LET.
Forty word* inserted
one

under thi* head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

LET—Furnished

TOcold water, at
man for assistant bookWANTED—Young
*’
keeper. Address D. H. \V., Box 831. 28-1 City Hall.

11

rooms with hath, hot and
MYRTLE ST., opposite
30-1

LET—The first and second flats (third flat
good man used to handling a rro
A
is already rented) ill our elegant andeombicycle department. THE modious
new block No. 59 St. Lawrence street.
204
Middle
St. 28-1
JAMES BAILEY CO., No.
Without question, these flats are the finest in
the
and the
ones that have separate
city
young man to work in lumber back and front only
WANTED—A
’»
entrances, separate cellars and
yard, small pay at first; advance accor- heaters, set tubs,
open
seven (7)
ding to ability. Inquire between five and six large rooms, steam lieat, fireplaces,
three large bays in
o’clock p. m. at BUFUS DEEKING CO., No. each
rent,
sunallday,
large yard, price only
20-1
390 Commercial St.

WANTED—A
wheel in

our

$25 per month. Call and look them over. Also
elegant flat at Deering Highlands with every
convenience. DALTON & CO., 4781-2
Congress St.
28-2
an

Yankees” to work for
selling nursery stock. Steady job,
pay weeekly, experience not necessary, exOutfit free.
clusive territory.
Apply at
Auburn,
cnee, HOMElt N. CHASE & CO.,
mar31—eodlmo
Maine.

WANTED—“Maine
us

LOST

AND FOUND.
small

lady’s
28lh,
gold
LOST—April
hunting oase. silver pin attached.
a

watch,
Finder

leavo at THIS OFFICE.

29-1

GOODS SELL on merit at sight to every
horseman and to sub agents for 200 per cent
profit; big spring demand. For general agency
write S. HUN T Lit CO., Racine, Wisconsin.

OUR

apr23,law,3w,sat.

■POR

RENT—No. 811

a

Cumberland

street,

corner of Elm, a pleasant two story brick
house of lo rooms, hath, steam heat. &c.. one

block from Monument Square.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street.28-1
UT

_

*1,~

_,.

A location on the
Cape shore, sixteen to
eighteen acres commanding a view of the
ocean and entrance to harbor.
Will lease for
a term of years.
F. H. HARFORD, 311-2 Ex281
change street,
LET at 52 Spring
rjtO
1 furnished

street, handsome, newly
rooms, single and in suite, private
bath connected with steam heat, hot and cold
water; meals given if desired; location most
central in the city, near Portland Athletic
Club.
28-1

LET—Eight room flat,first floor, Bath,
hot and cold water, Smith street, near
alternoon on Congress St.,
Also flat, second
between Eastman’s and Center St, a purse Congress street, $17.
containing eleven dollars and some samples of floor, 241 Congress street, Bath, hot and ccld
dress goods. Finder please leave at 231 Cum- water, steam heat, $20. Apply at MtJRPHY
BROS. Drug Store, 241 Congress street.
20-1
berland St., and receive reward.

TO

LOST—Monday

_27-1

bull dog, long ears and tail,
LET—Lower rent of seven rooms, $12.50;
down nose and hreast,
lower rent of six rooms, $11; both in good
months
about six
old, answers to name of Rags. renair, good references required.
Apply to
Finder will ho rewarded by returning same to ERNEST TRUE, 392 Fore St.
27-1
280 Brackett St.26-1
fl'.O LET—Upper tenement of six rooms with
A
bath room in house No. 49 Green St., price
on
$16 per month, by J. C. WOODMAN, 93 ExWaltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock cliange St.19-2
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All ipO LET—On Long Island,from May 15 to Aug.
ments at reasonable prices.
15, the Seventh Maine cottage, situated at
Prices. McltENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
West Point, said eoltage, all furnished, except
marl9dtf
Square.
bed clothes. E'or terms, apply WM. MOTLEY,
Wood fords.
Me._25-1
WANTED—FEMAUK HELP.
rOIt RENT—Down stairs tenement, seven
repairs just completed, live minutes
Ferny word, laaerted order tin. head walkrooms,
from City Half. BENJAMIN SHAW, 5t
one week forge e«nt». cash in advance.
1-2 Exchange St.25-1
AN TED—Capable girl for general house
LET—New fiats No. 265 Spring St containvv
28-1 fjl’,0
work. Apply at 49 DEEHINC ST.
■*ing 9 rooms; sunny exposure, all modern
conveniences, hot water heal, lighted by gas or
WANTED AT ONCE—Energetic lady can- electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
JAMES
M
vassers for Cumberland County, new and
Call between 3 and G p. m. this BAIN,aprl2-tf
paying line.
week.
General agent, 335 CONGRESS ST.,
A brindle
LOSThas white streak

[watches

TO

installments.

for general
cook.
Ref-

terences required. Apply in the evening or be
ween 9 and 11 a. m.. Congress Square Hotel,
2G-1
Room 12.

let7

to

city.___28-1
ANTED—A neat capable girl
housework. Must be a good

Summer Res dence Among the Mountains.
Safe retreat from the annoyances or
to war.
For particulars address JP. O. Box 1619, Port-

dangers incident
MAINE PENSIONS.

Washington, April 29.—The following
pension changes, resulting from the issue

of April 19,

are

ADPITIONAL.

Newburg Center,

L.

Ames, Kcckland, $16

ORIGINAL,

Mary

A.

SALE—The two modern houses we are
building on Forest avenue, Deering.
These houses are up to date in everything and
have hot water and steam heat, oak, Cyprus
and hard pine finish, open fireplaces, electric
lights, set tubs and laundries, slate sinks, porcelain bath tubs, cement sidewalks, oak and
birch floors, in fact everything that makes up a
first class residence.
In addition to the above
there are beautiful oak trees and 6500 feet of
Only $1000 clown, balance to suit. LAL40> & CO., 478 1-2
28-2
Congress St.

FOR

&TORE FOR SALE—A grocery and provi,st,ore in South Boston; plentv cusrlcht at door; no trust; no delivery
J™a11 capital required; purchaser can

5.per

to make

time

Boston.

-CV

LADY who is
to

care

for in

a nurse wishes a
her own

sick person

home,

or

would

blind or crippled person, man or woman•
the best of carfegiven: location central and sui
Address
JiHS. SHERBURNE, 257 Cumny.
beriaml street.
39.1
take

a

City._

wcek net

at

once:

now

is the

money in trade. Write for partiF- A- SMITH, Tremont JJuild29.1

WTEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best
paying
m New
Hampshire; fully equipped, good
business; ill healthe cause of -elling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundry business; will
bear
the
closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office._
apr29-4
SALE—Or exchange, the elegant and
commodious cottage on Great Diamond
Island, known as Oak Grove cottage. Corner
lor. sewer, running water, bath room, open fireplace, eight good rooms, near wharf, beautiful
shade trees.
Will exchange for other real
estate in Portland or Deertug or sell on easy
terms. DALTON & CO., 473 1-2 Congress St.
~

FOR

28-1

L'OR SALE—To Close an Estate: Two family
house No. 22 Stone street, next to corner
of Cumberland, with large yard, fruit trees, sunny exposure, etc., etc. For price and particulars apply real estate office. First National
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.

_•28-1
SALE—One
FOlt
sunshade top,
Price

light two-seated carriage,
new axles, tires and fender.
$40. One Concord wagon nearly new.
Price $30. 03 VESPER ST., Pity.27-1
FOR SALE—A new thorough built
family house, situated in western part

TJDUSE
11
one
of the

city; cemented cellar, furnace heat, hot
water, first class plumbing, large halls and
everything modern and "convenient, price $3200.
Address L. W., Press office.
27-1
imp

-Itires.

BA

P

__

ditinn, with

wooden wheels and rubber
140 Congress St.27-1

(STORE FOR SALE—Grocery and provision
13
store doing a good business, weekly sales
$400, on one ot the principal street, running two
teams at present, owner having other business
wishes to sell before May 1st. Business can lie
doubled with strict attention. Call or address
to 91 LINCOLN ST., City.27-1

SALE—Whitney
PORMassachusetts
-*

Cott ige. Peaks Island,
Forest Citv Laud-

avenue,

ing; firmly built; highest point

island;

on

3

lower floor 3 upper; land 58-51x86. Pi ice
$600. 69 Franklin St., 12 o’clock, MISS. HOLLAND or Agents.26-1

rooms

SALE—Sailing yachts and vessels of all
descriptions; also steam pleasure boats,
passenger steamer's, and tugs; could dispose of
several good coasting vessels, from 75 to 3uo
tons. HENRY WESTON RICE, yacht and
ship Broker, Fire and Marine Insurance, East
Boothbay,
20-i

FOR

Maine._

SALE—10 Welsh ponies weighing from

pOR
1

300 to 600 pounds, all kind and siih for
ladies and children to drive; eau be seen by
applying to N. B. CHASE, Long Island, Maine.
26-2
___

SALE—Farm of 100 acres, iexcellent
poR
1
land, well divided in tillage, pasture and
wood, cuts 25 tons hay, good house arid barn

1000 cords hard wood, good orchard. 75 bbis.
fruit, high, sightly location; price S1200. ora
W. II. WALDRON & CO

house in Portland.
180 Middle

26-1
St._
SALE—Elegant suburban residence on
pOR
*■

Deering Highlands,

highest

the

cost

and

location in the city and in perfect repair,
about 25000 feet rand, extensive views, cars pass
every 15 minutes, a great sacrifice to satisfv a
mortgage; a forced sale. W. H. WALDRON’&
CO., 180 Middle St.
26-1
best

SALE—Two flat house, 14 rooms, in perpOR
-»
feet repair, located on one of the most desirable streets on Munjoy Hili and handy to
cars, has good tenants paying $300 pei annum,
a good investment; price $2700.
W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180 Midtile St.261

polledSALE—Top buggy and stylish two seattrap, perfect condition, will be sold at a
sacrifice. Apply to WM. DAVIS, 34 Preble St.
_26-1
SALE—The best corner lot in F'essenden
PORPark
A
on high ground, and small house in
center of city for 2 families; 13 room house and
9 room house in western part of city; also large
house in western part of city, can easily ho
made for 2 families. The property will be sold
very low. W. P. CARR, Oxford Building.
25-2

__

WARNER’S LIBRARY of the World’s best
"
Literature, set entirely unused, (last ten
vols. still in wrappers), bound in half Russia. 30
volumes, price $120; first offer of S75 takes
them. Address B. A., care of Press office.

__25-1
a,
A

un
an

uiib nine iroin

city

or

vvesiDrooK,

attractive place, 24 acres with comfortable ami inviting residence, extensive front
hall, pleasant rooms, numerous lire places, hot
and cold Sebago water, bath, steam heat, situated on 2 roads, electric road now being surveyed tliereon.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 611-2

Exchange St._

25-1

SALE—One board saw,
|f OR
8 and 9
2 in

4 ft. in dismeter,
gauge,
hole, will lit Chase machine, No. 3 chisel point, 30 teeth, in first class
condition; a good saw for light power or for
hard wood; price $35.
Address SILAS HUB-*-

BARD, North Limingtom, Me.25-1

MARRY ME,

And

I

will buy you such

McKenney’s.

A thousand

NELLIE,
a

prelty Ring at:
gold Rings,

solid

Diamonds, Opal-Fearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.
mar22dtf

|fOR

SALE—Handsome

(liver color)

pointer

-*pups, whelped April 20th., will oe just right
age to train coming fall. Sire, "Dustywav”
30735. winner oi 1st prize in late New York
show; write for full pedigree and prices. Pups
ready for delivery in 4 to fi weeks. ARTHUR
I), MURPHY, Biddeford, Maine,

apr22-4

FARM

FOR SALE

or

exchange for house la

city or village; 125 acres, 40 acres mowing,
balance pasture, wood and timber 400
apple trees and small fruits, house 10 rooms and
piazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
barn 40x50, with cellar and ice house, room for
32 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn,
plenty of shade
trees, a tine place for summer boartlers, 11-2
miles to lailroad station, 2 miles to village.
For further information apply to SMITH'*
SAiaE, 4o Exchange street, Portland, Me.
tne

_apriedtf

WEDDING RINCS.
Two hundred to select from. All weights
sizes.
10, 14 and is Kt. Solid Gold. YJe?nd
KRNNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marl9dtf

|fOR

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120

acres

*■
good land, 2 4-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and.
well supplied with wood and water; also about

200,000 feet of pine timber. About two mil63
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will he sold on favorable terms
or mav be
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDKN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
mar9-tf
Portland, Me.
close an estate, a 2 1-2 story
house situated No. 0 South St. Deermg,
containing 13 finished rooms, divided into two'
rents which let tor $13.00 and S12.03 per month;
has Sebago water and steam heat. Lot 100x110,
Inquire of A. C.
and good stable with same.
LIBBY & CO. 42 1-2 Exchange St,
apr 11-4

OR SALE-To
If
*

lease,

a

the West:
Congress streets
to E. HAR-

lot oi land at

SALE—Or
I’OREnd,
corner Forest and

containing about 4,224 feet.
LOW, 919 Congress St.

Apply

jan25dtf

A THOUSAND RINGS

INCREASE.

George

apr23dlw

Me.

WANTED.
»

William H. Sawyer, Oldtown, $8.

§56 to

land.

announced:

ORIGINAL.

Augustus C. Wing,

FOR

modem

WANTED—AGENTS.

Sunday

Preach-

Entry

experienced

in-

SALE—A first-class 2 1-2 storied detached house for 2 families. 1G rooms and
bath, hot and cold water, ample heat and in
perfect repair, about 14,000 feet laud, one of the
best locations on Pleasant street. Leering; first
time offered.
W. H. WALDRON & Co, 180
Middle street._30-1

mg,

MONEY

the Maine—This inscription on a lithrographed souvenir button;
with cieo sliady
walks
in
grounds, pleasant
battleship
eight colors; sample lor 5 cts.
and drives and beautiful
scenery can be coin. Agents wanted. H. A. PALMER Sc CO.,
Mass.
27-1
obtained at
ELMWOOD FARM. Boston,
ILLIAN ARVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant,
Inquire of WILLIS WARREN, Cor- T
AJ
No. 79 Franklin St., opposite Lincoln
nish,
apr22d3w*
Park. Sittings daily .on health, business or
private family matters. Office hours from 10
(.

from Cumberland,
lad Junction, 3-4 mile from cuurch and school;
Can be bought at a low price.
BENJAMIN
30-1
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange St._

TO LOAN on first aud second mortgages on real estate, life insurance policies aud notes or any good security.
Heal
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Exchange street, I. P. BUTLER.
apr28-t

Forty world loser-tod under this head
Preaching at 3.00 p, m. by the pastor. Sunday
Epworth League meeting one week for »5 cents, cash In advance.
school at 1.. 0 p. m.
General praise and prayer meetat 0.30 p. m.
sober
and reliable man
ing 7.30 p. m. Communion at 10.30 a,m. All
ENGINEER,
*
wants
are welcome.
situation
as engineer.
Five T ADIES—Have
your last years coat remodelCan run dynamos, auto- aa
East Deering (M. E.) Church, Rev. John years’ experience.
led in the latest styles at reasonable rates;
It. Cliilord, pastor.
Sunday school at 1.45 p. matic engines, etc. Address "H.,” so Free St also dress-skirts rebound,
brushed
City.
29-1'' at most reasonable rates: cleansed and
At o p. 111. set [lion uy lue (I.iin:!, lunuweu uy
garments and capes
At 6.45 p m. praise and
Sacramental service.
PORTLAND SKIRT
MIDDLE aged woman would like a situ- ffiSSU1 specialty.
All
are
invited.
prayer meeting.
Elm St. rmar I'nmmisg
ation to do cooking or housekeeping. Ad- BINDINfr CO..
Free Street Baptist Church—Services dress G. JOHNSTON, Pre3S office.
28-1
__26-1
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Kev. C. H. SpaldGeicbell has moved to
■REMOVAL—Mme.
ing of Boston will preach morning and eveNo. l Prospect street corner of Casco. She
as coachman; first class
ning. Evening Subject. “Chapel Car Work.” WIANTED—Situation
references. Address or call at 31 Green- will be pleased to meet all of her old patrons
12
m
school
at
Communion
at
3
m.
Sunday
p.
and also new ones.
ieaf St-27-1
25-1
Y. 1*. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
TO LOAN on first mortgages of real
First Free Baptist Church.
Opposite XMTANTED—Situation as house-keeper in a M
estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate for
Public Library, ltev. Lewis Malvern, pastor.
••
small family where there are no small
sale» i?ouses reilted, rents collected, care of
Sermon at 10.30 a. m. Sunday 3chool at 12 m. children. Call
or address,
HOUaEKEEFER, property
a specialty;
At 7.30 p. m. Social service.
tf
prompt attention. 25 years
No. 58 Oxford St., upper bell.27-1
N. S. GARDINER, 176%
Free Church, Deering. Bev. T. M. Davies,
SnJS?8
^usiness.
Middle
St,
Rooml._ie-2
pastor. Preaching at 10.45. Sunday school at SITUATION In office or store by a reliable
and competent young man, good referen- XTOTICE—-I have a nice lot of
12 m. Young People’s meetiag 6.16. Evening
rugs which
service at 7.30. All are cordially welcome, tf
ces, wages moderate. A. D. K. Press office,
1 will exchange for cast off
clothing,
25-1
latlles dresses,gentlemens
First Universalist Parish of South Portand
clothing
childrens clothing. I pay cash for them if
land. Services at Union Opera House. Sabbath
A VTirn
W,r
n/wnmcvninl tvn.rAlln.
nf Acr,
it
is
preferred. Send letters or postals to MU
School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.30 by Bev.
”
years’ experience with a wholesale gro- or MRS.
D’GHOOT. 78 Middle street.
W. M. Kimmell.
tf
cery [house of Portland, another similar posiapr28-lw
Friends’ Church, Oak street.
Ellison K. tion. Good references.
Address TKAVELPurdy, pastor. Morning service at 10.30. Sun- LEK, care the Press.
ap21-2
In
want
of trunks
persons
school
12
m.
Junior
C.
WANTED—All
E. meeting at 6.80
day
•
and bags to call on E. D.
REYNOLDS,
tf
p. m. Evening Social service 7.80.
WANTED.
663 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
First Parish Church—(Unitarian) ConSituation by a youug man who understands grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
street. Bev. John C. Perkins, pastor,
can
therefore
and is willing to work. Two and
give bottom prices.
lorning service at 10.30 a, 111. Sunaav school bookkeeping
years’ experience. Graduate of Gray’s Port- Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
at 12 m.
n_3
land Business College.
Good references fur- pictures.
Gospel Mission—Bev. S. F. Pearson, pas nished.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN, Skowhe- "VOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
tor. Kev. H. E. Dexter, assistant pastor. At gan, Maine.
w2w*
for
household goods or store fixtures of
aprl5d3w*
10.30 a. m. Sunday schooland Bible classes. At
any description or receive the same at our auct7.30 p. m. service of song and praise. At 8 p. m.
ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
WANTED—MALE HKLc-.
preaching by the pastor. All are welcome, tf
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
19-3
High Street Church—Bev. W. H. Fenn,
MBS. FRANCES E. APPLEBY, Chiropodist,
D. D., pastor. Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
DA will treat all diseases of the feet everv
Evening service omitted. Communion service
Tuesday during the month of April free o'f
at 3 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
2-4
charge, at 559 Congress St., Room 1.
New Jerusalem Church. New High St.
Kev. Samuel Worcester, minister. Morning
I
h
SuccessfulPracticein Maine. No
cs V
service 10.30.
* ^^Tother
Subject of sermon, "Fishers
specialist can point to an
of Men.” Evening service discontinued for the
equal record of cures of Rectal
An
Double
present.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

tomeis

A

The

one

y leal estate office in Portland: his
specialty is negotiating,' mortgages, collecting
rents and general care of property, lieal estate
office, First National Rank.28-)
a:

Good Country Board Remember
WAMEl)—SITUATION

I

Forty words Inserted under this

acres

never

M.

iurnace

side Custom

t£
p.m. All are welcome.
Bethany Cong. Church, South Portland,
pastor.
B.
Prayer
Bong,
Rev. H.
meeting 9..5
10.45 a in.—subject oi sermon. "Whv
a. 111.
People oo ot go to Church, and the Sermon tor
LecTo-day.” Sunday school at 12.15 p.m.
ture on John Wesley at 7.15 p. m. All are welcome.
Church of the
(Uaiversalist)—
Rev. vv. M. Kimmell, pastor. Service at 10.30
a. m. Subject of sermon, “The Universal FathJunior Y. P. C. U. at 5.a6 p.
erhood of God.
Y. P. c L. 7 p. m.
m.

words InoertMft under this head
week for 25 cents caeli in advance.

SALE—A *97 model high grade ladies’
SALE—In town of Cumberland, farm of
Foilbicycle..in
first class condition, been
about 70
in tillage, pasture and woodFOR
been puncured.
httle, tires
situated about two milies

Company’s

House)—Kev. frauds Southwortli.
pastor. Residence 103 Newbury street. Prayer
school 2.15 p. m.
meeting 10.80 a. m.3 Sunday
Prayer meeting at 7
Preaching service p. m.

SALE.

FOli

SAFE.

FOR

trip ticket, from Union station to New
Gloucester, good for Saturday, Sunday and
Monday, a delightful and inexpensive trip; to
Congress Square Church tFlrst Universa- know about the place send for circular, see
what
Hr.
the well known men and women
uastor.
Rev.
Service
at
Blanchard,
say
list.)
druggist
a t
f
m. and 7.30 p. m.
Kev? B. Fay Mills about it. A charming outing for Portland
once and cure 10.30 a.
and
Communion
evening.
will presell morning
P®°P.t® via. Maine Central Railroad, or by team,
yourself before 12 m. Sunday school 12 m. Y. P. C. U. e.30 22 miles out. 4 miles from Poland
Springs. (For
disease
a lew
gets
days, weeks,or for the season we will give
m.
the
best
of p.
you a good time.) Address C. E. SMALL. No.
659
of
Christ,
Scientist,
Church
Congress Raymond, Me.
you.”
Mostly
pants
--__apr25dtf
street, room 2. services at 10.30 a. m. Friday
7.45 p. m. Reading room open daily, Sundays
tie.
tf
2
to 5 p. m.
Allston
2*9
excepted,
Mrs. S. H. Bowsing,
Street,

(IfmI
MF
Of
ls

esting country, contemplatively smoking ton and
Maine railroad was taken out of
a cigarette and
watching the crowd of
tired, worried travellers experiencing the Portland with engine 581, Frank S.
ways of Russian officialdom for the first Rogers of this place, engineer, and J. W.
time. Among them was an elderly Rusfireman. The train consisted of 63
sian lady who, travelling with her daugh- Nason,
ters, throe good-looking girls, ranging cars of which 49 were heavily loaded box
from eighteen to twenty-three, had "omit- cars.
ted to have her passport vised by a RusMr, J. F. Page has entered the employ
sian Consul outside the Empire.
So
of theCentral Oil and Gas Stove company
stringent were the regulations that although they were subjects of the Czar re- and has already assumed his duties as
turning to their own country the officer traveling salesman.
would not allow them to prooeed,'and all
The house owned and occupied by Mr.
four were detalned;while the passport was
sent back to the nearest Russian consul C. J. Connell on Atlantio avenue is unin Germany to be “treated.”
dergoing various repairs and improve(To be oontinued.)
ments.

Tuesday.

; Drink

\[

is

necessary

“Make the attempt, Deedes,” the Earl
suggested. “I will give you leave of ab-

NORTH BALDWIN.

Give Your

_

doubtfully.

sence.”
“I intend to do so,” I replied, and remembering my wife, amid all her splendor, I added, “The elucidation of the
mystery is, as it has
long since been,
the main object of ray life.”
In conversation we sat a long time. The
caddish young man of whom I had been
so madly jealous
bad now grown quite
calm and
communicative,
apparently
ready to render me all assistance, yet to
my questions regarding my wife ho' was
as dumb as others had
been. Now, more
than ever, the Earl seemed anxious to
solve the strange problem. With that object lie obtained from the library a section of the large ordnance
map of the
Russian Empire and with it spread
before 11s we discovered that Skerstyinone
was a little place
remotely situated on
the bank of the Niemen river, within a
short distance of tho Gorman frontier.
I
had long ago learned from Paul Ve' blioudovitch that my friend, the well-known
adventuress, had crossed (he frontier at
Wirbalien, or Verjbolovo, as it is called
in Russia; but after that I knew
nothing
of her movements. Jiingham seemed anxious to lead me indirectly towards the
truth and after assuring me with a Urm
hand-grasp that the secret that existed
between "himself and my wife was of a
purely platouio nature, and that he had
throughout aoted on hor behalf, I ate a
hasty luncheon and again lelt the Hall
on the Urst
stage of my long, tedious
journey across Europe. As I entered the
carriage the old Earl and his guest stood
out upon the gravelled drive and heartily
wished me “Ron voyage,” and, waving
them farewell, I was
whirled
away
through the great park that lay silent and
breathless beneath the scorching sun.
At tho bookstall at Horsham station
I bought an early edition of the “Globe,”
and opening it in the train my eyes fell

It

SUNDAY

to $17.

WIDOWS. ETC.

Bryant, Westbrook, $12.

To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls
Rubys and all oilier precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Larues;
stock in the city.
MckENNky. the Jeweler
Monument Square.
manor!'.

MAINSPRINGS,

75c.

American Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
for one year.
M«KKN\KY, the Jeweler
Monument Squar...
marlUdtf
The best

MISCIXUYSBOTrS.
CAN’T DENY

FINANCIAL ANlHMSEflClAL

IT.

tfew ToriX

quotfttloak 8tooi&t

mu<i

Hoads

CBy Telegrapu.
The followg war® to-day's closing quotations

!>f Bonds

Brought Home To Us,
and by Our Neighbors Too They Are

When the Facts Are

f notations of Staple Prodaets in the

Portland Facts,

Leading Markets.

A wholesome suspicion is one of onr
In matters
characteristics as a people.
worthy of investigation we want real
tangible facts regarding it. The word of
those we know, the nearby evidence ob-

tainable,

are

generally

what

we

most de-

sire. When wo call on a neighbor,a man
of business, at that, and say “You have
had some experience with so-and-so; what
do you think of it,” it goes a long way in
helping our decision. This is always the
with Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Everybody who has used them for kidney complaint will tell you “they are just the
thing.” Why? Because they do the work
case

every time and in all disordered condiThe proof lies with
tions of the kidneys.
your neighbors. Many have been cured
In Portland and are ready to tell you or

Kew T.rk Stook and
Money Market,

(By Telegrapn.'
NEW

Money

YORK, April

29.

call was steady 27*03 per cent;
ast loan 214: prime mercantile
paper at 6®7
rer cent,
sterling Ixcbauge weak, actual with
business In bankers bills at 4 84B4 847* for
demand and 4 81®4 8114 for sixty days; postsd rates at
Commercial bills
8114 44 851a,
1 80@4 8014.
Silver certificates 667a @58.
Bar 8ilver&«%.
Mexican dollars 4614.
Government Bonds strong
Ea iroad bonds strong.
on

He tail Grocers'
Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion cay
pulverised 6cj powered, 6e; grauuJauru
coitee crushed 6c: yellow 40.
f>ya
Hides.

anyone enquiring.
Mrs. Eliza Given

of
‘treat, says: “Within a
Is not possible to give
Doan’s Kidney Pills and

No. 227 Federal

follow Id? quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
The

limited space it Cow and ox hides.. .6Vic
lb
Bulls and stags.6Vic
my opinion of Gcaif skins, trimmed,...1 Cc
untrimmed
do them justice.
do
9c
I only wish I could tell everyone what Lamb skins.50 to 80c each
For over a year I have
they did for me.
Exports.
had kidney complaint. It began with a
LONDON. Steamship Iona—12.298 bush of
do oats 11,141 boxes cheese 276
103.724
peas
across
exthe
hack which gradually
pain
do butter 19.7C2 bdi shooks 40 cs beef 2o00sax
I flour 26 C3 canned goods 62 horses 648
tended to the 6ide and down the leg.
pcs
2505 bxs me ts 400 cattle 800 frozen pigs
grew worse and finally it lamed me. 1 dealsedi
630
pulp.
could not do anything without suffering
LIVERPOOL,ENG, Steamship Californiamost severely.
The pain felt as if a 12, 768 Push rye 23.502 do peas 1 cs leather
215 sacks oatmeal 94 do peas 2000 do flour
trivial
knife was sticking into me. Any
J 7 li « tv’4 mnnb hlnnl'a Svn Ha/i.
ho
twit
housework aggravated it and to attempt shooks 199 sacks wheat 172 brtls handles 660
cheese
62
bxs
cts
17
pulleys
okgs sundries o5
heavy work produced torture. At night boles leather 264 do
hay 109 pkes butter 49,it kept me awake by the hour. I could 72s bush oats 264 bdls pulp ria pkgs household
70s boxes hauis 250 tcs lard 409 pkes
only lie for a short time in one position. goods
pork 719 do beef.
During the day I was unable to walk
PortUad
M:ipk*
properly and was forced to limp. I could
To add
not go out, not even to church.
PORTLAND. April 29.
Flour is held firm at the advance.
to my distress a urinary weakness set in
Wheat tothat was very embarrassing. I was in loy closed unsteady at a decline of 2®2Vae
We quote Corn, Oats and mlllfed strong and
a
very bad way when I went to H. H.
Uglier. Provisions firmer. Beans excited and
Hay & Son’s drug store, at the junotion nuch
higher.
of Free and Middle St’s., for Doan’s KidThe following are todys’ wholesale price! of
seems
Pills.
It
wonderful
what a Provisions. Groceries; ate
ney
Fl®nr»
result they brought about when I think
SreteSui erfine &
Corn oar
43344
of my suffering. I took three boxes, but
:ow erades.4 6004 78
do bag lots
45
I not only have rid my- Sprinc Wneat bagMeal nag lots 42843
they cured me.
ers.oiaua st6500676 Oats, ear lots
366,39
self of backache, pain in the leg and uri- Patent
Oats, bag lots
Spring
£40
7 0037 16 Cotton BecoWneat..
nary weakness, hut I am better in every
uten. sir’gii.
ear lets.00 00028 00
way. X shall never tire of championing
roller.... 6 7606 86
bag lots 000002400
the cause of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
clear do.. .6 6505 76 Sacked Br*»
tLouis st’gi
car lots. 17 0)*18 00
Yon can get Doan’s Kidney Pills a
6 7636 86
ba« lotaOO oGgia 00
roller...
yonr druggist’s or they will be sent postslear do. .6 66J05 76 Middling *1700318 00
" nt’r wheat
bag ott..*03018 00
paid on receipt of price by Foster-Milpatents.. 6 26*6 60 Mixed feed.... 18 50
burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
Fim.
Coffee.
(Buying* selling price) Rlo.roasted
11®16
the Cnited States.
Coo—Large
Java&Mocha do26®28
Snore •... 4 60047 6
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
sdolnesos.
small do. .2 0008 26 Porto Rico.... .26080
no substitute.
Pollock ... .2 250S 50 Barbados*. .. ..26026
Haddock.. .1 7o®2 00 Fancy.82035
Hake.2 0002 25
Tea.
OCEAN
STEAMSHIPS.
(1 erring, box
Amoys.22030
Scales....
9014c Congous.25060
MacKerei.ni
Japan.26086
snore Is 122 000826 Formoso.26066
“
Snore 2s *16 000*18
Bwg^
Largo 8s
StandardGran
6 63
froanee
Ex efine quality
16 63
Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser- Cane Cranberries
Axtrac....*
6 16
£> crate.
3 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C....4%
vice.
Maine.
0 00
From
From
good
Pea Beans.l 6601 76 Timothy.
Steamers.Portland.
3 660 3 76
Liverpool,
Yellow Syes.l 604*1 66 Clover Wen, 6Vs09
Thurs. 31 April, Labrador, bat. 10 Apr. 1 p. m.
Cal Pea.... 16601 75
do
N.
Y.
9Vs®10
9
Sat
Vancouver. Wed.. 27 April
lrisliPotat’».Dus8()09o Alslke,
10010V.
Boston Service,
do. Obi
0
Rod Top,
16017
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN. Sweer.sJersey376@4 00
FrorUleu.
00 Nortolr 0 00M
PorkR. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26,
Sal do
noon,
Vlneland.4 6o®$5
14 00
heavy backs
It, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. bat
Onions. Ber 2 00@2 26
medium 12 60013 00
RATES OF PASSAGE.
doNanves 3 00@8 26 short cut aDd
F irst Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
clear
13 500*14
10,1,12
Sico and upwards according to steamer and ac- Chicgsns....
Turkevs. Wes. 130i6e Beef—light..9 2609 76
commodations.
Northern
do..
10
..16017
heavy,..
60®n 60
tecond Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon809 ErnestsYbD* 6 760
donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Re- Fowls...
Apples.
tos
Lara,
ana
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
EatingapDl'sS 60@4 50
XV bbl.oure 6X4@63A
aud accommodations.
do common *2®8 00
doeom’na, 43/i®6
Met race, to Liverpool. London.
London,
Baldwins 3 6004 00
balls.compd 5X406X6
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- 1 vap » it
9010tee
pails, pore 7ya«s
122 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Lemens.
pureiif
8X44*8X4
Apply to J. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchange Y-cssina
3 0004 00 Bams.,..
9
jty
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street, J.
3 5o®3 75
aoeerra
W. Petersoa, 2 Exchange street, or David Tor- California
oranges.
Oil.
rance &
Co., general agents, foot of India Florida
0 00@C 00 Kerosenel20ts
*14,
street
Calliorma, 8 60®* 00
Ugoma. 8X4
deo28dtf
iv^uau
VOUWUUUU
JEKBfc
ftltt't iSU»l ..lO^j
eastern extra..
©12 In hall bbls le extra
FreahWestern..
@11
Baiatni
Held.
Musctl.601b bx’s6©6%
Mattel.
London lay’rli 76®20C
0reamery.tncy,.18«20
c«o.
GlltfciiEo vrost.
@18
_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Rotatl—delivered.
Choice..
Cumberland
ooo@4 25
and Portland,
Cbeeee.
Chestnut...
ia«00
From
H. 1. terry 0 BIO
F rom
FnuiKltm...
8 00
W10
Portland. Vermont... 9
Liverpool Steamship
Lehigh...,
fce 00
bage....
.12%@13
Pea.
4 60
10 Mar.
26 Mar.
Cautormanj
12 Mar.
30 Mar.
Laurentian,
24 Mar.
0 April
Parisian,
26 Mar.
; t r.rthaginlan.
13 April
Grain Quotation*.
7 April.
Numidmn.
23 April
14 April.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRrn
California.28 April
Laurentian carries cabin passenge.s only.
Thursday’s quotations,
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
wh. vr
only.
Mch.
July.
May
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenOpenln:...
123
tral part, where least motion is felt.
Eleo- Closing..
96%
122%
Vlotty is used for iightlng the ships through««v
out, the lights being at tho command of the
April
July
May.
passengers at any hour of the night.
Musio
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade Opening.
34%
Closing.
34%
34
deck. The Saloons and Staterooms are heated
by steam.
OATS.
Itates o! passage $52.60 tol$70.00. A reApr.
July.
May.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Opening.
29%
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
..29%
Closing...
26%
29%
Londonderry, $34.uO aud $36.26; return,
roKa.
and
$66.75
$69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
May.
Belfast or Londonderry, including every re- Opening.
11 40
quisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
U la
Closing.
For tickets or further information apply to
Friday’s quotations.
McUOWAB. 420 Congress St., J. B.
WHKAT
Exchange St.. ASHTOVS
TICKET AGKFCY, 031 1-2 Cougress St., H.
Aprii
July.
May
93V.
*
Opening.
120%
92
Stave 3i_ Boston,
.•*“, -a-LAN, Montreal,
93%
and 1 India St, Portland.
120
Closing.
c

>

..

......

ALLAN LINE

_Liverpool

J-P-

Jly31da

tho¥so¥li¥e
PORTLAND
—

April

May
33%
33%

34V*
34%

OATS.

TO

LONDONDIRECT.
8. S.
S. 8.
S. 8.

COBS

>p*"'ng.
Colut.......

Closing.

Central Pacific. 10%
Cttss. at oalo.... 17%
unioage ft Alton.162
do
Pfd
Chicago’ Burlington ft Quincy 90%
Delaware* Hudson CanalCo.104%
Delaware.Lackawana ft Westl41
Denver ft Bio uranne. 10

May

29
28

805*

PORK,

Annandale, 7000 tons. April 8
Jan.
7000 tons. April 15 Opening...
Cervona,
Povona 7000 tons, Apr. 22 Closing.
7000 tons, Apr. 20.
Iona,
Boston MtocU AEarKeCa

May.

1100
II12

April 29
118%
119%
107
3 08%
108

66%
08%

32
.101st prefer
Illinols Centrai. 98
Lake Erie* West..! 13%
Lake Shore.186
Louts ft Nash.* 46%
Manhattan Elevated. =3
4
Mexican Central.
Michigan Central.101
Minn ft 8t Louis. 23
Minn & St Louis pf. 78%

Missouri IPaclfic. 26Vi
New .lersev Central.. 91%
New YorkCentrai. 108%
New York. Chicago* St Louis 11%

29.

26

10%
18%
154

47%
94%

no

Maine.160

Mew York&New England pld, 90
lid Colonv.186
idarns l Express. 97
American'. Kinross.121
h. Express. 87
90
Peoples'Gas.
44
tlomcstuke,
Ontario. 3
Pacific Man... 22%
Putman 1'alaoe.....170
inear common.118
Western Union..166%

Arrived.
Sch Amy Wixon, fm LaHave, with 2,000 lbs

allbut.
Sch Ella

FROM ODR

i
i

130
9%

61%
*7.14.

16%
160

91%
186%
97
120
8b
91
44
3

22%
170
121%

86%

Market.

BOSTON. April 29. 1898—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.;

are

yi.oca.

until further orPortland Harbor
ora sea, will be closed to navigation by a syst im of explosive torpedoes, and all masters of
, essels are forbidden to attempt to pass through
a ny except the channel from the southward,
t etween Portland Head and Ousliing Island,
; u using.thls channel caution must be exercised
a ud the tollowlng directions be carefully fol[ >wed;—
Five black and white perpendicular striped
s par buoys, placed one quarter of a mile apart
c n a line of bearing N by W 1-4 W, and S byE
] -4 E, will mark the safe channel, and vessels
f ntering or passing out,
should leave these
t uoys close aboard on either hand.
At night, being abreast of Portland Head
] .lght, bring Spring Point Ledge Light to bear
J by W 1-4 W, and steer in on that course until
lie middle of Cushing Island is abeam, when all
The forbidden pas
angers will be passed.
ages are

J

< ieneral

■

Chandler ( ove,
Between Great Chebeague Island and Littlejolm Island.
In these forbidden passages all buoys will be
amoved, and It will be extremely hazardous to
ttempt to pass through them.
All Dearlugs aud courses are magnetic.
By order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.
■

Chicago l.iye stock Market.
CHICAGO. April 29. 1898.—Cattle—receints
1)001 beef steers 3 20®5 20: Stockers and feed3 1)0(54 83.

Hogs—receipts 0,000; in fair demand 3 75®

Memoranda.

110.

00
!

■■■

I atlioms chain.

Markets.

tBy Telegrapm
April 29.1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—reoeiDts
16.920bbls; exports 14.81)1 bbls; sales 9.000
packages; quieter, but steadily held;buyers are
holding off for concessions.
r iour quotations—city mills patents at 7 00®
7 30: winter patents 5 35 §6 76:clty mills clears
ate 10®6 20; winter straits 6 16I§6 26; Minn,
pats 6 2086 60: winter extras 3 9034 S6;Minn
Bakers 4 6066 00;winter low grades at 2 90®
3 00.

Wheat—receipts 1*1.300 bush:

exports— bus:
sales 4,i65.000 bush;futures 123.000 Dus spot;
spot easy; No 2 Red at 121% fob afloat to
arrive ;No 1 Northern
f o b afloat; Nolbard
Duluth 1 20.
Corn—receipts 264,020 bush ;exports 252,620
bush; sales 820,000 bush;futures 643,000 bush
spot; spot easy: No 2 at 4o% dot afloat.
—

Oats—receipts 216,400 bush:exporis
bush;
226,000 bush; futures 0,00 bush scot:
spot firmer; No 2 at 34%; No 3 at 34c; No 2
white 37c; No S white ~c; track white 36@40c.
Beef firm; lamily —; city extra India Mess
—

sales

Lard steady; Western steam 6 0066 85.
Pork steady; mess —.
Butter firm; Western creamy lf@l7c: factory do 12%®16c; Elgins at l7o: state dairy 14®
18%c;doorera 16®17c.
Cheese steady—state large white 8%c; small
do 8%®9c.
Eggs steady iState and Penn at ll%ffiil%c;
Western fresll* 11% c.
Petroleum dull.
Rosin steady.
Molasses steady.
Spirits Tarpnentlne firm.
Rice strong.
Freights to Liverpool qule er.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour steady, unchanged.
nrhaar_Wo

•->

anrlncr

Lewes. Del., April 29—Sch Falmouth, from
Croix for New York, before reported with
lgnal flying for help, has lost anchor and 120

1 It

whAflt. 1 H'frf) 1 1 A•

Nn 5

do at 1 01®1 10; No 2 Red 1 17%@1 20. Com
—No 2 at 34%. Oats—No3at 29%®30o; No 3
white at 32£®32%c; No3 White at 3JV*@32c;
No 2 rye at 60Vac: No 2 Barley 44®60: Nol
Flaxseed at 1 30y*@l 31; prime Timothy seed
2 92%; Mess pork at 10 «6®10 90.
Lard at
5 60@6 86; short rib sides at 5@7%. Dry salted meats—shoulders 4%@6;short clear sides at
6 75®5 i<5.
Butter steady; eremry 13®16VsC; dairy 12-§
l6o. Cheese dull at 7%®12%c.
Eggs firm:

fresh IOV4C.
Receipts—Flour. 10.000 bbls; wheat 72,000
bus; corn 374.000 bush; oats 393.000 bush;
rye 11.000 bush; barley 28.000 hush.
Shipments—Flour 4,000 hbls; wheat'46,000
bush; corn 793,000 bush; oats 270,000 bush;
rye 66.000 bush;barley 1.200 bush.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—April at 1 14; May
1 13V* ; July 1 10% 1 sept at slVs: No 1 hard
at l 16; No l Northern 114.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 00®
6 20; second patents at 6 86 00 86; first clears
at 4 60g4 70. secondclears at 3 60 a 3 70.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 1 13%; May
l 13.

Corn—No 2 mixed at 36c.
Oats—No 2|mixed 30c,
Rve—No 2 at 61c.
Cl’overseed—prime cash—.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 Whits at 1 09: No2
Red 1 09% : May l 09.
Corn—No 2 mixed 36c.
Oats—No 2 white 32%c.;
Rye—No 2 at 61c.
Cotton Markets,

dy Telegraph.)
APRIL 29, 1898.
YORK—The
Cotton market to-aav
closed dull; middling uplands at 6%c; do *
gulf
at 6%c; sales 600 bales.
CH ARLE8T0 N—The Cotton market to-day
was nominal; Middling 6% c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
nominal; middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middlings 6%c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-aav
was easy; middling 6%c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 5Vic.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 5s,*o

Philadelphia. Api 29-Sell Belle Halladay, fm
for Pbiladelobla, In ballast, is ashore on
he beach near Millford.

Jrotou

Domestic Ports.

Th3 ROBERT REFORD CO., Limited,

/II -j

/toil.-v.

m

/<

—

Kelley,

Norfolk.

NEWPORT NEWS—27th, sch Three Marys,
birdsali. Providence.
NEW LONDON—In port 27th.'seh Georgietta
Peterson,Now York for Boston; Wesley Abbo
Peterson, do lor do; Henry Lippett, Gardiner,
Charleston for Weymouth.
Also lu port, sells Herald of the Morning, New
York for Bath; C J Willard, Richmond, Va, for
Calais; Decora, Berry, Rondont for Bostoni
Ho.teusla, Cole, Pori Liberty for Salem; Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, coastwise.
Also In port, schs Maud, Robinson, Amboy for
Beverly; Geo II Mills, do for Boston; Mary E
Olys, Norfolk.
ROCKLAND—Ar 29th, sch Geo Lawry, Dobbin, Boston for Jonesport.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 28th, sch Jas H Dudley,
Cobh, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sch Gardiner B
Reynolds, Sprague, Kennebec.
Cld 28tli, sch Henry L Peckham, Harding, for

Boston.
Cld 28lh, schs Cairie A NortoD, Wylie, Gardiner; W M Wilson, Bragg. Norfolk.
Ar 29th, sell City of Augusta Adams, Boothbay; Geo E Prescott, Vlnalhaveu.
lteedy Island—Passed down 28th, sch Golden
Sheaf, from Philadelphia for Portland.
Passed Up 29th, sch Ella M Storer, Bath for

Philadelphia.

—

—

Maine Coast

Navigation Co.

STEAMER SALACIA

e

>

29.—The Times today
levotes considerable space to oombatlng
he statement of the Associated
Press
rom this city that publio opinion here is
It says:
reering towards Spain.
“Our sympathies on the main question
tre with the United States,
as "they are
leld to he in the right.
But on the
natter of form,
we are not so clear or
inanimous.
In spite of this assertion, however, the
facts are as cabled. The government and
most of the Important newspapers
are
friendly to the United States. Individual
and
the
opinion
sympathies of a large
majority of the British are undoubtedly
inti-American.
This Is evident to every
me having any
intercourse
with
the
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Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a.
p. m.
For tickets tor all points West and South apF.
Ticket Agent,
to
T.
McGILLICUDDY,
ply
Fortlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. 8upt
je26dti
m.; from
m„ 1.30, 4.15, 5.52

_

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
£6.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20,
0.15, 7,30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing. Long Island. 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. in.

RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
10.50 a. m., 1.00, 2.35.; 3.45, 6.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m„
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 815. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45.
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.
12.00 in.. 12.25, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.60 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a
m., 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.16. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.J0, 9.10,11.50 a. m
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, u.43 a. m
12.40.3.15.5.20,7.05, 8.05 p.m.
Leave Marriner s Lauding, Long Island, 11.30 a.
in.. 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.

ntddeford.

POULARD GOWN WITH CAMBRIC UNDER BODICE FROM HARPER’S BAZAR
rOULARD GOWN

WITH

CAMBRIC

GUIMPE.

accompanying design

The charm of the

for

of wash silk. A softly draped collar and
a red satin girdle are the final touches to
the corsage, the back of which is plain

a

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

salmon and trout

Dally round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.
On ana after April 4th. 1893,

Steamer

“Percy "V”

CAPT. CHAS. H.

HOWi

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’» Island; Card’s Cove.
Quohog Bay, Poor's Point. East Harpswell;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point, Sebasoo, Phlppsburg and C andy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phlppsburg, 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
a. m.; Water Cove,
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.: Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m„ arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. McDONAeD. Pres, and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-a

dtf

apr4

International

Steamship

FOR

Co.

..

Eastport, Lubes, Calais. Si Jo'n.N.B„Halitax, N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

Spring Arrangement.
On and after Monday, March 21st. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport Tues-

days and Thursdays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. tyTTetght received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Office. Monument Square or
lor other information, at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. F. C. HERSEY Agent
marl8dtf

JsfiT

BOSTON

PRS

m.

and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trelethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
10.30 a. m., 12.15,2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m.. 2.00, 4.20 n. m.
For Marriner’s Lauding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
apr27dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
three trips per week.
Steamships Manhattan ana John JEnglis
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
r,\rect\ Returning. 8leave Fier 3d, East
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
6 n^m

These steamers are superbly fitted and furTer passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round
$8.00.
trip,
against WAR
Gogds carried arc Insured
ot the
Company’s Open
I olicy, without additional
charge to shipper.
THnc ,T
Vi^coMB.General Agtnt.
TIIOS, M. BARTLETT,
octootf
Agt.

SilkeAe«*Pls

-Spring;

STEAMBOAT CO.

Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00
9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15. 2.15, 3.15, 6.00 p. in.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15
3.15. 5.00 p.
F’or Little

Ji.UO,

TO. Ill

Portsmouth.

Newbury,

Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 A m_ 1.00
p. th. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 A m.. 4.15 p. u.
Leave Keeton lor Pertland, 9.00 A UL, 7.00
10.80
Arrive, in Portland, 12,26,
p. m.
p. to.

—

Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, 3.15,
5 00, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing's Island, 6.40, 8.00,10.30 a. m., 2.15,
3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. m.
and Great
For Little
Diamond
Islands,

in.,

pom,

Custom House Wharf.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

a

9.26

^Worcester;

and 6.52 p.

T3.UU

'i.Ut',

Arrive In

Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
m.
t).
Leave
4.16,
(or
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 A m„ 12.30,
7.00,
D. HI.
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m.. 12.16.
4,30. 10.20 p. in.
SUNDA Y TRAINS.
0. IS.

with a little fullness at the belt.
foulard gown lies in its coloring—
The snug untrimmed skirt is a sevengeranium red and white—and its simmodel in sheath form, thiee yards
plicity, the only decoration being the gored
and three quarters wide at the hem. It
of
the
cut
revers
waist,
turn-down, square
it is hung over a foundation skirt of the
which are attached with carved ivory butsame cut, made of
the soft-weave black
tons, and the tiny
jockeys over the
people.
taffeta so well adapted to clinging effects.
sleeves. The waist is a low out blouse,
Frills or ruches of
black silk muslin
ORDERED TO SEA AT ONCE.
open over a chemisette of fine white cam
would transform this simple model into
of
this
brio.
under-bodice
kind,
New York, April 29.—Orders have been
Dainty
an elaborate
French toilette, to which
received at the navy yard for the
San made of very sheer cambric, are a notable
oould
bo added contrasting sleeves of
Francisco and New Orleans to
sail at
feature of this season’s imported gowns,
the earliest possible moment.
The San
black muslin and a girdle of black velvet
Francisco will be ready tomorrow, and and the material enters largely into the which are both new items of
fashion. The
and
of
the New Orleans on Sunday.
barege
nun’s-veiling
trimming
cut of the gown can bo obtained
dresses in the form of narrow ruffles,made proper
only from the cut patterns furnished by
with tuoks and banded with tiny velvet
Harper’s Bazar, where it is published.
ribbons. A heavy quality is also used for
Quantity of material—foulard silk, 10
a
with
finished
very
simply
yards; taffeta lining, 11 yards; cam brio
plain skirts,
for
shirt-waist
guimpe, 1 1-2 yards.
broad hem, to be worn with
Station Foot of Preble St.

—

IJ-VT

R.

For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

law, New Haven,
DUTCH ISLN AD HARBOR
In port 23th,
sch Woodbury M Snow.
FALL RIVER—Sid 28th, sch Lizzie H Brayton, Rollers, Norfolk.
GALVESTON—Sid 26th, sch Carrie A Lane,
Quick, Funta Gorda.
GALVESTON—Sid 28th, sell John K Souther
Hamilton. Fort Tampa.
GLOUC8ETER—Ar 29th. sch Unison, Bath
for Boston, leaky, on the beach.
KEY WEST—Ar 28th, sch John Paul Foss
New York.
MOBILE—Cld 27th, sch Clara L Dyer, Nickerson. ltuatan.
NORFOLK—Sid 26th, sch Maud Sherwood,

R.

EASTERN DIYIMOX.

NEW YORK—Ar 28th, schs Ella'Pressey,
rtiomaston; Annie B Mitchell, New London;
delena, Nickerson, Bridgeport.
Ar 29th. sch Jas A Brown, Tbomaston.
Sid 27th, sch Lena White, Baltimore.
At anchor in lower bay 27th, sch Caroline C
foss, Crabtree, Philadelphia for Lynn.
BOSTON—Ar 2Stn, sobs James A Webster,
SVebster, Stonington; James H Hoyt, Thatcher,
Salem for a coal port; Cbas A Hunt, Campbell,
itoniiigton; Dick Williams, Gross, Bangor; W
Norcross, Small, and John M Fisk, Nmt. fm
kockport; Aunic L Wilder, Greenlaw, do; Red
Jacket, Mullen, Kockland.
Cld 28th, sch Newton, Heath, Fernandina.
Ar 30th, schs Lady Antrim, Rockland; Mary
Louise, Penobscot; Nertle B Dobbin, Calais;
Leading Breeze, North Castlne; John CadwalOn and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
lader, Bath; IIS Boynton, Roekport.
trains will Leave Portland:
In Lighthouse Channel 28th, sell Abel E Bab- lor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua,
:ock, from Kennebec lor Philadelphia.
Windham and flipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
BRUNSWICK-Sid 28th, sch MVBCliase,
p. m.
Eastman. Bath.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
BALTIMORE—Cld 27th, sch Harry Messer,
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Sears, Boston, and sailed.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, WaterIn port 27th, ship Cvrus Wakefield, for San
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.35 p. m.
Franeiscc, with 3.000 tons ooal, ready.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 28th, sen Grace Bailey, For Uorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m, 12.30, 3.00l
York.
Wcsks
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
BOOTHBAY-HARBOR
In port 28th, schs For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Carrie E Piekeriug, Haskell, Doer Isle for Now
Junction and Wocdfurds at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
York; Harvard H Havey, St John, NB. for Bos12.30, 3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
ton ; Lena Maud. Glggy, Boston: Alaska, do
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
for New York; Nellie 1 Willie, do for do; Regi- at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
na. Sanborn, Machias for Boston; Oriole, Wel- for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
don, River Herbert for do; Helen, Cotton, Sand for Providence and New York, via “Providence
River, MS, lor New York; Seth M Todd, John- Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norson, New York for Calais; Emma F Chase, wich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
Alma, NB. for Boston; Union, Shields, Red the West, and with the New York all rail via
Beach lor do.
Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
CAMDEN—Sid
27th, sch Ripley,
Boston,
TV
r.c_

Anchored—ship Chas E Moody, from Philadelphia for Sail Francisco.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 80lh, tug
the
were
Th»
a
closing
quotafollowing
Cheese, Butter. Apples and Perishable Car™
Wrestler, towing barge Pine Forest, from Philations of stocks at Boston:
For all Information apply to
delphia for Portland.
Mexican Central 4.9.a. 60Va
PORT READING
Ar 27th, sch Chromo,
Atchison. Top. fit Santa! Fe. R. new. 10y3
Tinker, New York.
Boston & Maine...,.....162
Ar 28th, sch Nellie J Crocker, Henderson,
dor>fd
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
New York.
Maine Central.
sept23
dtt
Sid 28th, sch Lizzie E Dennison, Ross, PortUnion Pacific.
European Markets.
land ; Chromo. Tinker, liar Harbo
Union Pacific pfd.62Va
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 28th. sch Maud Snare,
<By
Toleeraah.)
American Bell.247
LONDON. Apr 1 29, 1898.—Consols closed at Lowell. Now York.
American
Sugar. common.1216/8
PROVIDENCE
Sid 27th, sch Elia May,
111 6-16 money lor aud 111 5-16 for account.
Sugar, uld
..
Cooper. New York.
Cell Mans, pfd......
LIVERPOOL, April 29, 1898—Cotton market
PROVINCETOWN—Ih
port 28tli, schs Sarah
do common
8
....
is higher—American midling at 3 19-32d; |tales Hill,
Rockport for;New York; Oliver Skolfleld,
Flint & Pere Mara.
7,000 bales, including 500 bales tor speculation Batli lor New York.
On anil after
and export.
Tuesday,
Kov,
f
PROVIDENC E-Sld 28th, sch Chas G Eudicotr, Bailey, Philadelphia.
9th, 1897, the
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 29th, sch Wide-awake,
A Clever Trick.
Deer Isle for Boston.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
It certainly looks like it, but there is
SAVANNAH—Ar 28th, sch John H Tingue,
FOB
WHOM
really no trick about it. Anybody can
Rhodes. Wilmington.
Canada.Boston.IUvrepool...
30
it
Apl
will leave Franklin Wharf. Portland.
who
and
Back
try
has
TuesLame
Weak FBtsmarck.. .New York. .Hamburg
SALEM—Ar 29th. schs Leonora. Ellsworth
..Apl3o for New York; HazeldeLtBluehilMor do; Sadie
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.; Kidneys, Malaria or nervous troubles. Altai.New York. Klngston.&c
30
Apl
bam
Pop
Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30 p. We mean he can cure himself right away Mobile.New York.. London
Corv, and Sarah L, Davis, Bangor for do; Ellen
.Apl so
la.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. in. Arriving at by
Baxter, Franklin for Philadelphia; Victory,
taking Electric Bitters. This medicine Normandie... .New York.. Havre.Apl 30 M
H N Squire, Sedgwick for do
Wucawet, about 3.30 p. m.
tones up the whole system,
K.Wilhelm II.-New York. .Genoa.Apl 30 do for New York;
acts as
a
Wise-asset
Tbos II Lawrence, and Sami Hart, Swans Isl..Returning—Leave
Mondays. stimulant
.Rotterdam
Sparndain.NewY'ork,
to
the
30
and
..Apl
Liver
is
Morales.
Gardiner tor do.
a
M
Kidneys,
J
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. in.; blood
York.. Honduras,..Apl 30 and tor do ;
purifier and nerve tonic. It cures Atlios.New York..
Boothbay Harbor. 8.30 a.m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
Umbria.New
Liverpool...
30
Foreign
Forts,
Apl
m.;popham Beach, 11.30 a. m. Arriving at Constipation, Headache, Fainting Spells, Anchorla.New York..
Glasgow_Apl 80
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Sleeplessness and Melancholy.
It is Russia.New York..Hamburg...
.Apl So “ATTTanila Men io. ship P*N’Bianchard.Oakes
FARE; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, 25 cts, purely vegetable, a mild laxative, and re- Havel.New York. .Bremen.May
for Delaware Breakwater.
3
touch at Five islands Tuesdays and st°res the system to its
natural vigor, Teutonlc.New York. Liverpool.. May 4
Ar Montevideo Meh 24, sell Mai Plekands,
York.
Southwark.New
Electric
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fri- iry
Bitters and be convinced
.Antwerp'....May 4 Wade, for New York.
York. Antwerp... May 4
days Going West. Weather permitting.
Berlin.New
that they are a
Ar at St John, NB, 29th, sch Vlotory, Stiles,
miracle worker. Every
Victoria.New York.
Boston.
7
bottle guaranteed.
__O. C. OLIVKE, President.
Only 50c a bottle at Lucanla.New York.. .London_May
cm 29th, sch Sea Bird, Andrews, Thomaston;
Liverpool...
7
May
E. LEWIS, Treasurer,
H. P. S. Goold’6
marlSdtl
Massachusetts.New York..London-.May 7 Valetta, W hittaker, Providence.
Drug Store.
S. 8.

P. H. S. C.,
A pril 29, 1898.

ENGLAND’S SYMPATHIES.

Portland

Rumford Falls. Malue.

Scarboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Birideford, Kennebunk. Weils
12.55.
4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Beach,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Low*
ell, Boston. 4.06 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.26 a. ra.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

No. 1.
I.—The Portland High School Cadets
till assemble in the yard of the High
chool on Monday, May 2nd, at 12 o’clock,
or the purpose of escorting the National
j1 iuard
to the station.
By order of
CHAKLES D. BOYD, Major.
Offioial:
G. W. WEBBER, 1st Lieut, and Adj.

1

I.OVEJOY, Superintendent,

In effect Oct. 4th, 1SD7.
foi Scarboro
Station.
J ruins leave Union
Crossing:, lO.OOa. m.. 5.16, 6.20 n.m.; bcarbor© Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.C0 a. m.. 3.30,
5.16, 6.20 p. m.: Old Orchard, haco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 8.30,
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kenntbunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. ni.,
12.45,3.30, 6.15 ,6.20 P. m,; Kennebunkpert,
7.00.
8.40. a. w..
12.46, 3.80, 5.1© p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 6.16 p. m^
North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover,? 4.0o,
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.80, 6.15 c. m.;
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3. SO p. m.;
I'arminirton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.30 t>. m.; Northeru I»iv.. Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth. 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. ru.;
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, via
Rocking:ham
3.30
7.00 a. raM
Junction,
p.
m.;
Hockingham
Junction, Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. ?}4.05,
t8.40 a.
m.. §12.45,
t7.00,
3.30 p. in.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m„ 12.50,
4.22, 7.25. p. ra. Leave Boston tor Portland, 5.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. ra.. 1.00, 4.16,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. ra.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

London, April

Husseys Sound,

•

Order,

BRADFORD, Tialtic Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Boston & SVSatne

road.

Headquarters

1..

.el8 Utf

HIGH SCHOOL CADETS.
This order has been issued:

J
j

_

Domestic

1

j

1 1am

uesday, April 26. 1B98, and
J ers,
all channels leading to

Spring patents. 6 2657
Spring, ciearlaua straight. 5 00®6 26.
Winter" patents. 6 8656 40.
Winter, dear and straight, 6 4050 15
Extra and seconds ou.
Fine and Supers —.

4

i: c.

_

White Head,

Sheep—receipts 0,000; dull; lambs lower
§6 46.

In Effect May 3, 1898,
DEPART U RES.
8.3C A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Palis. Backliela. Canton, Dixlic-ld, Kunitord Palls.
8.80 a. m. 1.10 and 6.15 n. ni.
From
Union
Station for.Mecliamc Palls and intermeulato
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Kmnford
Falls and Benus.
Connections at Bemis for all iCjts in the
l angeley I.akcs.
TfaroutjEs Tickets wj Sale,

HEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Sid fm Avomnouth April 29. steamer ParlsThese real estate transfers are reported:
1 lii, from Liverpool for Montreal.
Henry O’Connor to Elizabeth M. Lyons,
Sid fm Liverpool 29th, steamer Labrador, for
10th of Portland, land with buildings on |
C [uebee.
;
Ar at Honolulu Apl 6, ship A J Fuller, Nichols < 'rant street, Portland.
1 [ew York, 121 days.
uauo ax.
neniworiu lu xjuuuiia ui.ruui,
ioth of Sebago, land In Sebago.
Notice to Mariners.
H. MayJames K. Smith to Simon
7™U»
IMPOBTANT.
!W>« I »rry, both of Westbrook, land in West„-s?»
Notice Is hereby given that on and after ] irook on the westerly side of the Wind-

26.

ers

CORRESPONDENTS.

ROCKPORT, April 2U—Sid. sells Robt Byron,
[art. Fall Fiver; Ethel F Merriman, Newman,
ootlibay.
RED BEACH. Apl 29—Sid, Hyen •,Boston via
ortsinouth.

62

140

PORTLAND.

Brown, Peabody, Biddeford.
Sch Florida, nail, Bookland for Boston.
SAILED—Steamer Carlisle City.

60

--

rroaucs

h

Portland & Rumlord Falls R’y.

;

FRIDAY, April 29.

93

Southern Ry pfd.
Union Pacific.
Boston

PORT OF

26s,S
109%
11 %

NBW6

Vl^RUSTB

4

A14.

orfd. IB

30.

lSlIHeiglit.0

sets.

"

104
24
79

Union Pacific pfd.60%
Boston «

ALMANAC.APRIL

stg
{.:::
uu
^ 5Ssets8:SSIhw*««*■
0—
Loon

186

117%
172%
18%
16%
84%
87%
141%
71

IsncK

~-

--

....

14
14
14
14
is

°

11%
32%
98%
14%

Northwestern.116%

t«/..

■

—

MINIATURE

141
10

23%

Pfd...172

NAW

—

22%
pfd. 61

do;

nni-Hlonrl

-New York.
i otter'd'anV.
Havre .... May
! ouraine.New York..
thlopia.New York..Glasgow...May
urnesla.New York.. Glasgowb... May
apua.New York. 1 rnambucoMay
May
7 ubert.New York. Para

92%
10o%

Kimball Want. Twenty
Thousand Dollar.
Damage..

In the United
States Circuit court be- i
f me Judge
Webb, yesterday, was begun
t He suit of Jason
W. Kimball, adminlat [•acor of the
estate of Levi Philbrook.
u gainst the
Grand Trunk railway. This
a Bu't for
®~8,000 damages on acoount
c f the death of
Levi Philbrook of Gilead,
t rho
was killed
by a Grand Trunk train
a t Gilead, June
It was on a
17, 1884.
t unday and
Philbrook was crossing the
t nick when
he was struck by a train aud
I illed.
The defence claims contributory
egligence and also avers that Phil- i
rook was at the time
a trespasser on the
raoks of
the railroad. The plaintiff
laims that Philbrook followed a beateu ;
{ ath to a hole in the fence and crawled j
4; brough and there
met his death on the
t rack.
The claim is made that this path
a nd hole in
the fence, were used by other
eople who were accustomed to cross the
rsack at this
Hence they claim
place.
1 hat Philbrook
should not be regarded
a s a
trespasser. The oase is on trial. A.
j i.Twitohell,
Esq., of Gorham, N. H., appears for the plaintiff, and C. A. Hight,
) .sq,, for the defence.

.MontevideoiMay

Liverpool .May 11
S :v;; ;; !nIw York.
.May 11
York. AntWGTD
i dam RUd.isYork.. Amsterdam May 12
f
Rotterdam-May 14

:

RAILROADS.

i L'tmlniBtralor

‘''

{

H)%

com

3nt ft Western. 13%
16%
leaning.
Rock Island-. 83%
I Paul. 86%
140
do bfd..
Jt.Paul ft Omaha. 67
do
prfd.14(>
tt Paui.fMinn. ft Maun.130
Texas Pacific. 9%

•■iNewy0rK..

alileo

»

GRAND TRUNK.

••*...

...

■

April

60

do pf
Northern Pacific
do
jo

ourgogne.New York.

I noenicia
hoenicia
I
\

[

112

Erie.new..

NEW

April
Opening.

Oragen Nav. lets..110
C osmg quotations of stocks:
April. 28.
A ted Ison. 10%
Atchison pfd... 24%

a

DOMINION LINE.

UV

April. 28.
New 4s, reg
117%
118
do coup,
4’s reg.106
New
New 4’« coup. .. 107
Denver ft K. &. 1st.108
Erie geu 4s. 66
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2d..
Kansas & Texas pfd—
Mo
Kansas Pacific Consols.

SUES

Havre
May 7
New York.. Hamburg... May 7
Genoa.May 7
May 7
ferkendain New York.. Amsterdam
New York.. Rio Janeiro .May 5
£ ellard'en
.Montevideo
May 0
New York.
Bremen.... May 10
{ aiser
io
aiser W
de G New York..
Wde
10

j

Dally Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL

BAY STATE AND

STEAMERS

PORTLAND,

leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
season for connection with earliest trams
for

alternately

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell *
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, everv1
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
anager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Sept L 1837.
HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Beginning April 1st 1808, steamer Aucoclswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, dailv Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harnsweu
1
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
co

Fridays.

2.30 p.

in.

Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’I Mgr.
sepll
dti

_land.

_

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
between points,
both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

System

Free Colonist
—

Louise

will leave
Lake station daily, for Fitches. N. W. River,
Crocketts and the famous Songo River.
To
make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. m. M. C. K. R. train via Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Station.
For further
telephone
DEERING DRUG CO., Deering, Me.«
apr 5dtf

particulars

Sleeping

to

Cars

—

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most pop*
ular

Fishing;.

Steamer

Connects with Ball Line* lor New York,
South and West.
5Daily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines lor New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. at. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Fort-

passing

en

route

Route,

through principal

Canadian

cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
tneir own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through without change,
Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at G p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similar sleepers can be
had to the Pacifio
Coast.

For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
marlGdtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIJiE.

From Boston every Wednesday and
From

MAINE CENTRAL R.R,

Saturday.

Fltiladeipiiia every Wednesday and
Saturday.

In effect April 37.1818.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
a. m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast Bangor and
7.00

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From Bucksport
Fine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 2 p. m.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Mechanic
Falls. Rumford
LewFalls,
Freights lor the West by the Fenn. It. It. and iston, Winthrop. Oakland, Readiielu. WaterSouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of ville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. ni. for Gray, New Gloucester. Dancommission.
Round Trip $18.00.
ville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
Fassage $10.00.
Meals and room Included.
11.20 a.
m. Express lor
\ armoiith,
FreeFor freight or passage apply to E. P. WING, port,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Waterville.
rittssfleld.
Bangor.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
Bucksport, Bar
Aroostook Countv,
All goods shipped by this
line are Harbor, Greenville and
via B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock,
core red against war risk by open policies
St Stephen, and St Andrew^, via Vanceboro
issued to this company without expense and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumford Falls,
to shipper.
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General Farmington. Kingileld.
Carrabasset Phillips
Manager, 89 State SU Kiske Building, Boston, and Rangeley. Winthrop, Oakland. Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Maas._oct22dtf
1.15 p. m. F'or F'reeport Brunswick.
Au
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
tncoln division. Waterville, Skowhegan, Bellast, HarUand,
Dover and F'oxcroft, GreenWINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
ville, Bangor, Old town and Matiawamkeag,
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as fol- and to J’ucKsport Saturdays
only
lows:
6.iu p.
F'or Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
GOING WEST.
Falls,
Gardiner.
Richmond,
Augusta and
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND. Mon- Waterville.
days at 7.15 a. in., touching at
6.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester,
Danville
South Bristol, oiul Boothbay Harbor,
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic F'alls,
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays Auburn and Lewiston.
at 8.00 a. in., touching at above landings.
31.00 p.m. Night F^xpress. every night for
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays Brunswick. Bath. Lewiston,
Augusta. Waterat 6 a. m.. touching at East Bootlibay, South ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake.
Aroostook
Bristol and Bootlibay Harbor.
via
Old
Bar
county
Harbor. Bucksport
Town,
GOING EAST.
St Stephen, St
Andrews. St
John
and
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. ra. Tuesdays Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and’
for Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol, East the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and F'oxcroft
Boothbay and Peinanuld.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for or beyond Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.
Bootlibay Harbor. South Bristol, East BoothWhite Mountain Division.
bay and Daniarlscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
8.45 a. m.
F'or Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
South
Bristol
ana East Lancaster. No, Stratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Boothbay Harbor,
Boothbay.
F'alls, Quebec, St .Jolmsbury, Sherbrooke Moninar24atfALFRED RACE. Manager
treal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west.
3.30 p. m. F'or 3ebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. F'abvans. Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecber F'alls
LunenDurg, sl Jolmsbury. Newport SheiOn and after April 28, 1898, steamers leave brook. Montreal and
Toronto.
Portland Pier.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a, m., 3.00 and
G.io p. 111.
7.20 a. m. Paper train
for Brunswick. Au
For Cousen’s Island and Gt. Chebeague, Sun- gusta. Waterville and
Bangor.
set Landing at 7.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
RETURN.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping can
Leave Falmouth at c.oo and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and for
all points.
5.00 p. m.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
Leave Gt. Chebeague at 8.16 a. m. and 4.15
From Moutreal. Quebec, Fabyans.
p. m.
Bridgton.
Leave Qousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m. 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
a. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. in.
BENJAMIN M. SKABUEY.
and
Bangor,
Augusta daily and week days from
General .Manager.
apr28dtf
Rockl&nd, 12.23 p. m.; Kingileld. Phillips, Farmiugton, Bemis. Rumford F'alls. Lewiston, 12.S0
Mt. Desert and Mschias Slbt.
p. in; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 d. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Mr. “Frank Jones.”
Lake .and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley,
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1888, will leave ton, KumfordFalis, Lewiston, 6.55 p. in.;FarmingPortland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., oil and Montreal and all White MountainChicago
points
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.. for 8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and inter- Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. in. daily; Halifax.
mediate landings. Returning leave Macliias- St John. RarRarbor, Waterville and
Augusport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
ta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
GEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
F. E. BOOTH#*, £. P. & T. A
niarir.fi t£
General Manager.
I Portland, Anril-iQ,
MjJjltiriT

Portland and Boothbay Sieamooai Go

Falmouth and Freeport

Portland,

Steamers,

Co,

There vras a special
meeting of the
nanagers of the Board of Trade yesterday
norning for conference upon the security
1 >f the coast commerce of the state and the
dans proposed by the government wore
leoided to be effective as soon ns they can
The president and secreje established.

Oscar K. Hunt.

Lines Brothers Co.
L. Burge, Hayes & Co,
Center & McDowell.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found
similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

ffnd

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
whose effective
Fay Mills,
preaching is well remembered by the citiYens of Portland, will preach in Congress
S-juaro church tomorrow morning^ and
evening. His subjects will be “Twentietb Century Theology.’ and “Twentieth
Century Religion.” The public are cordially invited.
The fourth floor of the Portland Door,
pash & Blind Company’s building on the
corner of Fore and Union streets, is beRev. B.

fitted up for shoe lactories.
The Frank D. Sterling Shoo Company
has been organized at Portland for,the
manufacturing ;and dealing in

ing

purpose^of

shoes with $10,000 capital stock, of which
$150 is paid in. The officers are: President, William C. Sterling of Portland;
treasurer, Frank D. Sterling of Portland.
( An invitation J is extended to all for
the women’s meeting to be held at the
Young Women's Christian association
4.30 p. m.f Sunday. Young
rooms at
women are very cordially invited to a so
to be held at the rooms from 7.30
ciable
to 9.30 p. m., Monday.
There will be a meeting for men only
X.

XU.

v.

xx, y

1U

Sunday afternoon at'4.30
A. H. Wright will speak.

vUugicBB

o’clock.

ByuaiD

Rev.

The breakers are something magnificent
to see along the Cape shore, and a gocd
many people went over yesterday.
Bids closed at the Custom house yesterday for furnishing and delivering fuel

requirod

30rtance of intercepting vessels approachng this port and placing printed notices
; >f the dangerous passages to this port,
vhere torpedoes are already placed, if

Ko. 222 Brackett street, Thursday, caused
by the dropping of the sparks from an
stove pipe hole in the
chimney.
Engine 3’s hose wagon was summoned
and® put out the fire. The damage was

open

slight.
gentleman from Monhegan Island
was in the city yesterday and said that
the residents of the island are greatly
agitated over the war scare. They feel
A

;he Fairfield Floral company. The order
)f the postmaster general to the Fairleld postmister not to deliver mail to
;he Fairfield Floral company, was recenty the basis of a suit in the United States
:ourt here.
The
Fairfield Floral company advertised for workers to make artificial Sow-

being

alien. Tho president, secretary and Hon.
Merrill were appointed as such
W.

they employed a large number of people
ponstantly at work to keep up with their

his

is

precaution

already

not

,V.

lommittee.
of

the
The matter
proposed naval
31-igade composed of two divisions of 56
nen each, exclusive of officers, was gen-

irally discussed and as 135 men have already signed, most of whom are known
Mr. Coyle, Captain
,Vinslow, Mr. Liseomb and other steam3oat people, as being efficient men to help
nan and officer some of the patrol vessels
>r to do other special service at this time,
3y suoh

gentlemen

as

voted that the president and eecre;ary address a letter to the governor of
;he state commending such a brigade as
yell worthy of.his favorable consideration
t was

n

present emergency.

the

T

nV

iv.

1111 rl

Attention to

proposed tonnage upon vessels enterng from foreign ports which he thought
it the rate named would be so excessive
is to make probable the diversion of the
intire trans-Atlantic steamship business
;he

;o

Canadian

Esq.,

was

ports.

Win. Chamberlain,
vote a committee

appointed by

:o confer with Hon. Nelson
m the matter.

Dingley

np-

Messrs. R. C. Bradford, Joseph A. Mc3owau, J. H. Barnes and Thomas M.
of the
Bartlett were elected members
board.
MAY DAY CARNIVAL.
The entertainment to be given by Bosworth Relief corps at City hall Monday,
in the shape of a May Day carnival, will
prove particularly attractive. The chil-

irders.

The

struction

advertisement offered inin
the art of making these
The applicant was required to

lowers.
inclose two two-oent stamps, when he
,vas furnished with an application blank,
in which he made
applications for a

their

will

for the first time in
and
Living Shield,”

Bountiful’s Heiress,”
jntitled “Lady
with Miss Rose C. Bean as Lady Bountiful; Miss Mary Welch as Gertrude; Miss
H. G. Shaw as Lottie; Miss Elizabeth
True as Fanny; Miss Winnie Hunt as

far out to

Steamer

Frank

BROKE A RIB,

Capt. C. C. Chase of,the Custom house,
at
was struck in the side Wednesday by the

JoDes is hung up
account of tho storm. She
be able to leave Portland until
on

Will not
this noon..
Fred E, Richards and Wm. W.
Hon.
Mason.'* of this oitv. owners of
Round

shaft of an express wagon on Commercial street and one of his ribs broken.
He is now confined to his home.

Porcupine island, situated at Bar Harbori
bave;given full permission to the United

eveiy part of

PERSONAL.

In the

The Besse

Then you will

intrinsic merit of

Weight

*

17

Spring Medicine and Blood Purifier. $1, six for S5.
Prepared
only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

that

and

money can buy
to sell at the

Tans,

prices quoted.

value at

Production

the the fort, but the guns will have to be
moved some distanoe from where they
»UIV1 UOD1UDUV
wiupauj
now are in order to do this it will be
ire claimed to be fraudulent and ficto out some of the parapet. The
bictious. The mail of the company aver- necessary
work at Fort Scammel will
probably comaged 1000 registered letters and 3000 ormence today.
The guns when mounted
dinary letters a day. The above are the
will command the entranoe to the harbor
on
which the
government
grounds
by the White Head passage and Ship
brings the indictment against the compa-

is

of

the
Famous
Mass.
Lawrence,

man

can wear

ny.
The

10

Our Men’s Underwear stock
now in its

condition—the

finest

very

buy—new goods

best time tor you to

Days’ Sale beginning

this

morning, April

30.

following

indlotmants

were

coming in every day.
Warm weather is almost here and
lighter weight Underwear is some-

Great valnes in Men’s and Boys’

FOSTER,

AVERY

Operators of 27 Stores.

"U

wnrrwau

VVIL.U*

Wm. J.fPorter, Montlcello, smuggling.
Uriah Kilcollins,Montlcello, smuggling.
James Bridge, Lakeview Plantation,

Ihe Jury Disagrees la
preme

Uassachusetts Su-

violation of revenue law.

apr30d2t

.___

'
fama*■

—■—i-—

illllllllllllllllllilllllllllil||||!lllllil||||||||||(|||||ll|[|||||||

Oil
Dressed
Chamois
75cand $1.00

Each.

in cotton, wool, cashmere and worsted.
them

are

exclusive styles and

Tough
Carriage
Sponges

to be found in no other store in the

city.

25c and

50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50,

Prices

Court.

CO.,

Congress Street.

Carriage

are

found:

Top Coats.

&

516

Golf Hose. We have just opened a
large new line of Men’s and Boys’
Golf Hose in all the newest styles and
patterns, both with and without feet
Many of

also

—

is

wuw

channel.

without

SALE PRICE $8-89.

75c,
$1.00,
$1.25.

for them, f The testimonials in
1SOUVU

Mills,

staple suit sold every where at $13.00 and good
that price, an excellent Suit for Dress,
Outing or Busi-

purposes, a bargain Suit that any
losing his self respect.

50c,

Washington

a

ness

enough
supply
thing you’re apt to want in a hurry.
“beginner’s outfit.” The company say mount two fifteen inch smooth bore gunB
Why not be prepared and buy now—
;hat it wasjuot a scheme to defraud, be- Each of these guns weigh twenty tons and
it will take several days to complete the before you’re driven to it.
;ause the flowers furnished in the “bework.
The carriages for the guns are at
ginner's outfit” were worth all that was
paid

Ounce

This

The very best

Underwear

White,
Natural

Sarsaparilla

Syndicate Clothiers and Outfitters.

Underwear

Best

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FROCKS.

Full

in

*he

NEW

|

TEN DAYS’ SALE
STEEL GREY, CLAY WORSTED SUITS,
SACKS AND

MEN’S
Medium

know the absolute

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOSTER, AV W £51

Spring

and attacks or illness.

|

»

your system
With blood made puro
by tak.
ing Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Then
you
Will have nerve,
mental, bodily and

GUNS^

to

A fine oil painting on a canvas 12x20
inches, of the summer residence at Center
Minot, Maine, of the noted philanthropist

“Apostle of Peace,” Captain William
Ladd, has just been presented to the
Maine Historical soaiety by Mr. J. W.
and

historical paper
of
Captain
Ladd, read before the society by Mr.
Penney, F ebruary 24th, 1898.
The

associations of the plaoe are so intimately connected with the latter part ol
the life of Mr. Ladd and his labors in the
advocacy of an international place among
all nations, that
it
was
deemed ol
sufficient historical importance to prefrom oblivion by the painter’s art,
faithful representation of a plaoe of sc

serve
a

completed Messrs. Wood and Nunn will Dunbar and Mr. Fanning studied in the
be the proprietors.
Mr. Wood has made office of Libby, Robinson & Turner.
quite a name as a successful hotel proRev. C. M. Geer, Ph. D., of Lewiston,
prietor in Western Massachusetts, and wi l supply the pulpit of Williston church
Mr. Nunn in the vicinity of Boston.
; tomorrow.

This picture of his summer home, whore
his literary work was done, will revive a
memory well nigh forgotten, and save
from oblivion that which would
soon
have been past recovery.

^<J Pure and Sure."

35c each.

2.00.

875,000,

and several

Portland people
The trial was in the

interested.

are

court.
supreme
Attorneys Stront &
Coolidge, A. C. & L.M. Clark of Boston,
and Bartlett of Haverhill, appeared for
the executors, and Smith & Ludden of

Boston and Clarence W. Peabody of Portland for th8 contestants.

______^_____

Men’s

are

required—not heaping spoonfuls.

I

Furnishing Dept.,

JORDAN, Manager.

C. F.

NAVAL MILITIA DRILL.
The naval militia drill occurs tonight
at the Armory.
The side door of the
drill shed on Market street will be used.
No spectators
will
be admitted. Men

desiring to enlist in cither division may
at this door and
present themselves
will

be examined.

sea

service,

Men who have seen
machinists and
capable

marine engineers, are wanted to complete
the complement of the two divisions.
SOME WATER FRONT NEWS.
The steamer Carlisle City sailed out of
this port about 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
Sha was deeply laden with grain.

Only one more steamer is now due here
and that is the Iona,
which comejin the
place of the Devona which was laid up
for repairs.
This steamship is expeoted
time next week and when she sails

some

the

English steamer season will be closed.
Many of the steamship clerks and railroad

some

clerks leave for Montreal; tonight,
went last night and the rush at the

Grand Trunk wharves is now over.
The steamship Manhattan sailed before
dark

night for New York.

last

obliged to leave earlier
of the

closing

now

ernment’s orders.
The Merriconeag was to have
Rockland yesterday
morning,
outside
weather
leaving. She will not

sailed; for
but the

prevented
go

until

her

FIRST BAPTIST SUNDAY SCHOOL.

meeting of
Thursday evening

The annual
held on

lowing officers

were

the
and

scholars
the fol-

elected:

Superintendent—Walter H. Field.
First Assistant Superintendent—W.

S.

Lane.

Second Assistant Superintendent—Wm.

Snow.

Secretary—Carrie L, Mills.
Assistant Secretary—Emery D. Smith,
Treasurer—Allen P. Corey.
Librarian—Fred F. Delano.
Assistant Librarian—Alice L. Tenney.
Music Committee—Fred J Clark, Mrs.
W. H. Field, Alice I. Evans.
Pianist—Alice I. Evans.
The reports show that the school has a

membership

of

404,

and an

average attendance for the fifty-two Sundays of the
year of 258, about 64 per cent of the membership; §442.50 was raised, of which

$182.79

was

given to charitable

or

mis-

sionary objects.
THE LIGHT VESSELS.
board has received orders
from the treasury department at Washington regarding light vessels that is of
considerable importance. In substance it
The

Venise Lace

lighthouse

§j
M

hand

—
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also

Edges,

—
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laces—

run

rich

55

fine

=
=

goods

specially right for trimming black costumes and

55

wraps, have been

as

at

—

™

selling

=

$1.50;

3-Joo

2.00, 2.25, 2.75,
and up to $5.00 a

makers

~

SS
—

yard, to go
the marked

today at half
prices. Dress,
specially re-

are

commended

5
E
=

55

Lot 2—A
sortment

—

narrow

white

i~

broken

of

wide

as.

cotton Val.

real value.
Lot 3—About

25 dozen Men’s Unluundered
Cheviot Shirts and Outing Flannel Shirts at only 39c each.
20 dozen Men’s large size Laundered White Shirts, sizes from
14 to 17, at only 47c each.

Lot of Men’s light-weight Jerscy Underwear, very fine indeed
at only 23c per garment.
*
Lot of Men’s

only 10c pair.

—

g

twenty

I

all

summer

costumes, nearly
all desirable widths, to

go1

and service

at

country.

|

We make them in all the latest
styles of toe and every variety

r"s
jj=

of the best imported and domestic leathers. Our shoes are
sold through 55 of our own
stores in the large cities at

=

Ef

one

=

5
S
=

|'
=

\

man-

S
S
r

shoe for $3.50 than
be had elsewhere.

Afade to

S
f

S

if desired.

measure

Our Store ii Located at

! 546

—

S

Congress

v

St.

<

S
E
=

555
~

will ho sold very

cheap.

S

STORAGE

ss
S

OF
=

FURS.

Men’s and Ladies’ Urnbrellas at 75c and 89c.
We never offered belter values
in Rain Umbrellas.
They are
warranted in every way.

They

nice Cooking Umbrellas too.

EE

Furs

=

and Fur Garments

re-

ceived for Storage, and insured
during the Summer season at

HE;
EE

BINES BROS. CO.

All valuable furs after thorough
are taken to the

I

preparation

Union Safe Deposit and Trust
Co’s vaults for safe keeping,
without extra charge.
Our

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

vessel No. 53, Winter Quarter Shoal light
vessel No. 45, Cape Charles light vessel
No. 49, Diamond Shoal light vessel No
71, Frying Pan Shoal light vessel No i'
It is quite likely that the order will’ be
put into effect as some of the light vessels
are stationed out to sea some distance
and
might fall easy prey to hostile warships
Some of the light ships are steam vessels
while all ot them carry more or less coal
which would make them desirable prizes
for'the Spaniards.

Cottage olub at Madackowando, Falmouth Foreside opened their
cottage on Fast day, and eleoted the following officers for the ensuing year:
President, Augustine D. Smith; treasurer, Sylvanus Bourne; secretary, John S.
A shore dinner was enjoyed by
Bussell.
all present including among) the guests
Horatio
Messrs.
Clark, F. A. Bibber, W.
B. Naylor. Captain George S. Wilson and
J. E. Fickett.

BLUFF COTTAGE CLUB.

new

method is odor,

less and does not crease
the garments.
Fur repairing can be done now
to better advantage than in the

offerings

a

Bluff

largest

and retailers of
men’s fine shoes in the
world, and can afford to
and do sell a higher
can

bit.

says that the following light vessels may
be taken from their stations aftor May 1,
notice: « Nantuoket
further
without
Shoals light vessels No. 66, Fire Island
light vessel No. 68, Northeast End light
vessel No. 44, Five Fathom Bank light
vessel No. 40, Fenwick Island Shoal

The

<

(’

grade

1

genuine bargain
worth coming for.
is

<1
<,

profit.

We are the

~

three-quarters
the
marked prices today—to
a

\
^

any
Shoe
$5.00
sold in this

at

reduce the stock
Each of these

j

as

~

working Shirts

are

good

low rates.

trtmfsing
and

Suspenders

Many other kinds of Furnishings

g

of Point de Paris
and other close fine white
laces fit for

dresses

20 dozen Men’s Percale Shirts
(stiff bosom) with 2 turn down
dollars and pair
cuffs, short
bosom, at only 65c each.

g

—

pieces

cotton

20 doz. Men’s Laundered ColAll soft
front.
Some with collar and
cuffs attached, others with detacliable cuffs and white band
for white collars.
ored Shirts at 39c each.

S

pOR fit, style
as

—~

i

Slice |

"

GENUINE BARGAINS ALL DAY.

un-

selling at 12c to 50c a
yard, to be sold today at
a
trifling fraction of their

$3.50 \

TO-DAY.

=

trimming
derclothing, have been

Douglas\

W. L.

and Umbrellas

Lot of Men’s black and white
«t only 33c each.
Sizes 14 1-2 to 17.

E

and

Laces for

iogs

S

take ad-

to

vantage of this sale.

this

morning.
The Amy Wixcn arrived atternoon with
2000 pounds of halibut.

assorted lot

and

account

on

by the gov-

of the harbor

rough

She is

We shall have some very low
prices on Men's Furnish-

|
|

today.

medium
black
Silk
Point
widths,

very

||

lots at the Laces

wide

some

§

§

Lot i—An
of

|

bargain

counter

|

MEANS A SALE TODAY.

>

PORTLAND, April 30, 1833.

THREE

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.

DO YOU SEE

| THIS STAR ?

Eastman Bros. & Bancreft.

light

rounded spoonfuls

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

11 1

l$l%§

®

of instruction.
This oost him 82
tents.
Then the applieant reoeived noiice that he must pay $2 for a “beginner’s TOl MOUNT FORT SCAM MEL
putflt.”
When he
had enclosed the $2
Work to Commenoe on House
Island
le was
required to furnish a legal bond
Today.
pefore he could l-eoeive material for reguar work.
Usually the applicant could
At last the emergenoy engineer oorps of
lot obtain
such a bond, and all he had
which Mr. Frederick J. Ilsley is the head
1 ;o] show for his S2.36 was a few artificial
The corps
The company furnished no flow- has received some work to do.
oses.
irs to
the milliners, but it took all their has been ordered to go to Fort Scammel
in the harbor as soon as possible
and
orce to make flowers
to

Second Lieutenant George G. Gatley.
^States government to occupy the island
many interesting reminiscences.
of this city, son of Mr. Bichard Gatley,
Mr. Ladd acquired the property in 1813.
for the purpose of ereoting fortifications
has been gazetted First Lieutenant 5th and from 1814 until his death In
tor the protection of Bar Harbor.
1841,
made it his summer residence removing
The Sheridan Rifles drilled last night Artillery.
Hon. H. L. Shepherd of Rockport, was to
the armory before a large
Portsmouth, N. H., to the ancestral
lit
crowd.
in town yesterday.
home during the winter months.
There was a big turn out and the compaLieut. E. W. Royden, U. S. A., who
A man of wealth, he made lavish exny, which was drilled by Lieut. Foley,
has been appointed to muster in the voldid excellent work and was liberally appenditures in beautifying the place,
unteers at Camp. Richards, arrived in
making it, to use his own words his
plauded for it.
At a meeting of the salary committee Portland Thursday.
“Paradise,” and undoubtedly the most
Rev. Luther Freeman, the new
pastor elegant country residence in Cumber land
last niglit it was voted to report the
will
of Chestnut street M. E. church,
county.
salary bill as it was before reported withsermon on Sunday
It has been possible to reproduce it on
out any change from the salaries os they preach his opening
at 3 p. m.
at
the present time
stand today.
canvas, although
Frank Wilde of Commo- soarce a
Commander
The state board of railroad commissionvistage of Its former magnificence
is on the Boston.
ers were at Bridgton yesterday giving a dore Dewey’s squadron,
remains—partly by the aid of the camera
was in
charge of the lighthouse dis- and sketches made on the spot; but prinhearing on the extension of the Bridgton He
trict for several years and lived in Port- cipally
and Saco River railroad to Harrison.
through the agency of data
land with his family during that time.
gathered from people contemporary with
who has the
Commander N. M. Dyer,
time,some of whom were intimates oi
LIVELY RUNAWAY.
charge of the Baltimore, was the last the Ladd family, and now living in an
A horse attached to one of Geo. G. naval
officer in this lighthouse district, adjoining town.
•Shaw & Co. ’s delivery wagons took fright
This work has been done by Miss Lizzie
preceding Capt. Perry. He left here last
at something while standing in front of
August to take command of the Balti- E. Washburn, a resident of Centre Minot,
their Congress street store yesterday aftermore, then the flagship at the Hawaiian to whom credit is due for
months oi
noon and started at a lively rate down the islands. She has
but recently joined
painstaking research in locating' and
On the way he collided with cue
street.
the Asiatic fleet.
verifying locations ot buildings, gardens,
of the Universal Laundry teams, damagis
Miss
to trees, etc.
of Portland,
McCobb
the
ing
wagon considerably and throwing lecture on Nansen next Monday evening,
The painting, under her
supervision,
Mr. Morrison, the driver under the horse’s in
the parlors of Mrs. George K. Boutelle, was made
Mrs. Eva M. Reed of Meby
feet. Mr. Morrison was not injured, how- on
College avenue, Watervilie, for the chanic Fall=, an artist of skill and repu
ever, and ouickly caught his horse and benefit of the Woman’s Association.
tation, formally a teacher in oil painting
held him. The runaway was soon stopped
M. L. Crowell and wife of San Fran- in
Brldgtoni academy und other higt
before further damage was done.
cisco, are stopping at the Preble.
schools.-'
Kendall M. Dunbar jwas admitted'to
Captain Ladd was a roan of genius,
FALMOUTH HOTEL.
the courts of the state as a practicing who embellished and
improved whatevei
It seems to be generally understood attorney at the last term of the Supreme he
touched.
He is best remembered for
Jthat as Mr. John K. Martin’s lease of Court. Mr. Dunbar is secretary of the his arduous and enthusiastic labors foi
the Falmouth hotel expires tomorrow that State Senate. Mr. Jed
Frye Fanning the last eighteen years of his life in the
tthe owners of the property will at once was also admitted to the Cumberland bar
advocacy of a universal peace. Moro than
proceed to make much needed improve- during the recent session of the Supreme half a century has passed since his philments, and it.'seems also to be under- court. Mr. Fanning is a graduate of anthropic and disinterested
work was
"
stood that when the improvements are Bates college, class of ’93. Both Mr. done.

Only

""

Your

sourse

tion of a

the J)r. Small will case to the judge’s
decision in the Supreme Court, and the
case will be taken to the law court.

"

produce

In

Rockland

Up

The trial of the case of the probate of
Herbert K. Hull, Canton, violation of the will of Sarah K.
Safford, deceased,
Portland “The
revenue law.
whioh has
occupied a full week in Bos‘Living American Flag.” [250 children
ton, resulted yesterday in a disagreement
in the production.
will be
engaged
of the jury.
The estate amounts at least
MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
A charming operetta will also be given
iren

AnVEKTiSKMEirn.

■-

srs.

Mattie; Miss Nina E. Adams as Polly;
the prey of the Miss Dotty E.JDavis as Dotty; Miss Nelsea will make them
Penney of Meohanic Falls, Me., and it
lie E. Sawyer as Nellie. Misses Alice H.
Spaniards.
now may be seen at th e society’s library,
The troops will leave the Union Sta- and Mamie C. Gribben will sing several
Baxter hall, in Portland.
tion for Augusta at 2 p. m., .Monday.
The afternoon and evening perduets.
The picture is strictly original, its ora
the
was
with
Star
conclude
formances
will
disagreeable
Yesterday
rainy,
igin
being suggested as the result of ina
full
chorus of 300
day.
Spangled Banner by
vestigations for local data, in the preparaExceptions have been filed by counsel aud Chandler’s full orchestra.
that

unprotected locality

In the United States Circuit Court
reresterday forenoon the grand jury
ported and were discharged. Among the
ndictments is one against Arthur H.
l'erry of Fairfield and Frank J. Good■idge of Watervllle, for using the United
?taces mail in a scheme to defraud the
public.
Terry and Goodridge carry on

It was represented by them that
they had large orders from milliners for
irtifleial
flowers of all kinds and that

by the lighthouse department-

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899.
Bids also closed for mooring stones and
They
provisions for the department.
Were sealed and mailed to Washington.
There was a small fire in the house

:

ary were requested to address the secre,ary of the navy, urging the full completion of the proposed plans at the earliest
30ssible day.
A committee was appointed to confer
vith Major Hoxie, of the United States
Engineers department, and urge the im-

HEW

Indictment Against Fairfield Floral Co,

Safety of Portland.

J. R. Libby Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
H. H. Hay & Son.
J. E. Palmer.
Foster, Avery & Co.
Manufacturers’ Syndicate.

tfcc tut;

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.

TRADE.

Brigado Commended—Measures for

faval
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This roller la giving the best of satisfaction.
The cloth is put on by patent fasteners and can
not come off. Wo take special pains with our
Shade Work and guarantee every one of these
shades for perfect action and smooth working.
Our Prices are at the lowest; figures that first
class and reliable work can be sold. (Special
Colors Painteu to Order.

OSCAR F. HUNT,
No. 563 Congress St., Portland, Maine.

Autumn.

fr>

i

9

J

The work is inclined to be

thorough, the price less, and the
garment ready to wear when required.

^
y

L. H.

»

J)

FURRIER,

I
VJ
for

f

SCHLOSBERG,

apri9

2 Free St.
eodstiiptf

